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ICAC PUBLIC INQUIRY: OPERATION GERDA

FURTHER STATEMENT OF GREG ROBINSON

Background

1.

I refer to my signed statements dated 29 and 31 January 2019.

2.

This is a statement of the further evidence that I would be prepared to give in
the public inquiry currently being held by the Independent Commission Against

-

Corruption code-named "Operation Gerda".

3.

Exhibited to me now is a bundle of documents to which I will refer below
(Exhibit).

4.

I have been employed by the University of Sydney (University) since March
2012 in the role of Director of Campus Infrastructure Services (CIS). The
University's Campus Security Unit (CSU) sits within CIS. The Head of Campus
Security and Emergency Management (Simon Hardman) reports to the Deputy
Director of Campus Services, CIS (Ben Hoyle) with a dotted line to me when
appropriate (such as in relation to a major incident or emergency).

5.

I hold a Bachelor of Civil Engineering and Executive Masters of Business
Administration. I am a Fellow of the Australian Institute of Company Directors
and a Fellow of the Australian Property Institute.

6.

-

As stated in paragraph 7 of my Statement dated 31 January 2019, I disdosed
certain information to Stephen Phillips (Vice Principal - Operations) and the
University's Internal Audit team on 15 March 2018. Shortly thereafter (I believe
on the same day), I was informed that ICAC had previously instructed the
University to cease any internal investigation into the issues concerning
Sydney Night Patrol & Inquiry Co Pty Ltd (SNP) and S International Group Pty
Ltd (SIG) that are the subject of the present public inquiry. I have learned this
week that the ICAC instruction took effect from about April 2017. I have not
sighted ICAC's letter to the University.

7.

I understand that the University complied with ICAC's instruction and since that
time, by agreement reached between the University's Internal Audit team , the
Office of General Counsel, and ICAC, no internal investigations have been
undertaken into these matters until late 2018.

The steps taken by the

University in respect of security guarding services and the contract between the
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University and SNP (2015 Contract) as well as the development and
improvement of its processes in these respects have been necessarily
constrained by the fact that the University is not yet fully aware of the true
nature and extent of the fraud that has been perpetrated on it.

Steps taken by the University (including CIS) to develop processes in respect
of procurement and contract management

8.

There is always room for improvement in the University's internal processes
including in relation to contract management and procurement. The issues that

-

have come to light in the public inquiry into the 2015 Contract have, obviously,
highlighted deficiencies in the processes by which SNP came to be appointed
and by which SNP's performance of the 2015 Contract has been assessed .
These are matters that I and others within CIS in particular, and the University
in general, take very seriously and steps have already been taken within the
University, including within CIS, to start to address these issues as set out
below.
9.

I understand that, for some years prior to my appointment in 2012, the general
practice was that each of the University's faculties had responsibility for the
management of its own facilities via building managers and they chose to
operate relatively autonomously. Consequently there was a varying degree of
sophistication and capability with respect to facilities management across the
University.

10.

I understand that from approximately 2009, when the current Vice Chancellor
(Dr Michael Spence) was appointed , facilities management services were
centralised into CIS, along with the transfer of relevant staff working in the
faculties. However, recognising that the necessary capability was not available
within CIS, a major program was commenced by my predecessor to outsource
the management of these services (excluding security).

11 .

In the context of this program to centralise and standardise facilities
management within CIS, Brookfield Global Integrated Solutions Pty Ltd (BGIS)
was appointed in 2012 to act as a managing agent for a number of facilities
management contracts (excluding security services). BGIS's role was limited to
that of a managing agent, meaning that CIS retained ultimate control of the
delivery of facilities management services. In the latter half of 2018, following a
review of BGIS' role, changes have been implemented within CIS, which are
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addressed in more detail below. These changes are intended to remove the
need for an external managing agent by establishing and developing relevant
in-house expertise in contract management. Such expertise can also be
deployed to strengthen contract management and performance assurance
across security services.
Appointment of Stephen Phillips, Ben Hoyle and other senior staff within CIS

12.

In

February 2017,

Stephen Phillips commenced

as Vice-Principal of

Operations, a role which has overall responsibility for CIS, among other areas

-

of operation. I report to Stephen Phillips.
13.

Ben Hoyle joined in March 2018 as Deputy Director, Campus Services, CIS. A
document setting out the Position Description for that role is under tab 1 of the
Exhibit. The role of Deputy Director, CIS is more senior than the role of
Divisional Manager, Facilities Management, which was held by Steve Sullivan
until the role was made redundant in January 2018 as a result of the
introduction of the Deputy Director role.

14.

The position of Deputy Director, Campus Services, CIS required a candidate
with a strong capability in business and contract performance across all
required operations and maintenance requirements across all our campuses. A
further goal was to recruit a candidate who would proactively address the
issues facing Campus Services, including in respect of the development of its
procurement and contract management functions, as well as demonstrating
capability in visual management and performance assurance.

15.

Ben has previously worked at Broadspectrum (formerly Transfield Services)
and has considerable experience in the oil and gas industry, manufacturing,
defence, mining and paper and pulp. It was my belief that those industries
represented best practice in the area of contract performance management, as
contract service providers within those industries have significant commercial
incentives to ensure that services are managed to allow the main enterprise to
operate uninterrupted.

16.

Stephen Phillips and Ben Hoyle have worked collaboratively with other
University staff, including me, to improve the processes that underpin
procurement and contract management at the University.

17.

In addition to appointing Ben Hoyle, CIS has recruited an additional 25 staff
members in the past four months. These additional staff are intended to enable
the University to establish, internally within the University, the same capability
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that could be achieved by a significant external managing agent. An example of
the benefit of establishing this capability internally (versus outsourcing to a
managing agent, such as BGIS, which occurred previously), is that the
University - with the specific experience, skillset and improved capability of the
staff we have recruited - can progress from the SNP 2015 agreement of
contracting for a service which is billed on an agreed annual volume split by a
monthly basis - to a new contractual regime of billing monthly based on task by
task performance which is pre-planned based on a 1O week planning cycle (ie;
a transparent cost base with KPI performance incentives). This ultimately
results in the University receiving greater value from services contracts and

-

performance assurance against the University's requirements. This regime is
now required in the University's tender process for contracted services.
18.

With the oversight of Stephen Phillips and Ben Hoyle (among others), there
have been improvements made to the tender process and to ongoing contract
management and compliance. The Request for Tender in respect of Facilities
Management and Operations Services referred to in paragraph 26 below was
the result of improvements to procurement processes in which Stephen and
Ben were involved and provided stewardship. It is acknowledged that further
refinements may need to be made when the outcomes of Operation Gerda are
known, including any recommendations that are made in its prevention report.

19.

In relation to security services, a Security Contractor Management Guide
('Guide') was developed in late 2018 as part of the performance assurance
process. One of the functions of the Guide is to codify and reform the approach

-

to be taken by CIS staff who have responsibility for managing security
contractors and more particularly to allocate contract and operational
accountability and responsibility to the Head of Security and Emergency
Management. The interim Wilson security contract (mentioned in paragraph 25
below) has been 'health checked' against a version of the Guide. This guide is
a superior approach to the practice outlined in my previous statement of 29
January 2019 at paragraph 18 in which I state that I would expect the legal
team would provide a contract synopsis for the contract sign off which could
form the outline for the accountable contract manager of key areas to be
managed . A copy of the Guide is under tab 2 of the Exhibit.
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Development of the University's processes in respect of the seNices the subject of
the SNP contract

Replacement of SNP's subcontractor with Wilson

20.

I refer to paragraph 6 above. I now know that, in light of the instruction from
ICAC that the University refrain from conducting internal investigations, no
steps were able to be taken in relation to the 2015 Contract prior to the
execution of an ICAC search warrant in relation to the Campus Security Unit in
April 2018.

21.
-

On 15 May 2018, I, on behalf of the University, sent a Breach Notice to SNP
pursuant to the 2015 contract. The Notice sets out a number of breaches of
contract by SNP in relation to, among other things, the subcontracting of work
to SIG, a failure to ensure compliance by SNP with the terms of the contract
and potential overcharging arising from the University being charged for
guarding and patrols that have not taken place. A copy of that document is
under tab 3 of the Exhibit.

22.

On the same day (15 May 2018), Mr Hoyle, on behalf of the University, sent a
letter to SNP stating that University did not consent to SNP subcontracting any
of the work to be provided under the 2015 contract to Multiworks (as SNP had
proposed) and further stating that unless consent was obtained by SNP from
the University under clause 4.5(a) of the 2015 Contract, SNP was to do the

-

work itself. A copy of the letter dated 15 May 2018 to SNP is under tab 4 of the
Exhibit.
23.

As at 7 June 2018, SNP was continuing to use Multiworks to perform
subcontracted work despite the University's refusal to provide its consent. On
that day, I, on behalf of the University, sent a letter notifying SNP that the
University had terminated, pursuant to clause 9.2(a) of the 2015 Contract:
a. the Work Order for Line Marking; and
b. part of the Work Order for Guarding Services relating
to busing (i.e. the transportation of students by bus).
A copy of the letter dated 7 June 2018 to SNP is under tab 5 of the Exhibit.

24.

The University was very clear in its communications to SNP that Multiworks
was not authorised to be on campus performing the services contracted to
SNP. By approximately 18 June 2018, SNP notified the University that
Multiworks was no longer performing guarding and related services at the
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University. It was therefore necessary for the University to arrange for an
alternative supplier to provide the services that SNP had been subcontracting
(first to SIG then to Multiworks).
25.

The guarding services no longer provided by SNP were the subject of a tender
awarded to Wilson Security. In effect, this was an interim engagement pending
the completion of a new tender process in respect of guarding and other
services, set out in more detail below. On 2 October 2018, Wilson commenced
providing services pursuant to its interim contract. A copy of the executed
contract is under tab 6 of the Exhibit.

Request for Tender for guarding and other services

26.

The tender process that is currently underway commenced with a call to market
for companies to submit an expression of interest to provide services. Over 140
companies made submissions and, based on the strengths of the proposals
submitted, the University invited around 70 companies, who had prequalified
against the 32 categories of service, to participate in the request for tender
(RFT).

27.

SNP submitted a response to the University's EOI; however, SNP's submission
for security services failed to prequalify and they were not invited to submit an
RFT. On 7 September 2018, the University informed SNP that its submission to
tender for the new contract had been unsuccessful.

28.

On about 17 October 2018, the University issued a Request for Tender (RFT)
for the provision of guarding and other services including those services that
were still being provided to the University by SNP under that part of the 2015
contract that remained in operation. This RFT reflects a different approach to
tender evaluation than that which applied during the tender for the 2015
contract.

It was developed with substantial involvement from Procurement,

Internal Audit, Office of General Counsel, EY, McGrath Nicol, Ben Hoyle and
with oversight by a Steering Committee that has myself and Stephen Phillips as
part of its membership.
29.

The proposed contract will include detailed Schedules setting out the Scope of
Services required for each of the three categories of service: "Hard Facilities
Management Services", "Soft Facilities Management Services" and "Operations
Services and Maintenance Services".
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The proposed contract will set out the way in which 'Archibus' (the University of
Sydney's asset management software), is to be used by the University and the
contractor to ensure that the work that is requested is recorded and monitored
appropriately. This is set out in a workflow, access to approve work and to
verify its completion and to account for performance is restricted to University
staff in the central hub that schedules tasks and controls work independent of
the CSU.

31.

The proposed contract will set out the contractor's reporting requirements.
They will include monthly, weekly and daily reports accompanied by a
statement by the contractor verifying that it has undertaken the works in

-

accordance with the contract requirements and all relevant standards, laws and
guidelines.
32.

The contractor's monthly report is to include a work management and
compliance report detailing, among other things:
a. the

number

of non-compliances

with

contract

requirements discovered by a University audit per
month; and
b. the number of on-site contractor employees that
have

not

completed

their required

automated

biometric and manual log-in, sign-on and sign-off
sheets. The biometric systems that are currently in
place at the University are set out in paragraph 39
below.
33.

The proposed contract will set out the contractor's annual reporting obligations
which are to include a range of matters including:
a.

a summary of quality audits and inspections;

b.

annual expenditure on surge services; and

c.

a summary of annual performance against the KPls discussed in
the following paragraph.

34.

The proposed contract will contain a Performance Management Framework.
These provisions will deal in detail with the steps that the University now
requires a contractor to take in order to ensure that the promised services are
rendered in compliance with the contract and otherwise in a satisfactory
manner. Among other things, it will set out the reporting obligations of the
contractor in relation to the achievement of specified KPls, including by
reference to the monthly and annual reports that are to be prepared according
to the detailed methodology set out in the document.
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There are also monthly reporting requirements in relation to each of the
categories of service.

36.

The five Operations categories of service (which include security) have been
expedited ahead of the other service lines:

37.

(i)

Guarding Services;

(ii)

Electronic Maintenance;

(iii)

Locksmithing;

(iv)

Cash in transit;

(v)

Bus transport.

The evaluation of the five Operations categories of service has concluded and
recommendations are progressing through the approval process which now
involves the following steps:
(a) The Evaluation Committee's report is presented to a Steering Committee
(of which I am a member). The Steering Committee forms part of the new
and improved procurement process;
(b) The steering committee meets to consider the recommendation made for
the award of the Security Contract (which may involve a request for
further information);
(c) If the Steering Committee endorses the recommendation, it will then be
submitted to the Tender Board;
(d) The Tender Board Committee will consider the Steering Committee's
recommendation and report, seeking their approval and recommendation;
(e) The Executive's approval and recommendation is then forwarded to the
Finance and Audit Committee (FAC) for consideration. The FAC is
ultimately responsible for formally approving a new Security contractor
given the size of the aggregated value of the contract term.

The use of biometrics, GPS and supervisory staff

38.

The University occupies several campuses comprising some 700 separate
buildings spread across metropolitan and greater Sydney. In addition to the
main campus at Camperdown and nearby Darlington, there are also campuses
at Cumberland, Camden and Rozelle as well as the Conservatorium of Music.
There are a number of buildings within the University that are accessible to
students 24 hours a day, including Fisher library on the main campus. The size
of the University presents significant challenges in relation to facilities and
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security contract management, for example the monitoring of guarding
services.

Fingerprint scanners

39.

In May 2018, the University has recently required its security guarding
contractors (SNP and Wilson) to demonstrate contractual compliance by using
biometric technology consisting of fingerprint scanning machines located at
each campus. The purpose of the machines is to ensure the identity of its
guards. This information is used to verify the sign in and sign out times of

-

guards at the beginning and end of each shift. The procedure is for the relevant
guard to scan their fingerprint at the same time as they physically sign in and
out. Guards access keys and buildings using uniquely identified swipe cards to
perform lock and unlock duties. The biometric scanners at remote sites are
located with the key-lock boxes. The guards signing in need to access the keys
using their swipe cards to then undertake lock and unlock activities. Biometric
sign in locations are also monitored through CCTV allowing for spot checks to
be undertaken to verify a guard's attendance and activity. The University is

rolling out its own biometric scanners, in time for the commencement of the
new contract, so that it will not be reliant on the Contractors' systems. The use
of the University's scanners will mean that guards will need to scan into our
system with ID verification and we will have the logs to verify this information.
This control will assist in preventing biometrics data being linked to the wrong
person.

GPS tracking

40.

The University also has GPS tracking enabled on the two-way radios which are
used by guards to communicate while performing guarding services. This
enables the location of guards to be monitored. The location records can be
recorded and retained, although this has not occurred on a regular basis to
date. Since February 2019 we have commenced a trial to establish if this data
can be used as an additional control for performance assurance.

41.

The trial is looking at whether the GPS tracking records can be used in
combination with the biometrics to confirm that the rostered guard actually
signed on for the relevant shift and conducted their duties as required, whether

9
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the duties involved patrolling specified routes and locations, static guarding or
responding to specific incidents.
42.

The guards' radios also have voice software that enables conversations to be
recorded, logged and retained - this data could be used, for example, for cross
checking with CCTV footage to validate the movements or attendance of
guards. CCTV cameras are located over most entrances and over lock boxes
which guards need to access in order to lock and unlock buildings.

43.

As part of the trial of the GPS tracking systems, Duty Managers (who are
employees of the University) are being recruited to replace SNP team leaders
(in the interim we have acting University team leaders now directing guard
services and oversighting sign in/out). The on site presence of Duty Managers

-

and Control Room operators (who are also in recruitment) allows the University
first hand oversight of the effectiveness and stress testing of these new
controls. If the trial is successful this technology is planned to be in active use
as a control.
44.

The University will also require the new contractor to have installed in their
vehicles an 'in vehicle monitoring system' (IVMS) which uses GPS tracking.
The purpose of the IVMS is to verify the routes travelled by the vehicles in
order to confirm that patrol requirements are being performed as required. This
is a new control to improve performance assurance.

45.

The Campus Security Unit is now supported by an analyst. The data available
for analysis comes from a variety of sources: Archibus work orders, biometric
data, key swipe access, GPS data, IVMS data and rostered schedules agreed
in advance for work tasks and guard requirements. The purpose of such
analysis is to enable, for example, cross checking of invoices against the
accumulated data with the aim of eliminating or minimizing the risk and
incidence of fraud.

Supervisors, Control Room Operators and Duty Managers

46.

It is my belief that the effective and appropriate management of security
contract personnel now requires a permanent University staff member to be on
site at all times to monitor the service delivery. This means that security
services should not be outsourced entirely. This approach enables CIS to
satisfy itself that the University's security requirements are being met at all
times and that accountability remains with University employees.
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To this end, CIS is currently in the process of recruiting a number of full-time
Supervisors and Control Room Operators to provide 24/7 on-site supervision
of the guarding services. (Control Room Operators are currently provided by
the contractor but this practice will cease in the near future). As mentioned
above, the University has also employed a number of Duty Managers who
have responsibility for verifying that guarding and other out-of-hours services
are being provided as required - e.g. that cleaning services and garbage
disposal is occurring. Duty Managers report to the current Acting Operations
Manager for the Campus Security Unit (Cheryl Wheaton). The Duty Managers
will be based at Camperdown/Dartington and will use technology discussed

-

above to monitor and respond at remote campus locations.

University and CIS approach to gifts from contractors

48.

The University has a Gifts and Benefits policy, a copy of which is under tab 7 of
the Exhibit.

It is available on the University intranet and is the subject of

training when staff are inducted at the commencement of their employment.
49.

All University staff are required to undertake compulsory online training across
a number of modules including the University's Code of Conduct, Reporting
Wrongdoing , Delegations of Authority and CIS Riskware. Dennis Smith's online
training record demonstrates that he completed mandatory training on these
policies. These records are found under tab 8. Staff were also required to
attend periodical presentations about the Policy given by Ms Jane Coulter and

-

staff of the University's Audit and Risk Management team. An email from Ms
Coulter to me dated 11 January 2016, and my reply to her of the same date, is
found under tab 9.
50.

Within the Campus Infrastructure and Services (CIS) team I have a zerotolerance approach to University employees accepting gifts or benefits from
contractors. This is reflected in my own practice of refusing such gifts. Copies
of emails by which I have done so in the past are under tab 10 of the Exhibit.

51.

To reinforce the zero-tolerance policy that applies to CIS staff, I remind staff
regularly by email and I arrange for staff to be reminded during all-staff
briefings that are held each year in the lead up to the Christmas. Examples of
these emails are under tab 11 of the Exhibit.
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The self-reporting obligations imposed on staff and the obligation on staff to
avoid conflicts of interest are, however, capable of being avoided where gifts
are received secretly and dishonestly.

Dennis Smith

53.

Dennis Smith was the Security Operations Manager at the University from the
time I commenced in my role in March 2012 until his resignation became
effective on 8 February 2019. He did not perform his duties after he
commenced sick leave on or about 22 June 2018. Under tab 12 of the Exhibit

-

is a copy of the Position Description for this role.
54.

It was my understanding that Dennis Smith was actively supervising the SNP
staff who were providing guarding services at the University. In the course of
Dennis's employment, he regularly emailed me and other members of CIS
about events that required special attention from the Campus Security Unit and
set out the manner in which such events were to be managed. Dennis also
regularly emailed me Situation Reports from University events, particularly
those involving high-profile visitors or significant events such as student
protests or industrial action , being events which required significant ad hoc
guarding services and/or posed an increased risk to student safety. These
Reports led me to believe that Dennis was in attendance at the events and/or
monitoring the guarding services being provided at them.

-

55.

The information I received regarding the guarding service deliverables did not
give me reason to have concerns about Dennis' performance of his role. That
is, crime rates on the University's campuses were lower, the number of
complaints

about

security

services

decreased

and

security

guard

responsiveness times, as represented to me, were quicker than at the
beginning of the 2015 Contract.
56.

I also regularly received emails from members of the University's staff and
executive praising the CIS (and on occasions individual security guards) for the
manner in which guarding services were provided.

57.

All of the factors mentioned above combined to give me the impression (which I
now know to be false) that Dennis was performing his supervisory role
satisfactorily and that the guarding services provided by SNP were adequate in
relation to operational matters.
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On 8 March 2017 a new position of Head of Security and Emergency
Management was created and a search consultant appointed shortly after from
JRS to identify potential candidates for consideration. The establishment of this
position was in response to my ongoing concerns, since Morgan Andrews'
departure, that the CSU was impacting on Steve Sullivan's time needed to
support the unit. Dennis Smith was approached at the time to see whether he
was interested in the role but he did not express interest either informally or
formally.

59.

I am committed to continuing the processes already commenced by the
University in order to implement all measures necessary to prevent a

-

recurrence of the non-compliant contractor conduct to which the University has
been subjected.
Dated:
Signed:
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Position
Number

POSITION DESCRIPTION

Primary
Function

Administration
Mana cement

POSITION DETAILS:

•

POSITION TITLE

Deputy Director, Campus Services

SCHOOL/ DEPARTMENT

Campus Services

FACULTY / PSU / PORTFOLIO

Campus Infrastructure & Services

CLASSIFICATION LEVEL

SGS 6

CLASSIFICATION DATE

22 September 2017

PRIMARY FUNCTION INCLUDING UNIT CONTEXT:
The primary function of the Deputy Director, Campus Services is to provide strategic and executive leadership fo r CIS
Campus Services division, a multi-disciplinary group that manages the University's $4bn asset portfolio, en suring that
existing and future assets are managed effectively across thei r lifecycle to improve performance outcomes, facil it y
lifespan and delive r cost savings, as well as operational services such as security, cleaning, laboratory services an d venues
for the University.
The Deputy Director, Campus Services has responsibility to lead the multi- disciplinary Campus Services team to im prove
service delivery, cu stomer service focus, collaboration and communication through leading and implementing the Campus
Services Model, as part of the University's Services Operating Model (SOM) activities. The position is responsible fo r the
following areas; Client Services, Security and Emergency Management, Laboratory Technical Service, Grounds
Maintenance and Facilities Services.

•

The position actively eng a ges and maintains key stakeholder relationships across the University including the Unive rsity
Executive, Build ing and Estates Committee, Faculties, DVCs, Po rtfolios and Professional Service Unit leaders, to ena ble the
development and implementation of the overarching University strategy. It also coordinates governance and contro l
frameworks through the CIS Campus Services Boo rd, ensuring there is effective processes to achieve the outcomes of the
SOM program .

UNIVERSITY & FA CUL TY / PSU / PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW:
Campus Infrastructure & Services (CIS) is responsible for the built environment of the University of Sydney campuse s
including the provision of campus services, management of existing assets, planning solutions to operational needs a nd
delivering appro ved projects in line with the University Stra tegic Plan and the Campus Improvement Program 20 14 - 2020,
which sets out the future direction for the development and improvement of the Camperdown-Dorlington campuses.
CIS operates in a precinct matrix structure that aims to provide stakeholders with the highest standards of customer service.
The mat rix structure is focused around six (6) precincts with each precinct lead by a Precinct Manager (PM). The PM has
relationship as outlined in the CIS service catalogue. The PMs act as the client advocate between the University 's diverse
stakeholders and the CIS operational teams.
CIS consists of five divisions:
1. Design, Engineering, Planning and Sustainability division is responsible for providing solutions to operational
needs including; strategic planning, space planning, heritage, engineering, sustainability, detailed plannin g and
architecture as well as delivery of the Campus Improvement Program to ensure that there is a strategic an d
consistent approach to planning and development across the University Campuses.
2. Precinct Project Delivery is responsible for the project management of small, medium, major and transform a tional
projects on time, within budget and to a quality which meets the University's expectations. This division opera tes in
a precinct matrix with each precinct led by the Precinct Delivery Manacer (PDM). The PDM is responsible for the

Position Description Template - 26 / 10/2016

22 Septem~~ 2017
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delivery of all projects in their precinct and the coordination of these works in consultation with the relevant CIS
Precinct Managers, CIS Divisional Managers and University stakeholders.
The Campus Services division is responsible for the facilities management and services operations across the
entire University, including but not limited to security services and emergency management, repairs and
maintenance of University assets; landscaping and maintenance of University grounds, laboratory technical
services for University-wide shored laboratory facilities and venue management to the highest level of customer
service. Campus Services is often a stakeholder's first point of contact for assistance and interaction with the CIS
services across all other divisions. This interaction occurs through multiple channels including; reception services,
call centre, online or face-to-face.
The Property and Development division is responsible for a range of activities associated with the University's
operational, investment end leasehold properties, including investment, sale, acquisition, property management
across operational leaseholds, retail, farm management and student accommodation portfolio development.
Corporate Services is responsible for delivering a variety of professional services across CIS including
governance, cornpliunc~ um.I risk 111unugement, technology and systems, work health & safety, programming and
reporting. It is also responsible for the planning and implementation for operational commencement in relation to
our major and transformational projects.

3.

4.

5.

KEY ACTIVITIES AND ACCOUNTABILITIES:

•

The following activities and accountabilities are designed to deliver outcomes aligned with the University's strategic goals.
the course of delivering outcomes, the incumbent is expected to honour and adhere to the University's policies, codes and
guidelines while consistently demonstrating the University's culture and values.
FREQUENCY

1.

Supports the Director of Campus Infrastructure and Services.

•
•
•
2.

•

Represents CIS on behalf of the Director on both internal University and external boards .
Provides critical thinking and thought leadership on Campus Services and the implementation of
the SOM.

Ongoing

Manages the delegation of activities from the Office of the Director into CIS to manage the
delivery of activities

Manages the development and implementation of the overarching integrated strategies for
Campus Services and/or CIS.

•

Manage the overall coordination and implementation of the SOM program within CIS, its
integration with other PSUs and its reporting to the University Executive.

•

Manages the overall development and implementation of the Campus Services SOM activities
and associated initiatives across Campus Services, ensuring strategic alignment and operating
synergies are realised across the division, and the efficient and effective achievement of
strategic objectives and goals.

•

Develop the future Campus Services Operating Model and resourcing to facilitate the optimal
delivery of services, ensuring efficient and effective utilisation of resources .

•

Develop and implement effective service performance measures and visual management tools
to monitor and drive the performance of the division and its external contractors. Mandate the
use of visual management and implementation of service and financial performance measures
across all Service Providers.

•

Develop and implement transparent and meaningful key performance indicators for the
division's activities.

•

Develops and maintains strategic partnerships with senior leaders across the University to
maximise the seamless integration of SOM and Campus Services Model and subsequent change
programs.
Provides change management strategy advice and oversees key transformations of the Campus
Services Division.

•
•

Ongoing

Provides strategic discussion papers on a broad range of issues for review by Director, CIS,
Deputy Directors and Divisional Manager, Corporate Services inclusive of appropriate and
relevant analysis, business strategy and sound recommendations.
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3.

•

4.

Provides effective leadership, management and support to the Managers within Campus
Services and the third party Service Providers.

•

Provides effective leadership and management and support to the Management Team within
Campus Services including; feedback, coaching and support for individual performance, career
and talent development, to build an effective and high performing team.

•

Manages the performance and development of the Managers including; performance reviews,
mentoring, support and professional development.

•

Provides input into talent management and succession planning for senior leaders across
Campus Services and ad vises the Director on recruitment and resourcing to ensure the future
leadership needs of the Division are met.

•

Ensures effective collaboration takes place between senior leaders across operating units and
other groups within the University.

•

Ensure there is effective contract management of the third party Service Providers occurring
with the Division.

•

Develop and implement transparent and meaningful key performance indicators for all third
party service providers that are linked to their overall performance and any future contract
extensions.

•

Conduct bi-annual contract reviews with the most senior representative from each Service
Provider, to discuss service and financial performance, resource capability a nd responsiveness
and stakeholder management and customer satisfaction.

•

Lead and manage annual audits for a selection of Service Providers to verify their service and
financial performance, value for money, process and quality assurance a nd make
recommendation of necessary improvements.

•

Ongoing

Provides effective strategic financial management and oversight for Campus Services and its
related expenditure areas.

•

Provides executive oversight and guidance to the Campus Services Management Team on
financial management, ensuring that there is effective operational and capital investment
strategies and related plans in place to deliver the necessary operat ional services and secure
the assets long term requirements.

•

Demonstrate effective financial management of the d ivision to ensure that agreed service levels
are achieved within the approved financial budgets, escalate any known issues early with
recommendations and cons ider cost optimisation options to offset any over runs.

•

Collaborates with CIS Executive to ensure effective financial governance and control,
overseeing financial audits, identifying t rends and issues, and providing advice and guidance
to senior leadership groups.

•
•
•
5.
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Ongoing

Create a divis ion culture of service improvement and cost optimisation .
Promote innovation and creativity within the division to promote new approaches to the
delivery of services that will improve the customer experience and outcome.
Escalates any concerns or issues on financial management to the Divisional Manager, Cor porate
Services and Director, CIS .

Manages key stakeholders and communications to relevant entities across the University in
relation to the strategic direction of Campus Services.

•

Develops and maintains strategic partnerships with senior leaders across the University and
external government organisations, industries and professional organisations to maximise the
seamless integration of strategic initiatives and the implementation of subsequent change
programs across Campus Services.

•

Actively engages and maintains key stakeholder relationships across the University including the
University Executive (UE), UE Operations, Building and Estates Committee, Faculties, DVCs,
Portfolios and Professional Service Unit leaders, to enable development and implementation of
operating units overarching strategy.

•

Consults with the Deans, Directors and Faculty General Managers to ensure collaboration;
partnering and team work in the delivery of strategic initiatives, key projects, change
management and service delivery.
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Monitors the overarching governance and control Framework For Campus Services.
Provides executive leadership and guidance for the CIS Campus Services Boord governance
and control frameworks, ensuring that the Boord is on effective and decisive governance forum.
Monitors the implementation of sound governance protocols across Campus Services' operating
units and associated delivery partners.
Provides recommendations to the Director, CIS on improvements to the governance framework
that will deliver better outcomes for CIS and the University.

•
•

Ongoing

•
7.

Undertakes ad-hoc projects and other activities.

•

Performs work activities relevant to the role's key accountabilities as approved by Directo r, CIS
and commensurate to the role's clossificotion level.

A s required

MANAGEMENT DATA

•

REPORTS TO:
Role to which this position reports

Director, Campus Infrastructure & Services

2 UP REPORT:

Vice-Principal, Operations

DIRECT REPORTS:
number of direct reports to this position, their classification and
number of incumbents
INDIRECT REPORTS:
number of reports via subordinates to this position
OPERATING BUDGET (Excludes Salaries)

5 FTE

89.1 FTE
$60M

·,

.
KEY INTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS -acros s/ w1·1h·in th e Univers11y
MAIN CONTACTS

PURPOSE

Director of CIS
CIS Management (including Precinct Managers)
Deans and Heads of Schools and Deportments
Faculty General Managers
University Senior Administrative staff
Heads of Professional Services Units (PSUs)

KEY EXTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS

•

-

OU t SI"d e 0 F th e

Establish and maintain effective relationships within CIS to ensure high
levels of collaboration and collegiality to facilitate effective management
of the division.
Establish and maintain effective relationships across the University to
facilitate customer feedback, collaboration and as a point of escalation
to drive hiQh levels of customer satisfaction
Establish and maintain effective relationship s across the University to
facilitate customer feedback and as a point of escalation to drive high
levels of customer satisfaction

·,

U nivers1ry
·

MAIN CONTACTS

PURPOSE

The posit ion has oversight and supervision of a
number of external consultants and contractors
including but ore not limited to:

Negotiate consultant contracts for the provision of services.

•
•
•

•
•
•

Facility Services Contractors
Builders
Project Managers
Engineers

For the resolution of matters escalated by direct report Managers an d
for the receipt of professional or industry specific advice regarding the
management of Campus Services

IT Professionals
WH&S Professionals

Other external contacts may include but are not
limited to:

•

Receive advice / consu ltancy services on matters relating to Campus
Services and operational matters.

To facilitate productive communication within the community to ensure
long-term stakeholder engagement.

Various State and Commonwealth
Government Bodies

•

Statutory Planning Authorities

•
•

Other universities

Councils .
Relevant industry bodies and university
representative associations.

To ensure industry good practice standards ore being applied within the
University .
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DECISION MAKING AND DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITY
The Deputy Director, Campus Services is responsible for operationalising, implementing and managing all decisions that
relate to strategic planning, organisational design, organisational performance, financial performance (including modelling
and business case development), stakeholder relations, regulatory compliance and control, contract negotiation and
management, workplace health and safety, risk management and capital planning across Campus Services.
The incumbent has leadership responsibilities to guide, develop and manage a team of professional administrative staff,
and for interfacing with, and contributing to, decision making of CIS' leadership team. They will apply extensive
professional judgment to make day to day decisions ensuring alignment to University Policy and Practices, as well as in
areas where it does not, exercising independent judgement and significant decision-making autonomy.
Delegations of Authority: The position will have the same delegations as designated as Divisional Manager, Corporate
Services for the purposes of the University's Delegations of Authority Administrative Functions.

QUALIFICATIONS AND OR CERTIFICATIONS
Postgraduate qualifications with extensive relevant experience in management and business administration, and/or
equivalent combination of relevant training and experience.

•
•

EXPERIENCE AND SKILLS
CRITERIA
Demonstrated extensive experience in managing o diverse portfolios comparable to the University or larger ($4billion assets
under direct management and $60 million annual expenditure across multiple sites).
Demonstrated extensive expertise in strategic operational leadership, an ability to deliver operational excellence and asset
manaaement improvements.
Demonstrates to be a very strong critical thinker, problem solver, respected communicator and proven performer in a highly
complex, political and competitive environment.
Sound knowledge of current trends and developments in the FM / Operations sector in Australia and Overseas, WH&S,
Legislative Compliance.
Excellent interpersonal, verbal and written communication skills as well as advanced facilitation skills with sound negotiating
and conflict resolution skills and a demonstrated level of tact and discretion in dealing with a variety of matters.
Ability to work both independently and as part of a team, taking initiative and exercising sound judgement in resolving
f normal daily work. Demonstrated skills and experience as an effective port of a high
matters that may arise as part o_
performance senior management team with the ability and willingness to contribute valuable opinions to broader
organisational strateaies in management meetings.
Proven management experience at a senior level; together with flexibility, capacity to adapt to changing circumstances and
environments and, when necessory, navigating through ambiguity. Personal attributes of integrity and fairness, a
collaborative approach, sound judgement, commitment to quality service, a high level of initiative, resilience and personal
accountability for results.
Excellent time and workload management skills with demonstrated ability to prioritise effectively, manage multiple tasks,
meet deadlines, navigate diplomatically to resolve problems and achieve the required outcomes and effectively deliver
results.
Strong leadership skills and the ability to build effective and engaged teams that are focused on delivering results.
Demonstrated experience in the supervision, training, mentoring and performance management of staff; and experience
managing and resolving a diverse range of HR issues.
Strong skills in complex financial management and experience managing budgets, generating income and controlling
expenditure across the entire portfolio.
Strong business acumen ·ond highly developed analytical and strategic skills to review and assess the cost base of delivering
the required services and develop and implement plans to streamline service delivery and stakeholder engagement and
satisfaction.
Effective management of a diverse group of key stakeholders on large or complex projects and the ability to
develop/cultivate productive relationships with industry providers and key users.
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AUTHORISATION
Confirmation that this is a true reflection of the accountablllties of this role.

MANAGER
Name: Kevin Duf

2.7.o'j.

,7

Position Title: Vice-Principal, Operations
AUTHORISED
DELEGATE

Name: Stephen Phillips

•
•
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Deliverable list ed

1 Schedule 1 - Overview
Introduction

1.1

The University of Sydney is seeking to improve in the way we maintain, modify, upgrade and operate our
portfolio of infrastructure assets, across all operating campuses . Seeking to leverage value added solut io ns
from cross industry applications and to optimise the balance between quality and cost efficiency. The aim is
to improve student, staff and public experience by delivering safe, fit-for-purpose infrastructure whilst
achieving maximum asset uptime and predictable cost assurance.

A security service provider will be awarded one of two
types of contracts :

•

Provider

2. Panel
Provider

Security Services (inc surge)

Operations
Services

Cash In Transit Services
Bus Services

Maintenance
Services

Electronic Security & Maintenance Services

Discrete
Projects

Electronic Security & Maintenance Services

Locksmithing Maintenance Services

Locksmithing Maintenance Services

v
v
v

X
X

v

Services to be provided

1.2

•

1. Primary Service

1.

Administration Requirements

2.

Transition In and Transition Out Requirements

3.
4.
5.

Cash In Transit Services

6.

Electronic Security Maintenance Services

7.
8.

Panel Services for Electronic Security & Maintenance and Locksmith i ng Ma intenance Servi ces

Security Services
Bus Services
Locksmithing Maintenance Services

The Service Provider warrants that :

1.

It and its Personnel are suitably qualified, experienced and trained and shall use Leading

2.

It has all licences and qualifications necessary to perform the Services and will provide USYD

Practice in the performance and execution of the Services
w ith a copy of such licences and qualifications upon request;
3.

It has sufficient resources (including labour and financial resources) to perform and complet e
the Services and comply with its obligations under the Contract

4.

To the best of its knowledge, the Service Provider and its Subcontractors do not engage in any
conduct or omission which contravenes Modern Slavery Laws and it is not aware of any risk s
present in its operations and supply chains that may contravene Modern Slavery Laws, or if it is

5.

so aware, it has taken appropriate action to mitigate, remediate and reduce those risks .
it is properly insured and will provide satisfactory evidence of insurance requirements
(including professional indemnity and public liability)
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it complies to all applicable Australian laws (inc. WH&S, SOP, Modern Slavery, Environmental,
tax, privacy etc)

7.

it complies with the University's contractor handbook

If the Service Provider causes any damage to site or property, they must:

1. Report the damage to USYD promptly (within 24 hours of the damage occurring)
2. Make good the damage within 48 hours of the damage occurring (or another time agreed by USYD
in writing)

3.

Be responsible for the costs associated with making good the damage and liable for any
compensation which any law requires to pay

If urgent action is required, or the service provider fails to action, USYD may take the necessary actions and

•

any costs shall be a debt due from the service provider to USYD .

1.3

Campuses included
CBD

Rozelle

Cumberland

Camden

Security Services (inc surge)

.j

.j

.j

.j

Operations
Services

Cash In Transit Services

.j

X

.j

X

Bus Services

.j

.j

.j

.j

Maintenance
Servlces

Electronic Security & Maintenance
Services
Locksmithing Maintenance Services

.j

.j

.j

.j

.j

.j

.j

.j

Electronic Security & Maintenance
Services
Locksmithing Maintenance Services

.j

.j

.j

.j

Discrete
Projects

.j

.j

.j

.j

•
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Changes to the Services

1.4.1

Circumstance Beyond the Control of the Service Provider

If the Service Provider becomes aware of a Circumstance Beyond the Control of the Service Provider, the
service provider must mitigate and minimise the effect. If this prevents the service provider to perform
their obligations, then these services are suspended to the extent of what cannot be performed and USYD
must be notified within 2 business days of the first occurrence .
Within 5 Business Days of the first occurrence of the Circumstance Beyond the Control of the Service
Provider, the Service Provider must notify USYD of:
1.

Nature of event

2.

Date of the first occurrence

3.

Effect of the event on the service provider to perform its obligations

4. The expected duration
No payment or adjustments are entitled by the service provider as a result of any suspended works ca used
•

by the circumstance beyond the control event.

1.4.2
Suspension of Services
USYD may direct the Service Provider to suspend the whole or part of the Services for such time as USYD
thinks fit, if USYD believes it is necessary :
1.

Because of an act, default or om ission of USYD or the service provider

2.

For the protection or safety of any person or property

3.

To comply with a court order

4.

For the convenience of USYD

If the service provider wishes to suspend the whole or part of the services for such time, prior written
approval must be obtained from USYD whom have sole direction to reject, approve or impose conditio ns of
approval.
As soon as USYD is aware that the reason for suspension no longer exists, USYD shall direct the service
provider to recommence suspended services as soon as reasonably practicable .
•

No payment or adjustments are entitled by the service provider as a result of any suspended works cau sed
by the suspense of services. The service provider may provide evidenced change in the costs incurred w hich
USYD will assess for adjustment, if the suspension was for the convenience of USYD or caused by an act,
default or omission of USYD .

1.4.3
Changes to the Law
lfthere is a change in law resulting in the following :
1.

Necessitates a change to the Services (exc. changes to the Service Manual contemp lated)

2.

Comes into effect after the Date of Contract but could not reasonably be anticipated by a
competent service provider exercising Leading Practice

3.

Causing the Service Provider to incur more or less cost than otherwise would have incurred

The service provider mu st provide USYD with a written notice within 10 business days after they
become aware of a change in law (or the date on which a competent, experienced and prudent service
provider ought reasonably to have become aware of the Change in Law) . The notice must detail the
changes to the services and costs and meet the satisfaction of USYD. Any difference in costs
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attributable to the change in law shall be assess by USYD and added to or deducted from the service
charge .
If the service provide does not provide the written notice in respect to the change in law:
1.

USYD will not be liable upon any claim in respect of the change in law

2.

The service provider releases and waives any entitlement it may have to any claim

3.

The service provider is barred from making any claim

1.4.4

Raising a Variation

A variation is any increase, decrease or omission of any part of the services; any change in the characte r
quality or extent of the services; any change to the timing or performance levels; execution of additional
services or works .

•
•

Steps to undertake a variation

1.
2.

USYD request the service provider to vary its services
Service provider to prepare and submit an estimate to USYD which is based on either:
a. A fixed lump sum
b. Amount calculated by reference to defined rates and the estimated quantities
c. If defined rates are not appropriate, then amount calculated to appropriate rates and
estimated quantities
3. USYD prices the variation using the following precedence order:
a. Prior agreement
b. Applicable rates/ prices already defined
c. Reasonable rates/ prices, to which no margin applied for a positive variation
d. Any deduction includes a reasonable amount for profit but not attendance & overheads
4. USYD accepts estimates or reaches an agreement on the price
5. USYD direct the service provider in writing to vary the services
6. Service provider mu st vary the services :
a. From the date specified
b. Consistently with USYD's requirements
c. In accordance with the contract
7. USYD to add or deduct the price of the variation from the service charge
USYD will not be liable for any fees, charges or expenses (includ ing travel and lodging, document
reproduction, transportation and courier charges and telecommunication charges) in addition to the
Service Charge unless any such incidental expense is incurred in respect of the provision of the Services and
USYD has consented in writing to the incidental expense prior to the occurrence .

If the service provider receives a direction from USYD which constitutes a variation but did not undergo t he
steps , the service provider must notify USYD that the direction constitutes a variation within 5 business
days of the direction. USYD will respond in 5 business days from the notice with either :
1.
2.
3.

Confirm the direction constitutes a variation and undergo the variation steps
Withdraw the direction
Confirm that the direction does not constitute a variation and require the service provider to
comply with the direction

The service provider can disagree with USYD's decision within 5 business days from the receipt of USYD's
decision by issuing a notice of dispute. If no notice is provided during the required time, then the se rvice
provider has waived any entitlements and barred from making a claim in relation to the variation.
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Potential reasons to raise a variation

If the asset register is updated to :
•

Omit an asset, and is approved by USYD, them this will be a deemed variation . This will be val ued
by USYD, to decrease the value in services . The service provider are not entitled to any claims from
an omitted asset.
Add an asset, and is approved by USYD, USYD are not liable to pay an additional amount in respect
of servicing that additional asset
o If the provision of servicing the new asset is substantial, the service provider may put in a
payment claim applying the relevant rates, only if sufficient notice is provided to USYD
before the costs are incurred and are agreed

•

1.4.5

•

Change in Control

The service provider must not assign or transfer the below without prior consent from USYD:

1. The contract
2. Any payment under the contract
3. Any other right, benefit or interest in the contract
If there is a proposed change in control to the service provider (and company is not listed on the Australian
Stock Exchange), then the proposed change is treated as a transfer and will require prior consent from
USYD .

1.4.6

Termination

Insolvency

If the Service Provider informs USYD in writing that the Service Provider is insolvent or is financially una ble
to proceed with the contract, then USYD may without giving notice, terminate the contract .

•

Breach of Contract

1.

If USYD considers that the service provider is in breach of contract, USYD may provide a writte n
notice specifying :
a.

Date which the service provider must rectify the breach

b.

USYD's requirements for mitigating the effects of the breach

2. The service provider must :
a.

Comply with the notice

b.

Give USYD a program for doing the things necessary to comply with the notice

3. If the service provider fails to comply with the notice:
a.

USYD may take any action to rectify or mitigate the effects of the breach

b. The service provider indemnifies USYF against any loss, expense or damage of any natu re
suffered by USYD
c.

USYD may immediately terminate the contract

Convenience

USYD may at its sole discretion , termite the contract by giving 5 business days written notice. The service
provider:
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1. Must stop performing the services at the time specified on the notice
2. Agree that USYD may carry out the services itself or have them carried out by others
The service provider may submit one payment claim for the relevant portion of services charge payable and
is not entitled to any other compensation.

1.4.7
1.

2.

Resolution of Disputes
Written notice of any dispute must be given to the other party. It must include :
a.

Set out the facts on which the claim is based

b.

Annex copies of correspondence and any relevant background material

c.

Contain detailed particulars of the quantification of the claim

If USYD and the Service Provider are unable to resolve the within 10 Business Days after notice is
given, either Party may refer the Dispute to the senior representatives

•

3.

If the Dispute is not resolved within 10 Business Days of the Dispute being referred to the senior
representatives, then unless the Parties agree in writing, either Party may refer the Dispute to
expert determination . The expert appointed must:
a.

be an independent expert

b.

have at least five years' experience at a senior level in contracts of a similar nature and size
as this Contract, in a field relevant to the matter in dispute

c.

d.

be competent and have a technical understanding of the issues in contest
not have a significantly greater understanding of one Party's business or operations than of
the other's so that the other Party could construe this as a bias

e.

be agreed between , and appointed jointly by, the Parties or (if the Parties cannot agree on
the expert within 5 Bus iness Days after agreeing to refer the Dispute to expert
determ in ation ) chosen by the president or other senior officer for the time being of the
body administering the relevant field .

4. The expert must issue the expert's determination within 20 Business Days of the expert's
appointment

•

1.4.8

Conflicts of Interest

The Service Provider warrants that to the best of its knowledge .1fter making diligent inquiry, at the date of
signing the Contract no conflict of interest exists or is likely to arise in the performance of its obligations
under this Contract.
If a conflict of interest arises, the service provider must :
1.

notify USYD immediately in writing

2.

make full disclosure of all relevant information relating to the conflict

3. take such steps as USYD reasonably requires to resolve or otherwise deal with the conflict
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2 Deliverable Summary
The below is a summary of the deliverables which have repeatable submission dates. Ensure to refer to the
Deliverable check list for all inclusions

2.1

Weekly Requirements
1. Corrective Action Register
2. Cash Collection Report

2.2

•

Monthly Requirements
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2.3

Monthly Report for Service Requests
Monthly Report for services
Monthly Meeting to discuss monthly report
Monthly Audits conducted by USYD for the service lines
Monthly Payment Claim

Annual Requirements
1.

Review of Service Manual for services

2. Review of Management Services Plan
3. Annual Report for services
4. Annual meeting to discuss annual report

•
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3 Schedule 2 - Administration/General Requirements
3.1

Archibus System

USYD tracks all security maintenance work in Archibus . The service provider is required to use Archibus for
managing work requests and associated work orders to assist USYD in ensuring Archibus remains up to date
with accurate information on assets , work orders and work requests .

Archibus is used to:
1.

define the equipment, condition, criticality and locations which combined define Assets on which
work is required;

2. specify the Maintenance Services procedures and tasks to be performed on each Asset, including
job plans and schedules;
3. manage and schedule preventative, corrective, reactive and project works as part of Maintenance
Services and Discrete Projects;

•

4 . track and store information on all Work Requests which specify an individual job covering
instructions, timing, allocation to a resource, location of work, safety instructions, materials,
duration and costs; and

5. raise Service Requests for future work and Work Requests for upcoming work.
All changes to the asset register must be approved by USYD

Training requirements include:
1.

USYD will provide tra ining during the transition period to nominated personnel from t he
service provider. The service prov ider is then responsible to train the ir teams

2.

The service provider must maintain an up to date reg ister of personne l trained in Archibus USYD may review this reg ister

The service provider's daily duties include:

•

1.

Advis ing USYD of any problems in the Archibus data :
•

Identifying incorrectly recorded assets, assets missing preventat ive ma intenance coverage,

•

Gaps in the completion of work requests

asset conditions

2.

•

Maintenance procedures and schedules needing updating

•

Backlog details and plans to manage the backlog

•

Equipment condition reports

Generating Service Requests in Arch ibus to report :
•

any maintenance issues observed (including non -related security issues)

•

future work to repair or renew assets

•

services feedback received to specific maintainable items which need work

•

any m issing assets
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A service request needs to include:
•

The asset details

•

Priority of the work & recommended start date

•

Target cost estimate to perform works

•

Specification of what should be done

•

Additional notes & considerations

Without evidence such a
service request, USYD
assume that the service
provider has certified
the asset and it is safe
and fit to operate.

4. Actioning work request :

•

5.

•

Communicating with the requestor on timeframes and work progression and provide
written status updates

•

Actioning Work Requests in accordance with the Response Times

•

Monitoring and following up all Work Requests until completed to satisfaction of USYD and
completion updated in

•

Updating Archibus within 1 business day any changes such as job completion, booking of
materials, labour hours and work request feedback

•

Ensuring all preventive maintenance services commence on time

Completing a Service request :
•

Provision of supporting information within 5 business days to completing an Archibus t ask
i. Confirm asset and location of work
ii. Labour hours
iii. Materials used
iv. External services purchased
v. Inspection data results

Assess tends of condition results, identify steady deterioration and anticipate needs for
future asset renewal - logged in Archibus {or an agreed electronic format)
Updating the asset register (in Archibus) within 5 business days of the notice from USYD
•

6.

•

12 months after commencement of the contract, the service provider must :
•

Review and aud it the asset register (in Archibus) and verify its completeness and accuracy

•

Notify USYD if either:
o

Complete and accurate

o

Incomplete or inaccurate - in which case, the notice must :
•
•

3.1.1

Set out in detail how the register is incomplete or inaccurate
Attach an updated register subject for approval by USYD

Work Orders

A work order for Services issued by USYD by way of Archibus, including any updated or amended Work
Order. A Work Order may relate to multiple work requests and includes the:
•

Site

•

Defect liability period

•

Service charges
o Operations Services
o Maintenances Services
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Panel Services

Provisional sum
Project work documents/ details (if applicable)
Design documents/ details (if applicable)
Date work order must commence
Practical completion date
Technica I specifications
Work ing hours and days
Performance specifications

•

Key personnel working on the work order

•

Liquidated damages amount

•

Causes to delay in the practical completion date

•

Maximum rate paid in delay costs

•
•

Provision of security amount (eg. bank guarantee)
Reduction in security amount after practical completion (if applicable)

Resource Management (Personnel, Materials, Stakeholders)

3.2

Service Manual
The service provider must develop Service Manual and update it on
an annual basis (unless requested by USYD or if there are changes
impacting the manual) in accordance with all laws and leading
practice. If it does not comply with the contract, USYD may direct
the service provider to update the Service Manual within 10
bus iness days of direction. Deta ils of the service manual differs for
each service line and is outlined in each section 5 of this document.

Resources

•

They must provide all personal required to deliver the services,

The Service Provider is
responsible for any financial
costs incurred by USYD due to
the loss or damage of any
equipment, computer
programs or items,
specifically including keys and
radios, which belong to USYD
and are either lost, damaged
or deleted by the Service
Providers staff member

equipment and consumables and a list of other resources required .
If any nominated personnel become seriously ill or resign from the
employment, the service provider must replace them with :
1.

Persons of at least equivalent experience, ability and expertise

2. Persons approved by USYD

Service Provider Personnel:
•

Must be suitab ly qualified, experienced and tra ined to undertake the services

•

Must comply with all laws, standard and policies

•

Changes need to be communicated and agreed by USYD

•

Must have completed requ ired inductions and carry the USYD contractor card

•

Must have 1 female on duty 24/7 fo r guard ing sh ift s on CBD Campus

•

Must be proficient in English

•

Must be trained in WH&S, customer service, handling incidents

•

Must sign an individual confidentiality agreement w ith USYD
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The Service Provider is to provide additional training and induction at their cost to officers before
commencing work at the University Campuses.

1.

USYD shall ensure that the Service Provider and its Personnel are given sufficient access to the Site
and the University Campus (and any other area owned by or within the control of USYD which is
necessary for the performance of the Services) to enable the performance of the Services .

2.

The Service Provider is responsible for obtaining consent, complying with any conditions of consent
and making suitable arrangements for access to other areas (being property, land or areas not
owned by or within the control of USYD) where such access is necessary to enable the performance
of the Services.

3.

•

USYD grant the service provider a licence to access, occupy and use the Licensed Area

Equipment, Consumables & Materials:

The service provider machinery, consumables, materials, plant & equipment:
•

Must be maintained in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications

•

Must be maintained and cleaned to be aesthetically pleasing

•

Must be appropriately registered and licenced where required

•

Must be upgraded on a regular basis as agreed with USYD

•

Are new and of the appropriate quality

•

Are free from any latent or patent defects or deficiencies

•

Are fit for their purpose

•

Comply with the specifications set out in the contract, scope of services and panel of services

USYD are required to provide the below for Security Services :

•

•

Radios (in vehicle & portable)

•

Defibrillators for vehicles

•
•
•

Torches

iPads for vehicles
Keys and master keys

USYD are required to provide the below for Electronic Security Maintenance Services :
•

Gallagher Access Control and Intruder Detection System

•

CAMS Alarm Monitoring

•

Report Exec Security reporting system

•

Avigilon CCTV

•

Equipment to maintain the parking enforcement on University Campus

Appropriately licensed guards may use the USYD Vehicles as required to undertake duties . After providing a
copy of their driver's license and entering an 'agreement'
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Licenced Area

USYD grants the service provider a non-exclusive license to occupy and use a licensed area during the term
of the contract. The following services will be provided at no cost to the service provider:
•

240 voltage electrical power

•

Lighting

•

Heating and/or cooling equipment

The service provider must:

•

•

Not use the licensed area for any purpose other than the permitted use

•

Not carry out works in the licensed area without USYD approval

•

Cause little inconvenience and disturbance as practicable to USYD

•

Keep the licensed area in good repair and free from rubbish

•

Repair damage to the Licensed area which they contributed or caused

•

Use the licensed area at their own risk

Hazardous Materials

The service provider must:

1.

Ensure that any part of the Site or University Campus used or occupied by the Service Provider is

2.

kept free from all debris
Comply with and observe all security requirements and policies as notified by USYD

3.

Ensure that, unless USYD provides its written consent, no Hazardous Materials or any other
materials which may be injurious to the health of any person or persons is brought to site

4.
5.

Not ify USYD immediately if it discovers any Hazardous Materials on site
Promptly commence and complete all action necessary to remove the Hazardous Material from
site, unless otherwise directed in writing by USYD

•

Service Provider Stakeholder Management

•

Establish and maintain regular consultative processes with a range of internal and external
stakeholders

•

Deal in a manner that is appropriate and relevant to USYD's policies

•

Participate in stakeholder sessions undertaken by USYD as required

•

Provide a corrective action report with any actions arising from stakeholder sessions requiring
rectification from service provider

Management Services Plan must include the service provider's :

•

Quality management policy

•

WHS Policy

•

Risk Management Policy

•

Risk Register

•

Audit & Inspection Plan

•

Details on monitoring performance against KPls

•

Draft Monthly Report
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•

Draft Annual Report

•

Reporting Lines and Escalation Path/s

•

Position Descriptions & CVs of nominated personnel

•

Operational responsibility matrix of nominated personnel

•

Users working on site
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•

Details to manage relevant access, security and site induction arrangements

•

Preventative maintenance program

•

Training matrix

Subcontracting
The service provider must:

•

•

Not subcontract any part of the services without first obtaining USYD's prior written approval of
the services to be subcontracted and of the proposed subcontractor

•

Ensure that each subcontractor complies with the terms of the contract

•

Remain responsible for the services performed by the subcontractor

•

Provide USYD written particulars of the services to be subcontracted and the details of the

•

Provide USYD a copy of each subcontract executed if requested

•

Be liable for acts, defaults and omissions ofthe subcontractor

proposed subcontractor

USYD may revoke approval of a subcontractor on reasonable grounds . The service provider must cease
using that subcontractor to perform the services.

3.3

Compliance/Audits

3.3.1
QualityAssurance
The service provider must:

•

1.

Plan, establish and maintain a conforming quality system based on the most current ISO 9000

[ill---

system to the date of contract, or other quality system approved by the Principal

2. Ensure that USYD has access to the quality system of the Service Provider so as to enable
monitoring and quality auditing

3.

Ensure that the requirements of its quality system are implemented, maintained and complied with
throughout the Term . Any such quality system will be used only as an aid to achieving complian ce
with this Contract and to document such compliance. Such system will not discharge the Service
Provider's other obligations under this Contract

4.

routinely (but being no more than once every 6 months) undertake surveillance, audit and review
of its quality system and promptly after such surveillance, audit or review remedy all nonconformances or departures from the quality system

USYD may not request an audit more than once a year (commencing on the Date of Contract and then each
anniversary of the Date of Contract), except where required for USYD to comply with a request from a
Government Agency
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USYD and the service provider will each bear their own costs and expenses in connection with an audit
(unless the audit reveals the service provider is in breach of contract, then the service provider must
reimburse USYD's costs of the audit).
The service provider will provide USYD with access to or copies of relevant records within the period
reasonably requested:
1.

Except access to confidential information about other customers of the service provider

2. Except information that is subject to legal professional privilege

•

3.

During normal business hours (to minimise disturbance to the service provider)

4.

And if requested , USYD will sign written confidentially agreements for the purpose of accessing
records for the audit

3.3.2 Work Health & Safety
USYD (or appointed party) or the Service Provider may conduct audits of the Service Prov ider's complia nce
with the WH&S Obligations as required by USYD . The Service Provider must comply with all requiremen ts of
a party undertaking an audit including:
1. giving reasonable access to all documents necessary to conduct the audit
2. providing reasonable facility for inspection, testing and surveillance by persons verifying the
implementation of the quality system
If the Service Provider is required to conduct an audit it must do so within the time reasonably required by
USYD, and promptly report in writing on the outcome of the audit. Any corrective work or action which the
audit identifies as necessary must be undertaken by the Service Provider at its expense and within a
reasonable time , given the nature of the departure.

3.3.3
Environmental
The Service Provider:

•

1.

Must comply with and must ensure that its Personnel comply with Environmental Laws

2.

Is responsible for :
a.

Developing, implementing and monitoring environmental policies and objectives to protect
the Environment from adverse effects arising from supplying services

b.

Obtaining all necessary licences, permits and approvals and paying all fees due as required
by all Environmental Laws

3.

Must ensure that any material employed in the course of supplying the Services does not emit
anything that could be detrimental

4.

Must notify USYD of any incidents relat ing to the supply of the Services that may have an
Environmental impact

5.

Must comply with USYD's reasonable directions about all Environmental issues

6.

Must otherwise meet industry best environmental practice in connection with the provision of th e
Services

7. On request by USYD demonstrate its compliance with the obligations

USYD and the service provider will cooperate and act in good faith to :
1.

Positively contribute to the Environment of the University Campus

2.

Investigate new initiatives in the area of environmentally sustainable development
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3.

Promote the efficient use of resources in the management and operation of the Services and the
University Campus

4.

Improve and be accountable for the Environmental Performance of the University Campus
wherever possible

5.

Reduce waste, water and energy consumption, and increase recycling and resource recovery

3.3.4
1.

Intellectual property rights
USYD warrants that, unless otherwise provided in this Contract, it will not infringe any Intellectual
Property Rights or Moral Rights

2. The Service Provider warrants that it will not infringe any Intellectual Property Rights or Moral
Rights

3. Each Party will indemnify the other against such respective infringements.
4 . The Service Provider will not use any Intellectual Property Rights owned or used USYD for any
purpose whatsoever except for the performance of its obligations
5 . The Service Provider agrees and acknowledges that all Intellectual Property Rights created,
discovered or com ing into existence as a result supplying services will be vested in and owned by
USYD -- If it cannot be immediately transferred USYD, then the Service Provider must ensure USYD
is provided with an unrestricted use to those Intellectual Property Rights

•
3.4

Design Documents

The service provider's design must :

•

1.
2.

Be suitable for and fit its intended purpose and not be under or over designed
Remain compliant

3.
4.

Be prepared in accordance with the guidelines and requirements of USYD
Be prepared by people with appropriate qualifications

5.
6.

Be given to USYD for its review - 4 copies (1 unbound, 2 bound and 1 electronic format)
Allow a reasonable time for USYD to determine if the design documents are satisfactory (20
business days from the date of receipt of design documents)

USYD can notify the service provider that any design documents are not satisfactory, the service provid er
must:

1.

Amend those design documents

2.

Promptly submit the amended design documents to USYD for review

3.

Allow 20 business days from delivery of the amended design documents for USYD to confirm if the
documents are satisfactory

3.5

Completion

The contractor must:
1.

Commence the work on the commencement date and bring the work to practical completion by
the date for practical completion

2.

Within 5 Business Days of commencing the Work, deliver to USYD a program for the performance
of the Work in a form approved by USYD. The Contractor must update the program when directed
to do so by USYD
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3.

Not less than 10 Business Days before the Contractor anticipates that Practical Completion will be

4.

Issue a certificate of Practical Completion when, in the opinion of USYD, the Work has reached

reached, it must notify USYD in writing the anticipated date of Practical Completion
Practical Completion
5. Give USYD occupation of the Site and the Work from midnight on the date of practical completion
6.

Within 10 Business Days after the last to occur of the expiry of the Defects I iability Period and th e
date that the Contractor completed all of its obligations under the Contract in respect of the Work,
the Contractor must provide USYD with a final Payment Claim which include details of all sums
which the Contractor considers to be due from USYD in connection with the Work, together with
the information required

7.

Have no entitlement in respect of the Work after the issue of the final Payment Schedule

8.

Bring the work to practical completion by the date for practical completion, otherwise will be liable
to USYD for liquidated damages for time delayed/ indemnify USYD for any loss suffered or incu rred
due to the delay

•

Extension of Time

USYD may extend the date of practical completion in writing . USYD is not obliged to exercise this discretion .
The contractor is entitled to an extension when all the following requirements are met:
1.

The Contractor can demonstrate to the reasonable satisfaction of USYD that it has been or will be
delayed in reaching Practical Completion by the Date for Practical Completion by:
a.

A Variation directed by USYD

b. Any act or omission of USYD
c.

Any other cause which is expressly stated in the relevant Work Order to justify an exten sion
of time

The causse must :

•

•

be beyond the reasonable control of the Contractor

•

not have been contributed by the Contractor

•

have had reasonable steps taken to mitigate the effect of the delay by the Contractor

If the delay is caused by multiple causes, and at least one of the causes dues 11ul satisfy lhe above,
then there is no entitlement to an extens ion of time .
2.

The Contractor has no entitlement in relation to that cause

3. The Contractor has given all notices strictly in accordance with the requirements

Where the contractor wishes to make a claim for an extension of t ime, it must give notice to USYD within 5
business days of the cause of the delay, providing:
•

Full deta ils of the cause of the delay

•

How the cause has delayed/ will delay the practical completion date

•

The period of the delay

•

The extension oftime claimed (if applicable)

The service charge will be altered to include the additional actual direct costs which the contractor can
demonstrate to the satisfaction of USYD that is has reasonably and necessarily incurred as a direct result of
the delay up the maximum rate stated .
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Defects Liability Period

The Defects Liability Period will commence on the Date of Practical Completion and will continue for th e
period specified in the relevant Work Order.
•

At any time up to 10 Business Days after the expiry of the Defects Liability Period, USYD may direct
the Contractor to rectify an omission or defect in the Work. The Contractor must comply with any
direction within the time stated in the direction.

•

If the Contractor fails to comply with a direction given or where the rectification work is require d
urgently, USYD may perform the work or have the work performed by others. The Loss suffered or
incurred will be a debt due from the Contractor

•
•

3.6

Payment Process
1.

On the last day of each month, the service provider must prepare and submit a payment claim to
USYD for services performed and completed to the last day of that month. The claim shall:

2.

a.
b.

Be in writing and identify the Work Order(s) which relate to the claim
Detail the amount claimed by the Service Provider for Services performed and completed in

c.

the month
Take into account the assessment of the percentage adjustment as identified in the Service

d.

Provider's report
If applicable, include other moneys (including any incidental expenses payable) due

e.

Attach a copy of the Service Provider's monthly performance report

f.
g.

Attach a signed statutory declaration and a subcontractor statement in the form
Attach a register evidencing that the personnel who performed the Services:
i.
are suitably qualified, experienced and trained to perform the Services; and

h.

ii.
have all licences and qualifications necessary to perform the Services;
Include evidence of compliance with its obligations

i.

Include evidence to support the amount claimed

Within 10 business days of receipt of the payment claim, USYD shall determine the amount paya ble
to the service provider and issue a payment schedule including :
a. USYD's assessment including any amount to be set off
b. USYD's determination of the amount payable (and include reasons if different)
If the service provider does not make a payment claim, USYD may issue a payment schedule

3.

Within 2 business days of receipt of payment schedule or 10 business days from payment claim if
no payment schedule received, the service provider shall give an invoice for the amount specified
in the payment schedule.
a.

4.

Invoice must meet the requirements of a tax invoice

Payment due date shall be:
a. If the service provider is the head contractor, 15 business days following principa l's rec eipt
b.

of the service provider's payment claim
If the service provider is NOT the head contractor, the last day of the month that follows
USYD's receipt of the payment claim
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Accountability

•

The service provider must:
1.

maintain complete and accurate records of, and supporting documentation for, Payment Claims
and invoices submitted to USYD and all payments made by USYD

2.

provide USYD with documentation and other information with respect to each Payment Claim and
invoice as may reasonably be requested by USYD to verify accuracy and compliance with the
provisions of this Contract

Refunds, offsets and disputed charges

•

If the service provider is entitled to receive a refund , they must allow for the refund in the next

•

USYD may withhold payment of any amount that it disputes in good faith

•

USYD may set off amounts owed against claims for payment

payment cla im submitted to USYD

•

Any alteration to the service charge will be ascerta ined by :
1.

Agreement between the parties

2. Amount provided for in the relevant work order
3.

Extent that rates are specified

4.

Otherwise amount which USYD considers reasonable

Insurance Claims
The Service Provider shall, as soon as practicable, inform USYD in writing of any occurrence arising out of or
in connection with the Services that may give rise to a claim under an insurance policy required and keep
USYD informed of subsequent developments concerning the claim.
The Service Provider must:
1.

Provide USYD with all documents and information in respect of a claim within 5 Business Days of a

2.

reques t from USYD
Ensure that Subcontractors in respect of their operations similarly inform the Parties

3.

Pay any excess on cla ims
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3.7 Provision of Security (Bank Guarantees)
1.

The contractor must provide security (bank guarantee) to USYD for the amount specified in the
work order before commencing work

2. After 10 Business Days after the Date of Practical Completion, USYD may reduce the security
provided to the amount specified in the relevant Work Order
3.

USYD must release the balance of any security provided to the Contractor within 10 Business Days
of the later to occur of:
a.

the date of expiry of the Defects Liability Period;

b. the date that the Contractor completed all its obligations in respect of the Work;
c. the date of issue of the final Payment Schedule in respect of the Work; or
d.

•

4.

the date that the Contractor pays USYD any balance owing under the final Payment
Schedule in respect of the Work.

USYD may recourse to security and convert any banker's undertaking into money:
a. to satisfy any claim which USYD bel ieves that it may have against the Contractor
b. if the Contractor suffers insolvency

•
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4 Schedule 3 - Transition ln and Transition Out Requirements
4.1

Transition In Requirements
•

Transition In Period is no longer than 3 months from the beginning of the contract

•

A draft Transition In Plan must be provided to USYD within 10 business days after the date of
contrnct

•

The service provider must:

o

Review the transition in plan every 5 business days during the transition in period and
recommend any changes

o

Make any changes agreed by USYD to the transition plan within 5 business days of the
acceptance

o

Notify USYD of any changes to the transition in plan which are not considered reasonab le
within 5 business days of the request

•

o

Provide a list of nominated personnel in the plan

o

Complete the agreed tasks

o

Cooperate with USYD to ensure efficient transition
Act reasonably, responsible and in good faith

o
o
o
o

Engage in open and honest communication and timely sharing of information
Use their best endeavours to resolve all differences
Not commence the provision of services (other than what is stipulated in the transition
plan) until USYD have notified the service provider in writing that the Transition In
Milestones have been completed to the satisfaction of USYD

4.2

o

Cannot make any claims against USYD in respect of the transition in plan

o

Provide a full copy of the Service Manual

Transit ion Out Requirements
•
•

Transition Out Period is between 3 to 6 months prior to the end of term as notified
Draft Transition Out Plan must be provided to USYD within 10 business days after the date of

[ill---

contract
•

•

The service provider must:

o

Make any changes agreed by USYD to the transition plan within 5 business days of the

o

acceptance
Transfer all knowledge reasonable required by USYD to a nominee to perform services
equivalent

o

Migrate the services and all work being undertaken to USYD

o

Provide all information and assistance reasonably required or requested by USYD

o

Use their best endeavours to transition without
significant disruption or degradation

o

Ensure all electronic files are converted to a non-

o

Provide a list of generally available software that USYD

proprietary data format
requires to continue services
o

Ensure any backlog is minimised and clearly identified

o
o

Provide guidance to USYD or a nominee
Ensure USYD has an accurate understanding of the
condition of the assets and risks

o

Leave all facilities in a tidy manner

o

Handover all documents, records and information

o

Provide a program of WIP that is to be completed

40 business days after the
termination or expiry of the
contract, USYD have the
right, on reasonable prior
notice, to require that the
Service Provider provide
USYD with access to or
copies of any Records as
reasonably necessary for
USYD t o verify compliance
with the contract.
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o
o

Return all security passes, access cards and keys
Meet all final reporting requirements

o

Complete the transition out services on the date specified on USYD's transition out pla n
notice

o

Deliver 2 business days before the expiration of the term/contract (earlier date) the
following documents:

o

•
•
•
•
Vacate
•

•

Original services manual (including all updates during the term)
Complete and then current service register
Asset Register
Warranties required
the license area by:
Removing their property

•

Leave the area in a neat tidy manner

•

Make good any damage caused

•

Giving USYD all keys and access devices

•
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Schedule 4 - Services Reporting Requirements

All services are required to comply with both the monthly and annual reporting requirements.
Monthly Reporting Requirements
A Monthly Report is required to monitor and track performance, discuss operational concerns and raise
po!i!iiblc !icrvice foilures and issues. It needs to be issued to USYD within 5 business days after the end of
the month by the Service Provider. On receipt of the report, the service provider must schedule a monthly
meeting with USYD (and attend), 5 business days after receipt to discuss the report.
The monthly report has a set structure with different requirements
depending on the service:
1.

Security Services

2. Cash In Transit Services

•

3. Bus Services
4 . Maintenance Services (Locksmithing or Electronic Maintenance)
5. Discrete Projects (Locksmithing or Electronic Maintenance)

If a service provider
provides multiple
services, they will be
measured individually
under each service line
and not a consolidated

It must include the following:
1.

Details of measurements of KPls and reporting of performance standards against the Performance
Management Framework

2.

The Service Provider's assessment of the Service Provider's key area score

3.

The Service Provider's assessment of the percentage adjustment in Risk & Rewards

4.

All relevant supporting information

Annual Reporting Requirements

An annual report is required to provide a formal review of the service provider performance and identify
key opportunities for customer and service improvements. It needs to be issued to USYD within 10 business
days after the end of the calendar year by the Service Provider. On receipt of the report, the service

•

provider must schedule an annual meeting with USYD,10 business days after receipt to discuss the report .
The annual report maintains a standard format across all services (excluding discrete projects) with minu r
changes. It includes but is not limited to:
1.

Summary of annual WHS statutory compliance

2. Summary of annual performance against the KRAs/KPls
3. Summary of corrective actions register and overall analysis of service improvements
4.

Overall compliance with Service Requests (if applicable)

5.

Summary of Quality Audits and inspections carried out (if applicable)

6.

Evidence of submission and compliance with statutory Reporting requirements

7.

Results of any customer satisfaction surveys undertaken throughout the year

8. Summary of changes to the Service Manual
9.

Annual expenditure on Surge/Ad-Hoc Services/Maintenance Services

10. Annual expenditure on any pass-through costs, including Consumables
11. Forecast and expenditure budgets for the next Calendar Year
12. A summary of the Continuous Improvement and Innovation Proposal initiatives proposed and
accepted for th e Contract Year (if applicable)
13. Other information as requested by the Principal within reasonable time prior to submitting the
Annual Report
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Records, Reports and Meetings
During the Term, the Service Provider must:
1.

Maintain by way of soft copy report, electronic database, or both, appropriate records of all
operational, maintenance and management data (including timesheets) that a prudent Service
Provider, experienced in facilities management in relation to buildings of a similar nature to th e Site
would usually maintain

2.

•

Maintain and keep current the Service Register

3.

Allow USYD to access and inspect the Service Register at any time

4.

When necessary, provide USYD with all information necessary to enable USYD to assess the Service
Provider's performance of the Services and compliance

5.

Attend all meetings and provide reports in respect of the Services, including attending a quarterly
review meeting and ensuring that senior personnel attend such meetings

•
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Security Services

5.1.1

=•-

··-

Schedule 7 - Operations/ Maintenance Services Key Performance Indicators (KPls)

The monthly report for Security Services comprises of 4 reports and 1 corrective actions register, each
with the ir own individual requirements. The 4 reports contain KPI measures (each with different
weightings) which contribute to an overall score to measure the service provider's performance .
Performance results can impact risk/reward programs and contract renewals outlined in Schedule 5.
There are 4 key result areas (KRA) which influence the security service provider's overall KRA score.

•

10% weight for Safety (2 KPls which contribute to this area)

1.
2.

30% weight for Service Delivery & Improvemen t (4 KPls which contribute to this area)

3.

40% weight for Work Management & Compliance (4 KP ls which contribute to this area)

4.

20% weight for Quality Management & Improvement (2 KP ls which contribute to this area)

These key result areas must be reported in a monthly report along with any other requirements stipulated
by USYD. An overall KRA score for the security service provider is then calculated based on the below
weighting contributions:

Reports to be Included

.....

1. On-Going
Safety Audit
Inspections

0

Q,
~

a:
>

...

.!

"'

Ill

•

2. Number of
LTis, MTls or
FAls

1. Shift
t::
0

Q,

handover
compliance

CII

a:

...
C
CII

E
CII

.

>

2 . Monthly
Performance
Reporting

0

Q,

.§
"C

C

"'~
CII

3 . Patrolled/ Lock
and Unlock
Area
Compliance

.?

~
CII
·;...u
CII

II)

4. Response
Times

Performance Requirement

Identify any hazards as part of ongoing security patrols, including
completion of a general safety
audit form and requisition of a
service request in Archibus
Number of LTis, MT/s or FA/s per
Month. Corrective Actions
Register to be provided to
mitigate LTis, MT/s or FA ls from
re-occurrence. The occurrence of
an LTl is an automatic failure of
the KP/
End of shift briefing with USYD 's
Team Leader (to be reported
twice daily)
Delivery of the Monthly
performance report in accordance
with USYD's template provided
and submitted within 5 Bus Days
Compliance to route, timing and
completeness of task based on
USYD's audits, validated
complaints lodged or incidents
Each response to reported
incidents e.g. Emergency or
alarms (time between each
dispatch and attendance in
accordance with the Priority
Response Times Framework)

Minimum
Threshold

100% completion
rate of general
safety audit forms
at end of every
security patrol shift
No LTl or MT/ and
up to 1 FA/

KPI
Weighting

50%

50%

No less than 3
debrief sessions per
Month missed
Failure to deliver
Monthly report
within 5 Business
Days
No more than 3
Building lock/unlock not completed
per Month
100% compliance
wirh Priority
Response Times for
Level 1 and 2
responses

20%

10%

30%

40%
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1. Resource
Delivery
Compliance
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a:

CII
V

2. Audit NonCompliances
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3. Employee
Compliance
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4 . On-Site
Employee
Verification
1.
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> 2. Non-Cost
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•

Validated
complaints
from
perm itted
users and
personnel

-

Cont inuous
Improvement
and Innovation
Proposals
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Resourcing hours achieved to
USYD's requirements

No less than 97%
compliance

Number of non-compliances with
No more than 1
Contract requirements (excluding
non-compliance
safety already captured) identif ied
in a USYD run monthly audit, and
number of occasions the Service
Provider fails to comply with its
audit requirements per Month
All employees inducted to the
100% compliance
Univers ity Campuses and being of
a quality standard, trained and
licensed as required (and
including USYD required training,
as relevant)
Employee verification using either 100% compliance
automated biometric data and
manual Jog-in sign-on and sign-off
sheets
Validated complaints recorded in
No more than 3
the system against individual
validated
complaints per
guards from Permitte d Users and
Month and
Personnel. Corrective Actions
Regis ter required to be completed completion of CAR
to mitigate on-going validated
complaints
Number of Contin uous
No Jess than 1
Im provement and Innovation
Proposals not related to cost
approved by USYD per Month

40%

30%

20%

10%

70%

30%

......

Track ing of issues - new issues, resolved in the
> 'iio previous month & long outstanding issues requiring
tiCII a:Cl> escalation to USYD
Cl>

Cl>

....

Ill

Ill

C

8 ~
ct

Included in the month ly report but
does not cont ribute to the KPI
performance score calculation .

Nea r M isses
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Schedule 12A- Security Services Requirements

Standards and Guidelines & Training

The Service Provider must comply with:
1.

NSW Work Safe Codes of Practice;

2.

Licensing requirement!i 5et by the Security licensing & Enforcement Directorate NSW Force;

3.

the Principal's University Campus Access Rules 2009;

4.

Serious Incident and Business Continuity Policy 2013;

5.

NSW RSA/RCG Licencing

6.

a suitable NSW Security Industry Master licence as required by NSW Government Laws and
Regulations

•

Minimum requirements for guards:

The Service Provider is
1.

Certificate II in Security Operations/Guarding;

2.

Driver's License;

3.

Security License lA;

expected to prepare and
deliver all training
modules at their cost

4.

First Aid Training;

and no additional

5.

USYD Specific Contractor Induction;

charges to USYD

6.

USYD Specific Guard Training Program (General Duties);

7.

USYD 'Responding with Compassion' Training;

8.

any other training required by USYD from time to time

9.

minimum two years' experience in administrative roles/security

10. Knowledge of Gallagher Access Control and CCTV Security systems or similar
11. Control Room Guards - specific module on using the systems within the control room and the
requirements of Reporting and managing guards in the field
12. Custodian Service Officer - Fire Warden Training (provided by USYD)

Before any guard commences Probation work at the University Campuses they are expected

•

1.

To be paired with a senior guard for at least 48 hours (across multiple shifts) to allow them to

familiarise themselves with the work undertaken ;:it the University Campuses (Pre-Training
Evaluation)
2. To complete another 48 hours of independent work directly supervised by the Team Leader afte r
their general duties training.
3.

Carry out the appropriate SWMS and risk assessments around their scope of work and provide
copies to USYD

This mandatory probation period and tra ining is at the expense of the Service Provider (In itial start-up w ill
be by negotiation) .

Outcomes Required

As part of the security services, the custodian officer must provide a superior first point of service to eve ry
client and visitor, assisting management in delivering ongoing customer service strateg ies and concierge
organisational support to support:
1.

efficient processing of visitors to the Buildings

2.

all visitors, including Service Providers and Subcontractors follow security protocols
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3.

assist visitors and other users in wayfinding;

4.

support services such as mail distribution is undertaken

5.

sufficient support is provided to visitors during events

6.

collaboration with relevant departments in development and management of stakeholder
relationships, perception of the Building, high provide events, VI P's, marketing activities and public
relations

7.

incidents, including emergencies are appropriately handled and procedures and protocols are
implemented

Customer focus must be demonstrated at all levels from the Service Provider' s representatives to the
guards themselves .

Deliverables and Requirements for the Service Provider

•

The Service Provider is to create and maintain at each Site, a set of operational post orders that provides
information to officers on their duties, roles and performance expectations at those Sites. Post Orders are
to contain at minimum :

1.

layout of the University Campuses;

2.

duties and times of specific tasks;

3.

areas that may require special attention;

4.

any area that may be hazardous to the officers;

5.

incident Reporting guidelines;

6.

USYD incident response plans;

7.

SWMS, or other information required by the Service Provider

Incidents

USYD requires that timely and accurate Reporting of incidents are to be made for every occurrence, event
or critical incident as proscribed by USYD and made electronically into USYD's Incident Reporting, Build ing

•

Management and WHS safety systems . Guards are to be the first responders to Emergency manageme nt
and critical incidents at the University Campuses and are to obey USYD' s Incident Response Plans and
Emergency Management documents.

First Level Checks

The Service Provider is required to provide a first level check to identify any hazards or damage to the
Assets, Buildings or Sites as part of on-going day to day delivery of the Services, and report to the Principal
for maintenance and/or repair accordingly

Uniforms

The Service Provider must provide and ensure that their personnel delivering the Services are in uniforms
approved by USYD :

1.
2.
3.

Uniforms are presented in a neat & tidy manner
High visibility attire is provided and worn as required for the safety of the user
PPE attire is provided and worn as required
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Uniforms include: white business shirt button up, black business pants, black shoes, black
jumper/jacket, high visibility vest, high visibility rain coat, black hat (USYD branding), belt,
personal issue first aid kit

Vehicles

The service provider:
1.

2.

Must ensure vehicles are not older than 3 years;
Must ensure vehicles come complete with light bar, PA System, rechargeable torch(es), first aid kit
and electronic message board;

3.

•

Must ensure vehicles are regularly serviced and maintained in accordance with manufacturers
recommendations

4.

Must ensure vehicles are taken to be outfitted by USYD for branding/ livery; radio; iPad mount;
defibrillator; and Vehicle Monitoring System (VMS)

5. Must ensure vehicles are identified as being used to meet obligations to USYD and are not to be
rotated to other clients

6.

Is responsible for the provision of replacement vehicles during the period that any nominated
vehicle is not usable due to maintenance, repairs or services .

7. May be requested to provide additional vehicles at the request of USYD
8.

Must ensure vehicles used must be appropriately registered and licenced

9. Must provide all vehicles coming onto campus to provide services, to USYD for approval
10. Is responsible for any parking permit costs incurred in performing the Services

11. Must ensure that vehicles are always available and is responsive to the geographical spread of th e
University Campuses .
12. Must ensure that all vehicles are parked in the appropriately allocated parking spacing and apply
for parking permits. USYD does not guarantee onsite parking for the Service Provider.

•

Planned Event Security

The Service Provider is required to provide additional guards to assist with major events that regularly
occur at the University Campuses . These add ition guards may form part of the Surge requirements. These
include:
1.

provision of guards to assist with examinations for 2 semesters;

2.

provision of guards for Senate Meetings;

3.

provision of guards to assist with VIP/Parking and operations of 18 graduations;

4.

provision of guards to assist with Vice Chancellor and Alumni Events; and

5.

provision of guards to assist with various events (e .g. Orientation or 'O' Week, etc.).

The Minimum Requirements for guards during these planned events will be as directed by USYD and in
accordance with the specific security plans prepared by USYD for the Service Provider
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Contracted hours of service
1.

USYD will issue Monthly, a forward works schedule of the planned number of hours required to be
worked by Security Services Personnel. The Service Provider is to provide officers as requested by
USYD, each Month.

2. Service Provider is required to ensure that a minimum of 80% of on duty officers must have a
minimum of 6 Months of engagement at the University Campuses (except as at the first 6 Months
of the Contract)
3.

Majority of guards working at a particular University Campus are to be permanently assigned to
that University Campus.

Campus

Guard
required

./

•

Guard requirements
Guards:

Vehicle
required

Vehicle
Requirements

./

4x mid-size SUV
1 golf cart (2 seat
utility with short
tray)

3 x patrol (24/7)
1 x traffic (7am-3pm exc pub hols)
1 x traffic (2-9pm exc pub hols)
1 x gatebox (7am-3 :30pm in sem)
1 x library (24/7)
2 x library (7pm-7:30am)
1 x scitech library (6-lOpm in sem)
1 x CET (5-9pm in sem)

CBD

Other:
lx control room op (7am-3 :30pm & 311:30pm)
lOx custodian services officer (business
hours+ occasional 2-10 :30pm)
Surge requirements during events

Rozelle
Cumberland

•

Camden

./
./
./

1 guard (24/7)
1 guard (24/7)
1 guard (24/7)

X
X
./

1 mid-size SUV
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Contracted Duties

Guard Duties

1.

conducting mobile and foot patrols of the Sites and Buildings

2.

locking Buildings, gates and access ways as instructed;

3.

maintaining keys security when performing Building lock-up or unlocking facilities for authorised
l J.c;prc; whPn rnspnncling to P.mP.rgP.nc:ies;

4.

responding to security, fire and any critical plant alarms as required by USYD;

5.

monitoring Buildings and all activity within the Sites;

6.

preventing unauthorised access to the Sites;

7.

preventing unauthorised access to restricted areas within the Sites;

8.

securing property and Assets against theft, fire or flood;

9.

reporting all occurrences in accordance with various Acts and instructions and procedures as
directed by USYD or required by Law;

•

10. enforcing the By-Laws, Statutes and Regulations of the University Campuses;
11. liaising with USYD authorised Users, Police, Lessees, Sub Lessees, the Lessee's Security Service
Provider's, Emergency services and others, as relevant;
12. assisting the public with information and direction;
13. providing or organising first aid, medical assistance, rescue or other Emergency assistance
14. identify, contain and report hazards;
15. responding to emergencies in accordance with USYD procedures;
16. generally following USYD Instructions and Procedures;
17. interacting with control room monitoring equipment at all times
18. controlling vehicles entering the University Campus with regard to rules for access and order,
parking, enforcement of the University Campuses parking rules;
19. rendering assistance to the Head of Security and Emergency Management or delegate
20 . responding to any breaches of the peace or any actions which amount to disorderly conduct under
the rules for access and order on Sites, controlling protestors or demonstrators protecting life and
property from any threat from protestors and demonstrators.
21. being engaged in providing security to examination venues/Sites including conducting bag searches
of students entering/attending examinations;

•

22 . being engaged in responding to bomb threat emergencies and conducting searches of targeted or
threatened Sites as appropriate;
23 . ensure its Personnel are able to and do in fact discharge their obligations in their position
descriptions; and
24 . greet all users in a friendly professional manner.

Patrol Services Duties
1.

general surveillance and attendance, as directed, to emergencies or security incidents;

2.

protection of USYD, Personnel and Permitted User's property, Plant and Equipment;

3.

inspection of parked vehicles within the University Campus facilities and grounds; for breaches of
the University Campus restricted parking areas

4.
5.

general inspection of any boundary or compound fence lines for evidence of damage;
inspection of the external walls and doors of all Buildings, checking each door to en sure that they
are locked and secure;

6.
7.

purposely monitor student and User's safety while conducting mobile patrols;
log mobile patrol attendances in accordance with Security Industry Act and its Regulations, using
patrol scanners and/or software
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ensure that all patrols shall be conducted in such a way as to maintain an obvious security presence
at the Sites

Building Lock/ Un-Lock Services Duties

1.

Regularly provide USYD with information regarding the state of locks throughout the Sites

2. Retrieve or return keys when performing Building lock-up or unlocking facilities for authorised
Users or other users or when responding to emergencies.

3.

4.

Inform USYD without delay of any key that is missing and its purpose
Responsible for the safe keeping of keys accessed and held by the Service Provider on behalf of
USYD.

5. Replace at service provider's expense for any lost keys due to any reason and arrange re-keying of
any and all locks that the key fits .

•

Custodian Services Duties

1.

First point of contact for all visitor in the Building, documenting daily Building attendance and
supporting User's general enquiries

2.

Provide a point of contact for general Site information/enquiries and assistance

3.

Provide professional, accurate, responsive, timely advice and assistance to all enquiries

4.

Provide general administration assistance services;

5. Make room bookings and setting up meeting rooms as requested through a Service Request;
6. Stocking and maintaining common kitchens (Consumables used to stock the kitchen will be pass
through costs);

7.
8.
9.
10.

Event support including assistance with setting put catering, and equipment if required ;
Act as nominated fire warden;
Act as nominated first aid officer;
Be point of contact for lost property and lost property enquires, following USYD procedures in
collection, storage and release of items;

•

11.
12.
13.
14.
15 .
16.
17.

Complete room and space sweeps for Building shutdowns;
Respond in a timely manner and provide follow up ensuring Users are kept informed;
Take accurate messages and advise relevant Users in an appropriate timeframe;
At all times provide a professional image, ensuring highest standards are always maintained;
Deliver and support solutions which meet client needs;
Acts on customer/client feedback; and
Establishes and maintains effective internal/external relationships.
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5.1.4 Security Service Manual Requirements
1. Detailed description of the Services to be provided and the essential methodologies on how this
will satisfy the Security Services Minimum Standards;
2. Details of any proposed Security Service Management Software and how it will be implemented at
3.

the University Campuses;
Draft copy of the template for the Security Services summary for inclusion in the Monthly Repo rt
which includes but is not limited to:
a. A statement certifying that the Service Provider, its permanent and part time Nominated
Personnel have complied with all relevant state and commonwealth legislation and
applicable Standards;
b. A report detailing incidents that have occurred during the Month. All major incidents must
be clearly identified in the report and the action taken to resolve the incident including t he
provision of the Corrective Actions Register;

•

4. A list of the Service Provider's Users and Subcontractors to be used;
5. A detailed description of the Custodian Services to be provided and how this will satisfy the
Custodian Services M inimum Standards;
6. A process for responding to incidents including;
a. Escalation process;
b. Coordination and interface with USYD including the USYD's plan on incident response ;
c. Procedures and Reporting following response to incidents;
7. A methodology of how the Service Provider will ensure that all Users including Service Providers
and Subcontractors:
a. follow security protocols;
b. are appropriately inducted ; and

•

8.

c. have appropriate passes and access cards;
Deta il of how the Service Provider will undertake switchboard and helpdesk management includ ing
updates to the information kiosk;

9.
10.
11.
12.

The process for receiving, sorting and distributing ma il;
Procedures for contacting Emergency services providers;
Procedures in relation to compla ints;
Procedures for dealing with specific security incidents including but not limited to :
a.

car break-ins;

b. unauthorised personnel;
c. break-ins and burglaries;
d. theft;
e.

assaults and attacks;

f.
g.

property damage and graffiti; and
protests and riots;

13 . The process for the management of lost property;
14. A list of the Service Provider's Users to be used
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Cash In Transit Services

5.2.1

Schedule 7 - Operations/ Maintenance Services Key Performance Indicators (KPlsl

The monthly report for Cash In Transit Services comprises of 4 reports and 1 corrective actions register,
each with their own individual requirements . The 4 reports contain KPI measures (each with different
weightings) which contribute to an overall score to measure the service provider's performance.
Performance results can impact risk/reward programs and contract renewals outlined in Schedule 5.
There are 4 key result areas (KRA) which influence the cash in transit provider's overall KRA score.

1.
2.
3.
4.

•

10% weight for Safety (2 KPls which contribute to this area)
30% weight for Service Delivery & Improvement (2 KPls which contribute to this area)
40% weight for Work Management & Compliance (2 KP ls which contribute to this area)
20% weight for Quality Management & Improvement (1 KPls which contribute to this area)

These key result areas must be reported in a monthly report along with any other requirements stipulate d
by USYD. An overall KRA score for the cash in transit service provider is then calculated based on the be low
weighting contributions:
Reports to be included

1. On-Going
Safety Aud it
Inspections

..
..
~
cu

Q.

a:
>

-"'
cu

\/'I

2. Number of

...i

•

LTis, MTls or
FAls

oa ~

~ g.
cu ex:
.:!: C:
"ii cu
0 E
cu cu
-~ >
C:
~
cu Q.

..

\/'I.§
N

oa ..
C
0
cu Q.

1.

Cash
Collection

2. Cash
Reconciliation

1. Reporting

E cu

cu a:
l>O cu

"'
C:

u
C:

"' 'a'"
:1:

.,. E
...

0

3v
,.;

2 . Employee
Compliance

Performance Requirement

Identify any hazards as part of ongoing cash collection runs,
including completion of a general
safety audit form and requisition
of a service request in Archibus
Number of LTis, MT!s or FA/s per
Month . Corrective Actions
Register to be provided to
mitigate LTis, MT/s or FA/s from
re-occurrence. The occurrence of
an LTl is an automatic failure of
the KP/
Cash collection and clearance of
parking machines and deposits of
funds into the Principal
nominated bank accounts
Cash bank account reconciliation
of funds against cash collections
Reports to be accurate and
reconciled and sent to USYD 1 day
after cash collection (every week)
All employees inducted to the
University Campuses and being of
a quality standard, trained and
licensed as required (and
including USYD required training,
as relevant)

Minimum
Threshold

KPI
Weighting

100% completion
rate of general
safety audit forms
at end of every
security patrol shift

50%

No LTl or MT/ and
up to 1 FA/

50%

100% cash
collection against
machine records

50%

100% compliance
for all cash bank
account
reconciliation

50%

No reports late

50%

100% compliance

50%
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1. Validated
complaints
from
permitted
users und
personnel

~

....
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Validated complaints recorded in
the system against individual
parking attendances I cash
collection personnel from
Permitted Users and Personnel.
Corrective Actions Register
required to be completed to
mitigate on-going validated
complaints

Tracking of issues - new issues, resolved in the
"' previous month & long outstanding issues requiring
.:2: '6".b
CII
tiCII a:
escalation to USYD

No more than 1
validated complaint

100%

CII

CII

...... .,,C
0

...

0
u .::
.., Near Misses

•

Included in the monthly report but
does not contribute to the KPI
performance score calculation .

ct

5.2.2

Schedule 12B- Cash In Transit Services Requirements

Standards and Guidelines & Training

The service provider must comply to:
1. All applicable policies (inc. producing all reports, plans and other documentation required)
2.

Preparing and implementing Cash In Transit procedures and work practices

3.

Undertaking audits

4.

Security Services and Cash In Transit Services Standards;

5.

Serious Incident and Business Continuity Policy 2013 ;

6.

Security Industry Act and the Security Industry Regulation (2016);

7.

NSW WorkSafe Codes of Practice; and

8.

Licensing requ irements set by the Security Licens ing & Enforcement Directorate New South Wales
Police Force.

•

Where there is a discrepancy between the documents above the higher level of service shall apply .

All guards carrying out cash in transit services :
1.

Must be proficient in the machines used by USYD

2. Are to be appropriately licenced for Cash in Trans it works and be covered by appropriate system s
and specific CIT insurance
3.

Must carry out duties in a way that does not cause damage to the machine vaults .

4.

Must execute their duties in a manner that maximises staff and student safety

Deliverables and Requirements for the Service Provider

1.

Site visit and clearances of all meter coin and/or note vault .

2.

Complete co in / note vault processing at Service Providers depot.

3.

Reconciliation , Reporting and banking via EFT and deposits of all monies collected to USYD's

4.

Report on amounts to nominated University Campus representative to reconcile deposited
amount with USYD's records .

nominated financial institution.
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Maintain and manage the Contract of the Parking Machine Maintenance Agreement as an
additional service. Service Provider to pass the maintenance costs on to USYD as a separate Invoice
for the maintenance of parking machines in accordance with the condit ions of the Parking Machine
Maintenance Agreement .

Contracted hours of service

The University Campuses use several types of machines including :

1. model DG, external slide on vault coins only;
2. model Metric & Misco, internal coin and note vaults ; and
3. boom gate internal cas h box at Cumberland .

•

Collection
required

Campus

Number of
machines

./

Cumberland
Rozelle
Ca mden

./

X
X

Type of
Canister

Pick Up
Time

Note & Coin
Coin
Note & Coin
EFTPOS

1 x fortnight
1 X fortnight
1 X fortn ight

N/A

Internal vault
Internal vault
Forum Resta urant (safe)

28

Parking Meters

1

Internal vault

2

Parking Meters

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

6
7

CBD

Type of Machine

(as per Simon)

Coin
EFTPOS
(as per Simon)

Daily

1 x fortn ight
Daily

5.2.3
1.

Cash In Transit Service Manual Requirements
A detailed description of the Cash In Transit Services to be provided and how this will satisfy the Ca sh
In Transit M inimum Standards;

2.

•

Process to ensure cash is transferred into USYD's nominated account including :
a.

standa rd operating procedure for how parking mach ines will be emptied and how cash will be
appropriately man aged and handled; and

b.

how Users are trained and accredited to empty the parking machines and deposit cash ;

3.

A process to ensure the instructions from USYD are incorporated into standard operatin g pro ced ures;

4.

A list of the Service Provider's Nominated Personnel to be used .
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Bus Services

5.3.1

Schedule 7 - Operations/ Maintenance Services Key Performance Indicators (KPls}

The monthly report for Bus Services comprises of 4 reports and 1 corrective actions register, each with
their own individual requirements. The 4 reports contain KPI measures (each with different weightings)
which contribute to an overall score to measure the service provider's performance . Performance results
can impact risk/reward programs and contract renewals outlined in Sd1etlul~ 5.
There are 4 key resu lt areas (KRA) which influence the bus service provider' s overall KRA score.

1.

10% we ight for Safety (2 KP ls which contribute to this area)

2. 40% weight for Service Delivery & Improvement (4 KP ls which contribute to this area)
3.
4.

•

40% weight for Work M anagem ent & Compliance (3 KPls wh ich contribute to this area)
10% weight for Quality Management & Improvement (2 KPls which contribute to this area)

These key result areas must be reported in a monthly report along with any other requirements stipulate d
by USYD. An overall KRA score for the bus service prov ider is th en calculated based on the below weightin g
contributions :
Reports to be included

.....

1. Patron Safety

0
0.

.
QI

a::

>

-"'
QI

V)

~

•

2. Number of LTls, MTls
or FAl s

..
C

1. Scheduled Time
Lapsed Compliance

QI

E
QI

>

...0.0
E
"0

t:

2. Scheduled
"' Cl
>
QI
Commencement and
... a:::
GJ
Departure
Times
.::?
C

0

~
0

GJ

u

'fGJ

3 . Cancelled and
Incomplete Trips

V)

N

4. Compliance with
Access ible Bus
Services

Performance Requirement

Number of instances Service
Provider Staff have caused
incidents of safety co ncern
where the outcome is du e to
negligence or driving quality
Numbe r of LTis, MT/s or FA/s
per Month. Corrective Actions
Register to be provided to
mitigate LTis, MT/s or FA/s
from re-occurrence. The
occurrence of an LTl is an
automatic failure of the KP/
% of occurrences where the
actual bus arrival time is after
the scheduled arrival time by
20 minutes or more in a
Month
At least 95% of published
timetable trips commence on
time and at least 95% of
published timetable trips
leave the transit stop on time
Scheduled trip operation:
<1 % incomplete trips; and
<1% cancelled trips
At least 99% of timetabled
accessible services operate on
time

Minimum
Threshold

KPI
Weighting

No more than 0

50%

0 instan ces

50%

No more than 5%

25%

5% tolerance

25%

<1%

25%

No more than 1%

25%
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C
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CII

QI)

2. Records

Ill
C
Ill

Management

~
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0

~

m

•

3. Passenger Crowding

Notification

... ......g

o!I
C
CII

E
CII

QI)

Ill
C
111

~

CII

a::

...

C
CII

1. Work Quality

E
QI

>~

~

0.

~ E

a,,i

2.

...."'
CII

CII

•

>
·.:;
u

......
0
CII

-~cc:
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C

Environmental
Emissions
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All employees inducted to the
University Campuses and
being of a quality standard,
trained and licensed as
required (and including USYD
required training, as relevant)
Accuracy of records including:
route reporting; passenger
count; scheduled arrival times;
clock on clock off times;
vehicle maintenance records
incl. certification, licensing,
Blue Card and bus training
compliance
The number of crowded Bus
Services not notified to USYD
within previous Month
Percentage of validated
complaints by Permitted Users
and Personnel relating to
Driver Performance including:
safety, adherence to road
rules, cleanliness of bus,
conduct and absenteeism in
relation to Services completed
in the previous Month
Compliance with
Environmental requirements
relating to gas emissions and
noise pollution reduction

Tracking of issues - new issues, resolved in the previous
month & long outstanding issues requiring escalation to

USYD

0
u .:;
u Near Misses

No more thon 0

30%

No more than 5%

40%

No more than 1
non-compliance

30%

No more than 5%

50%

No more than 1
non-compliance

50%

Included in the month ly report
but does not contribu t e to the KPI
performance score calculation .

ct
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Schedule 12C- Bus Services Requirements

Standards and Guidelines & Training
The service provider must comply to:
1.

Point to Point Transport (Taxis and Hire Vehicles) Act 2016

2.

Point to Point Transport (Taxis and Hire Vehicles) Regulation 2017

3.

The requirements of f'art 2 Uivision 2 (Safety management system) of the Point to Point Transpo rt
(Taxis and Hire Vehicles) Regulation 2017

Bus drivers must:

•

1.

Have a first aid certification

2.
3.

Have a NSW Blue Card (Working with Children)

4.

Be compliant with the requirements of Part 6 Division 6 (Drivers) of the Point to Point Transport

Have a commercial driving license

(Taxis and Hire Vehicles) Regulation 2017

5.

Be compliant with the requirements of Part 2 Division 1 (Driver obligations for passenger Services
generally) of the Point to Point Transport (Taxis and Hire Vehicles) Regulation 2017

Deliverables and Requirements for the Service Provider

1.

Deliver the Bus Services to ensure that USYD's commuters are safely transferred between the
University Campus and a number of locations surrounding the University Campus.

2.
3.

Deliver the Bus Services in accordance with the agreed bus schedules .
Provide 5 buses (inclusive of fuel and all costs associated with maintenance and replacement) in
order to undertake the transfer of USYD commuters which must, as a minimum, meet the follow ing
requirements:
a)

3 buses which can seat at least 21-25 people, one of which is to be fitted with wheelchair
access and appropriate wheelchair access branding;

b)

•

4.

2 buses which seat 12 people

Should any of the buses breakdown or be off the road for any reason, the Service Provider must
arrange a substitute bus

5.

Buses should solely be used for the purposes of meeting their obligations to USYD

The Service Provider is to provide the Services on specific routes (and to any copies or further updates to
these schedules) by USYD.

Bus Requirements

1.

Comply with Part 2 Division 3 (Vehicle Standards) of the Point to Point Transport (Taxis and Hire
Vehicles) Regulation 2017

2.

Be of an appropriate appearance standard with scratches, dents and marks to be repaired within a
reasonable amount of time;

3.

Be appropriately labelled with USYD approved branding;

4.

To be outfitted with a VMS, Defibrillator and Radio;

5.

Have comfortable well-padded seating without rips, holes, worn areas or marks;

6.

Have clean walkways, seating and standing areas that are not soiled and are free from waste;

7.

Have neat intact flooring without trip hazard, lifting or bubbling;
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8.

Have all paintwork looking fresh and clean without marks or bare patches;

9.

Show no sign of rust or corrosion;

10. Have all glass clean and free of significant scratches;
11. Not exhibit smoky exhaust gases;
12 . Not exhibit engine or exhaust odours within the bus;
13 . Not leak oil fluids coolants or other contaminants;
14. Have smooth, quiet and well-maintained suspension;
15. Not exhibit squeaks or rattles; and
16. Not be marked by graffiti or other unwanted markings;

Contracted hours of service

•

Bus
Service
Required

Campus

Bus
Number
Bus

./

CBD

A

•

Mon-Fri
(exc pub hols &
Christmas Shutdown)

Bus C

8:20am - 5:30pm

Mon-Fri
(32 weeks)

6:30am - 10:30am
3:30pm - 9 :30pm

Mon -Fri
(52 weeks)

8am-4pm

Sat-Sun
(52 weeks)

5 :30pm - 9 :30pm

Mon-Fri
(52 weeks)

N/A

N/A

Bus D

Cumberland

Bus E

Rozelle

X

N/A

1.

4pm -10:30pm
4pm-9pm

./

5.3.3

Operating Day

Bus B

./
Camden

Operating Time

Vehicle

21-25 seats
(MAX 20
passengers)

12 seats

(MAX 11
passengers)

N/A

Bus Service Manual Requirements
A deta iled description of the Bus Run Services to be provided and how this will sat isfy the Bus Run

Minimum Standards;
2.

Proces s to ensure buses will be maintain to the Bus Run Service M inimum Requirements and
Standards including:
a.

Standard Operating Procedure for replacement buses in the event that a nominated ve hicle
is unavailable;

b.

Maintenance checks and schedule for the nominated vehicles;

3.

A list of qualifications to be held by the driver and any ongoing training requirements;

4.

Standard Operating Procedures which will ensure alignment with Point to Point Transport (Taxis

5.

A list of the Service Provider's Staff to be used

and Hire Vehicles) Regulation 2017;
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Maintenance Services

5.4.1
Schedule 7 - Operations/ Maintenance Services Key Performance Indicators {KPlsl
The reporting requirements will be applicable to both Locksmithing and Electronic Security Maintenance

[]--

Services. The report comprises of 6 reports and 1 co rrective act ions register, each with their own
individual requirements. 4 of the 6 reports contain KPI measures (each with different weightings) which
contribute to an overall score to measure the serv ice µruviuer'~ performance . Pe rforman ce results can
impact risk/reward programs and contract renewals outlined in Schedule 5.
There are 4 key result area s (KRA) which influence th e ma intenance service provider's overall KRA score.
1.

10% weight for Safety (2 KPls which contribute to this area)

2. 40% weight for Service Delivery & Improvement (2 KPls which contribute to this area)
3. 40% weight for Work M anagement & Compliance (2 KP ls which contribute to this area)
4.

•

10% we ight for Qu ality M anagement & Improvement (3 KP ls which contribute to this area)

These key result areas must be reported in a monthly report along with any other requirements stipulated
by USYD . An overall KRA score for the maintenance service provid er is then calculated based on the below
we ighting contribution s:
Reports to be included

1. Corrective Action s

2. Number of incide nt s
in bre ach of safety,
security, system s or
proces ses

•

Performance Requirement

Corrective Actions reported
and closed out in accordance
with USYD 's requirements
Number of instances Service
Pro vider or Subcontractor
Personnel are in breach of
safety or security procedures,
systems and processes per
Month, or environmental
incidents per Month

3. Nu mber of LTls, MTls o r FAls

Minimum
Threshold

KPI
Weighting

No more than 0

50%

0 instances

50%

Includ ed in the month ly report
but does not co ntribute to the KP I
perform ance score calculation
0%
20%

Total Actual Cost on
Maintenance Services Work
RI
ca
Orders is not greater than the
> RI 1. PPM Services Invoice
Maintenance Services
~ ~
.2:
expenditure agreed at the
-;...
commencement o,Jh
t e Month
0 ~
~ E
or varied as agreed with USYO
-~ ~1---- -- - - - - -1-N_u_m_b_e_r_o_,J_C_o~n-t1-.n-u-o-us_ ____N_o_ le_s_s-th_ a_n_ 1_ _t--_8_0_o/c_o_ -;

=

·g
-=

Q,I

111

N

0

c.E 2.

Cost Improvement

Improvement and Innovation
Proposals related to cost
approved by USYD per Month

3. Actual costs of all work orders for the month

Included in the month ly report
but does not contribute to the KP I
performance score calculation
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% of total number of
Maintenance Services Work
C
scheduled to
Orders
3:
0
commence in a Month where
"0
1. Schedule start and
C
the Actual Start Date is after
Cll
~
end compliance
0
the Planned Start Date and/or
.a
the Actual End Date
~
(Completion Date) is after the
0
C.
Cll
Planned End Date
a:
a,
Number of non-compliances
V ,_.
C "'
with Contract requirements
~ g
reported from a USYD audit
c. E
E m
0 u 2. External audit nonper Month and number of
u
compliances
occasions the Service Provider
"0
C
fails to comply with its
Ill
C
internal (Service Provider)
a,
E
audit requirements per Month
Cll
00
3. Number of work orders closed (inc. costs)
Ill
C
Ill
4 . Number of work orders scheduled to start that
~
month
~
0
5. Number of asset inspections completed with data
uploaded to Archibus
==
m 6. Number of work orders identifying assets which
have degraded
7. Number of work orders in backlog
Number of Work Orders
completed
in the previous
C
a,
1. Work Quality
Month
which
the Principal has
E
(number of work
a,
Defected since a failure in the
>
0
orders completed)
equipment
was incurred
C.
E
within the Month
ca
Number of fa ilures per Month
C 0
to
provide updated CMMS
Cll C
E 0::Cll 2. Updated Asset
data
for Degraded or new
Cll
0D
Information
and
Assets
and number of Work
Ill
C
Ill
Archibus accuracy
Orders completed in a Month
~
with one or more mandatory
>
f
ields not completed correctly
Ill
:::I
3.
Non
-Cost
Number
of Continuous
a
Continuous
Improvement and Innovation
,.j,
Improvement and
Proposals not related to cost
Innovation
approved to USYD per Month
Proposals
Tracking of issues - new issues, resolved in the previous
Cll
month & long outstanding issues requiring escalation to
Cll

>
.a
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No more than 5%

60%

No more than 1
non-compliance

40%

...

•

...
...

..

Included in the monthly report
but does not contribute to the KPI
performa nce score calculation

No more than 0

40%

No more than 5

40%

No less than 1

20%

...

.. .....

•

-~

>
.:;

.....
V

Cll

0

..-~...
"'

a:

Ill

C

USYD
Near Misses

u ;0 Transfer of any records relating to manufacture's
u
ct

Included in t he monthly report
but does not contribute to the KPI
performance score calculation .

warranties
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C
0
',P

=aC
0

u

Assets in degraded condition

......

Assets at risk to USYD's operations in current condition

... a:- Assets with open preventive maintenance work orders
C
Cl.I
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0

Cl.I

E
Q.

still in backlog
Assets yet to be certified in accorduncc with rcguliltory
obligations

':i

~

ILi

Cl.I

Included in the monthly report
but does not contribute to the KPI
performance score calculation .

New issues registered

>
.:;
u

......0

Cl.I

"'C

2 Issues resolved in previous month
u ....

.i;~ ~
::,

•

Included in the monthly report
but does not contribute to the KPI
performance score calculation .

Status of long-standing issues

Cl

Detailed plan of the proposed schedule of preventative
maintenance and proposed upgrades for consideration
and negotiation with USYD . This plan will be reviewed in
the quarterly meetings.

Included in the ann ual report but
does not contri bute to the KP /
performance score calcu lation

5.4.2
Defects for Maintenance Services
Defects include defects, deficiencies, omissions, faults or non-compliances and any damage to property
caused by the matter. The OLP is either 12 weeks or 12 months, as identified in the work order - otherw ise
default to 12 months from completion
If USYD becomes aware of any defects during the Defects Liability Period, USYD may :
1.

Direct the Service Provider to rectify the defect within a reasonable period of time, as notified by

2.

Assess the reduction in value of Services performed & deduct that amount from the charge

3.

Rectify or engage another party to rectify the Defect and the cost of the rectification work shall be

USYD's direction

•

a debt due from the Service Provider to USYD
4. App ly a further Defects Liability Period commencing the date the rectificat ion is completed

If USYD issues a defect direction, the service provider must rectify the defect:
1.

Within the time stipulated in USYD's direction and at the Service Provider's cost

2.

At the times and in a manner, which causes as little inconvenience to the Permitted Users as is
reas onably possible

If the Service Provide r fai ls to comply with USYD's direction within the time stipulated, USYD may:
1. Assess the reduction in value of the Services as performed and deduct that amount from the
2.

Service Charge
Rectify or engage another party to rectify the Defect and the cost of the rectification work shall be
a debt due from the Service Provider to USYD

If the Service Provider does not agree that there is a Defect, it may issue a notice of Dispute
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5.4.3
Manufacturers' and Suppliers' Warranties for Maintenance Services
1. The Service Provider must promptly deliver to USYD the originals of the manufacturers' and
suppliers' warranties for those parts of the Maintenance Services detailed in the design standards,
quotes or work order. The Service Provider acknowledges and agrees that it has read and
understood the Design Standards
2. The Service Provider must use its best endeavours to obtain those manufacturers' and suppliers'
warranties that are reasonably available in the market in respect of materials and products use d in
relation to the Maintenance Services
3. All warranties must be solely for the benefit of USYD or be capable of being assigned to USYD.
a. In the event it is not solely for the benefit of USYD, the Service Provider must assign to
USYD on or before the expiration of the OLP or the date the contract is terminated
(whichever is earlier), the benefit of the warranties provided
4. The Service Provider acknowledges that no term or condition of a manufacturer's product warranty

•

will reduce or modify:
a. any right of USYD under the Contract;
b. any obligation of the Service Provider under the Contract, inc to rectify Defects

•
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5.4.4 Schedule 12D - Electronic Security Maintenance Requirements
Standards and Guidelines & Training
The service provider must comply to:
1.

legal requirements including maintaining a NSW Security Master Licence

2.

SafeWork NSW Code of Practice: Managing Electrical Risks in the Workplace;

3. AS 3000 2007 Electrical installations (wiring rules);
4.

AS/NZS 2201.1:2007

Intruder Alarm Systems Part 1: Client's Premises - Design, Installation,

Commissioning and Maintenance;
5.

AS 2201.2-2004 Intruder alarm systems-Monitoring centres

6. AS 2201.3-1991 Intruder alarm systems-Detection devices for internal use
7.

AS 2201.4-1990 Intruder alarm systems-Wire-free systems installed in client's premises

8. AS/NZS 2201.5:2008 Intruder alarm systems-Alarm transmission systems plus AS 2201.41990/Amdt 1-1990

•

9. AS 3015 Approval and test specification for electrical portable outlet devices;
10. AS 3017 Electrical installations testing guidelines;
11. AS 3760 In service safety inspection and testing of electrical equipment;
12. Gallagher Access Control System Product Support Manuals;
13. Avigilon Product Support Manuals; and
14. CIS Security Design Standards - Intruder

Technicians are expected to :
1.

CIS Contractor induction

2.

Gallagher certification

3.

Driver's license

4.

Avigilon training records

5.

Class 2C NSW Security Licence

6.

ACMA or ASIAL Cabling Licence holder

The Service Provider is
responsible for paying
all appropriate fees .
Licenses and other
charges payable to
manufacturers can be
passed onto USYO at no
extra administration or
other costs.

7. Workcover NSW General Construction Induction Card

•

8.

CIS Contractor Induction Process

9.

Elevating Work Platform licence (desired)

10. Working at Heights competency (desired)
11. Be competent in the following systems to record work completed:
a.

Archibus

b.

SharePoint

c.

CAMS Application

d.

Aperio

e. Jacques
f . Lockwood, FSH and Padde hardware
g.

lnovonics

12. Have at least one of the technicians engaged for the service is to have a minimum of 8 Months
experience on Site (excluding the first eight Months of the Contract)
13. Carry out the appropriate SWMS and risk assessments around their scope of work and provide
copies to USYD
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Equipment/Asset

The service provider is to:
1.

Maintain with the technician's reasonable spare parts to ensure that the critical ACID systems can
be repaired within 4 hours of a fault being identified. All other faults, repairs, maintenance or
projects are to be completed as per the date to perform outlined in the Archibus system.

2.

Make available additional technicians, or if directed by USYD use the on-site technicians and parts
for discretionary works on the ACID systems including commissioning and programming, install ing
minor works and discretionary upgrades of systems as required by USYD at the agreed rates
specified within this Contract.

3.

Engage with the manufacturer of items within the ACID systems when necessary to provide
specialist advice on highly technical issues and to maintain appropriate commercial relationships to
allow this to occur

•

4.

Maintain a relationship with the required vendors to purchase parts required to complete any work
orders

Equipment/Asset Types include :
1. Gallagher head end, controllers, power supply's, cabinets, card readers, interface devices, HBUS
devices, Aperio devices and all 10 devices;
2.

Batteries (all types) ;

3.

Electronic Locks including mortice locks, electromagnetic locks, electronic strikes, Aperio
escutcheons;

4. Jacques intercoms;
5.

Back to base alarm systems (Dial-Up panels) ;

6.

Avigilon VMS, cameras, encoders, network video recorders;

7.
8.

CCTV housings, lenses, power supply' s;
10 devices including red switches, screamers, break glasses, duress, normally open/closed conta cts,
wireless receivers/repeaters/transmitters and integration with auto doors, actuators lifts; and

9.

•

Printers, encoders and other customer facing technology integrated with the mentioned security
systems;

Some of the registered Assets may refer to systems or groups of smaller individual items. Maintenance
costs are required to be individually recorded against each of the Archibus registered Assets. During the
course of conducting the work, the Service Provider may discover additional Assets as part of their
obligation to improve the classification of Assets within Archibus. Any impact on the costs of work due to
discovery of Assets not registered in Archibus shall be reviewed with USYD and approval sought before
work is undertaken on these Assets.
All plant, tools, equipment and materials necessary to properly fulfil the services required under the
Contract are to be included in the pricing, including, but not limited to :
1.

mobile phones

2. laptops
3. tablets
4.
5.

fluids, cleaning materials and compounds;
servicing aids such as platform and extension ladders, mobile scaffold (<4.0m), safety harnesses,

6.

barricades and fall arrestor kits, PPE, support stands and cleaning aids;
equipment relevant to perform the tasks such as power tools, hand tools, insulation resistance
meter, multi meter, thermographic infrared scanner, power analysing equipment, RCD tester; and
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miscellaneous Consumables items, including electrical safety tags, indicator globes, tape, ties,
screws, pole fillers, etc.

All test equipment is to be fully calibrated with certification from approved testing facility in accordance
with the relevant current Australian Standard

Deliverables and Requirements for the Service Provider

1.

General technician duties

2. Programming, testing and commissioning of Gallagher, Avigilon and other bas ic security system s;
3.
4.

Installation and maintenance of security systems
Routine or ad-hoc inspections and maintenance of security systems including hardware, softwa re
and all security field devices

•
•

5. Preventive Maintenance as per the direction of USYD and any relevant standards
6 . Emergency works and reactive maintenance including system failures, faults, where the security of
Buildings are compromised , etc
7. Project works including testing of new security systems, defect Reporting, surveys and installation
of security systems and hardware
8. Maintain, service, upgrade or replace on irreparable failure as authorised by USYD for all items
including Assets or systems that are part of USYD's Access Control and Intruder Detection (ACID )
System and CCTV Systems
9. Maintain a direct distributor relationship with Gallagher at all times during the Contract duration.
All other security system hardware is to be sou rced either directly through the manufacturer or
approved supplier
10. Techn icia ns are to 'use r test' all ACID systems prior to hand over from builders and project team s t o
ensure that they meet installation specifications and USYD Security Design Standards.
11. Carry out reasonable preventative maintenance on items and util ise Site inducted technic ians to
complete this maintenance

Preventive Maintenance Procedures

The Service Provider is requ ired:
1. To submit PM procedures to be undertaken as part of the Services .
2. To ensure that the Statutory Maintenance Procedures are updated and kept cur rent to Statutory
requirements for the term of the Contract.
3. To subm it a Preventive Maintenance Plan for each equipment standard including maintenance
procedures, maintenance tasks, frequencies, inspection sheets or any other items required to
4.

perform the procedure.
To clearly document that no routine maintenance is required if an item of equipment is deemed
not requiring a preventive maintenance plan

5. To consider Asset criticality and condition and Building cr itical ity as a variant for non -statutory
preventive maintenance procedures.
6. To use their best endeavour to improve these procedures during the term of the Contract to
ensure:
a.

performan ce Outcomes are achieved

b. USYD and all Personnel and Permitted Users remain legally compl iant
c.

the Services approach represents the best value for money

d.

risk to USYD operations is managed down
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Uniforms

All uniforms are to be provided by the Service Provider and are to be of the agreed type

Incidents

USYD requires that timely and accurate reporting of incidents are to be made for every occurrence, event
or critical incident as proscribed by USYD and made electronically into USYD's Incident Reporting, Buildi ng
Management and WHS safety systems.

Contracted hours of service

The Service Provider is to supply 3 x FTE (40-hour week) technicians between the operating hours of

•

7.30am - 4 .30pm Monday to Friday 52 weeks per year excluding public holidays. Hours can be adjusted to
suit operational requirements at the discretion of USYD and informed by negotiations with the Service
Provider.
There is also an expectation that a technician will be on call 24/7 52 weeks per year for all after hours
faults . All after hours faults are to be attended to within 2.5 hours of call made to technician by USYD.

Cleaning

The service provider:
1.

Shall ensure that the plant rooms, switch rooms, DB cupboards and other areas where the systems,
Assets and equipment is located are to be kept clean and tidy at all times

2.

Notify USYD in writing if the plant rooms and other areas are not in a tidy state prior to
commencement of the works and to request the area to be made good.

3.

•

May incur cleaning costs from USYD if they fail to leave the area in a clean and tidy state

Vehicles

The Service Provider must provide vehicles for all technicians necessary to perform the Services.
1.

Vehicles required:
a.

are not to be older than 4 years

b.

are appropriately Principal brand approved

c.

are regularly serviced and maintained in accordance with manufacturers
recommendations, with defects such as un-roadworthy tyres, scratches, dents and marks

to be repaired within a reasonable amount ohime
d. are appropriately registered and licenced
2.

The service provider:
a.

Is responsible for the provision of replacement vehicles during the period that any

b.

Must provide its vehicles coming into the University Campuses (to perform services) to
USYD for its approval details

c.

Is responsible for any parking permit costs and any parking fines incurred in performing the
Services

nominated vehicle is not usable due to maintenance, repairs or services
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Must ensure that vehicles are available at all times and is responsive to the geographical
spread of the University Campuses.

e.

Must ensure that all vehicles are parked in the appropriately allocated parking spacing and
apply for parking permits where applicable. USYD does not guarantee on Site parking fo r
the Service Provider.

5.4.5
1.

Electronic Security Maintenance Manual Requirements
Processes and proposed methodology for ens·uring Asset data is kept updated in accordance wit h
the Administration Requirements .

2.

Preventative Maintenance processes including:
a. the methodology for the delivery of a Preventative Maintenance program;
b. develop and implement a schedule for upload into Archibus detailing the job tasks to be

•

undertaken for each ma intainable asset as an individual Work Order; and
c.

a process for providing a Monthly Preventative Maintenance program which includes a
nominated service day for each Asset, as relevant.

3. Reactive and Corrective Maintenance processes including:
a.

the Service Provider' s after hours call out procedures in accordance with the Contract;

b. the Service Provider's Nominated Personnel contact details; and
c.

the names and telephone numbers of who to contact in an emergency 24 hour per day,
each day of the year, including the call escalation process.

4.

Demonstration that attendance to the maintenance of an Asset has been completed e.g. colour
coded labels validating date and time of attendance so that USYD can conduct any planned audit.

5. The Service Provider is required to update the Service Manual:
a.

on an annual basis

b. when reasonably requested by the Principal
c.

where changes to the Services impact on schedules, service methodologies, Nominated
Personnel or other details contained within the Service Manual

5.4.6

Schedule 12D - Locksmithing Maintenance Requirements

Standards and Guidelines & Training

•

The service provider must comply to :
1.
2.

Holding a NSW Master Security Licence
Relevant current Australian and International Standards applicable to the type of work and shall
comply with the Standards indicated in the specifications outlined under the Minimum
Requ irements (most recent edition published before commencement date)

3.

USYD and respective Building Code of Australia, Australian Standards and Principal Design
Guidelines

Locksmith Staff must :
1.

Be proficient in the use of Bi Lock and BiLock Exclusive product and machinery

2.

Hold a Drivers Licence

3.

Hold a Locksmith trade certificate (Australian Tafe certificate or equivalent);

4.

Hold a Class 2BC NSW Security Licence

5.

Hold a Workcover NSW General Construction Induction Card

6.

Completed the CIS Contractor Induction Process

7.

Complete any other University Campus inductions to access specific areas
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Carry out the appropriate SWMS and risk assessments around their scope of work and provide
copies to USYD

9.

Hold other appropriate licences

10. Be covered by appropriate systems and specific insurance
11. Have at least one of the technicians engaged for the service is to have a minimum of 8 Months
experience on Site (excluding the first eight Months of the Contract)
12. Use and be proficient in Archibus
13. Use and be proficient in Promaster 7 and Pro master Keymanager 7
14. Use and be proficient in SharePoint

USYD is an agent of its own Bilock and Bilock Exclusive systems, and all new lock and key installations must
be conducted using this . The systems are controlled by USYD's master locksmith . USYD's purchases all parts

•

direct from the manufacturer and additionally owns the machinery to create these items .

Equipment/Asset

The Service Provider must provide tools and equipment for all locksmiths necessary to perform the
Services. This includes:
1.

mobile phones;

2.

laptops;

3. tablets;
4.

hand tools and power tools including drills, dill bits, Consumables, etc. ;

5.

servicing aids such as platform and extension ladders, barricades and fall arrestor kits, PPE, sup port
stands and cleaning aids; and

6. any other tools, equipment and technology to enable the locksmith to perform the tasks required .
The Service Provider will have access to USYD's workshop as a base, which contains the machinery and lock
and key parts . Any additional parts, equipment, materials or Consumables that required to be supplied as

•

requested by USYD, must be done so, on a pass-through cost basis with the applicable nominated mark-up .

Deliverables and Requirements for the Service Provider

1.

Routine or ad-hoc inspections and maintenance of locksmith systems including electronic records,

2.
3.

Preventive Maintenance as per the direction of USYD
Emergency works and reactive maintenance including lockouts, evictions, hardware failures whe re

4.

the security of Buildings are compromised, etc;
Project Works including testing of mechanical hardware, visual inspections, defect Reporting,

key cabinets, key systems, etc

surveys and installation of lock and door hardware.
5.

General locksmith duties

6. Creation, pinning and installation of the Principal's Bi Lock and Bi Lock Exclusive Systems and othe r
7.
8.
9.

basic locksmith systems
Creation of master key systems using the Pro master 7 software
Installation and maintenance of door hardware
Maintain, service , upgrade or replace on irreparable failure as authorised by USYD on all items t hat
are part of the Principal's locksmith systems.

10. Maintain a relationship with a Master Locksmiths associat ion during the Contract duration .
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11. 'User test' all locksmith hardware systems prior to hand over from builders and project teams to
ensure that they meet installation specifications and USYD's Security Design Standards.
12. Carry out reasonable preventative maintenance on items and utilise Site inducted locksmiths to
complete this maintenance.
13. Make available additional locksmiths or if directed by USYD use the on-Site locksmiths for
discretionary works on the locksmith systems including commissioning, installing minor works and
discretionary upgrades as required by USYD at the agreed rates specified within the Contract.
14. Ensure faults with critical locksmith systems can be repaired within 2 hours of a fault being
identified during business hours. All other faults, repairs, maintenance or projects are to be
.completed as per the date to perform outlined in the Archibus system.
15. Attend fortnightly meetings to discuss the operational service requirements, quarterly review
meetings of service deliverables and annual Contract reviews as requested by the Principal

•

Uniforms
All uniforms are to be provided by the Service Provider and are to be of the agreed type .

Incidents
USYD requires that timely and accurate reporting of incidents are to be made for every occurrence, eve nt
or critical incident as proscribed by USYD and made electronically into USYD's Incident Reporting, Building
Management and WHS safety systems.

Contracted hours of service
The Service Provider is to supply 2 x FTE (40 hour week) technicians between the operating hours of
7.30a m - 4.30pm Monday to Friday 50 weeks per year excluding public holidays . Hours can be adjusted to
suit operational requirements at the discretion of USYD and informed by negotiations with the Service
Provider.

•

There is also an expectation that a locksmith will be on call 24/7 52 weeks per year for all after hours fault s.
All after hours fau lts are to be attended to within 2.5 hours of call made to locksm ith by USYD .

Cleaning
The service provider:
1.

2.

Shall ensure that the plant rooms, switch rooms, DB cupboards and other areas where the system s,
Assets and equipment is located are to be kept clean and tidy at all times
Notify USYD in writing if the plant rooms and other areas are not in a tidy state prior to

commencement of the works and to request the area to be made good.
3. May incur cleaning costs from USYD if they fail to leave the area in a clean and tidy state

Vehicles
The Service Provider must provide vehicles for all locksmiths necessary to perform the Services.
1.

Vehicles requ ired :
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a.
b.

are not to be older than 4 years
are appropriately Principal brand approved

c.

are regularly serviced and maintained in accordance with manufacturers
recommendations, with defects such as un-roadworthy tyres, scratches, dents and marks
to be repaired within a reasonable amount oftime

d.

are appropriately registered and licenced

2. The service provider:
a. Is responsible for the provision of replacement vehicles during the period that any
nominated vehicle is not usable due to maintenance, repairs or services

b. Must provide its vehicles coming into the University Campuses (to perform services) to
USYD for its approval details

••

C.

Is responsible for any parking permit costs and any parking fines incurred in performing t he

d.

Services
Must ensure that vehicles are available at all times and is responsive to the geographical
spread ofthe University Campuses .

e.

Must ensure that all vehicles are parked in the appropriately allocated parking spacing and
apply for parking permits where applicable. USYD does not guarantee on Site parking fo r
the Service Provider.

5.4.7
1.

Locksm ithing Maintenance Manual Requirements
Processes and proposed methodology for ensuring Asset data is kept updated in accordance wit h
the Administration Requirements .
2. Preventative Maintenance processes (only for the Primary Service Provider) including:
a. the methodology for the delivery of a Preventative Ma intenance program;
b. develop and implement a schedule for upload into the CMMS detailing the job tasks to be
undertaken for each maintainable asset as an individual Work Order; and
c. a process for providing a Monthly Preventative Maintenance program which includes a
nominated service day for each Asset, as relevant .

3.

•

Reactive and Corrective Maintenance processes including:
a. the Service Provider' s after hours call out procedures in accordance with the Contract;
b. the Service Provider's Nominated Personnel contact details; and
c. the names and telephone numbers of who to contact in an emergency 24 hour per day,

4.

5.

each day of the year, including the call escalation process.
Demonstration that attendance to the maintenance of an Asset has been completed e.g. colour
coded labels validating date and time of attendance so that the Principal can conduct any plann ed
audit.
The Service Provider is requ ired to update the Service Manual:
a. on an annual basis;
b. when reasonably requested by the Principal; and
c. where changes to the Services impact on schedules, service methodologies, Nominated
Personnel or other details contained within the Service Manual.
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6 Discrete Projects {Panel Services)
USYD will appoint the service provider to a panel, where the panel may be invited to quote a discrete
project. USYD will prioritise the following attributes for appointment to a panel (most significant to least) :
1. Commitment to safety
2. Quality management of the service delivery
3. Price Competitiveness
4. Experience and Proven Competence

An appo intment to one or more Service Panels will be certificated by USYD for a specified period with
options for roll-over to establish long term relationships .

•

USYD will admin ister panel services service requests in Arch ibus as a result of:
1. Outstanding backlog within Archibus
2. Ad hoc requests for discrete projects
3. Recommendations for follow up work from the Service Provider

6.1.1
Monthly Reporting & Performance Measuring
The reporting requirements will be applicable to both Locksmithing and Electronic Security Discrete
Projects . There is no annual report requirement for discrete projects nor any KRA/KPI performance
management score calculations .
Monthly Report

The Discrete Projects monthly report must include, but not limited to :
1. Safety Report including:
a. Corrective Actions

•

b. Number of incidents in breach of safety, security, systems or processes
c. Number of LTls, MTls or FAls
2. Cost Control and Improvement Reporl including :
a. Monthly budget targeted costs
b. Monthly budget quoted or tendered costs
3. Work Management and Compliance Report
a.

Initial response time compliance( % of work orders where response time is after required
time set)

b. Response and rectification time compliance(% of work orders where response time is afte r
the rectification time set)
c. Schedule start and end compliance (no deviation from agreed schedule)
d. External audit non -compliances and fa ilure to complete internal audit
e. Number of work orders closed (inc. costs)
f.
g.
h.
4. Quality
a.
b.

Number of work orders scheduled to start that month
Number of work orders raised where service requests then needed to be raised
Number of work orders in backlog
Management and Improvement Report
Work Quality (number of work orders completed)
Updated Asset Information and Archibus accuracy
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Continuous Improvement and Innovation Proposals approved by USYD

Corrective Actions Register
a. Tracking of issues - new issues, resolved in the previous month & long outstanding issues
requiring escalation to USYD

6.

b. Near Misses
Changes to service frequency

7.

Evidence of advice and quotations provided

6.1.2

Schedule 9 - Target Cost Estimates. Quotations & Urgent Responses

If the service provider receives a direction which requires a quote or work order but was not issued, the
service provider must notify USYD within 5 business days of the direction . USYD must then respond with in 5
business days with one of the following :

•

1. Confirm that the direction requires a request for quote
2. Confirm that the direction requires a work order
3. Withdraw the direction or communication
4. Confirm that the direction or communication does not constitute for a quote or work order and the
service provider to comply with the direction

Target Cost Estimates

A target cost estimate:
•

Is used for discrete project works valued less than $5,000

•

Is an estimated finalise delivery costs for the work plus or minus 5%

•

Must nominate any risks to the pricing which may result in differing outside the limits

•

Request must be responded within the specified time identified by USYD

•

Must specify
o
o

•

•

Expected cost of labour, materials and purchased services for each work order
Estimated duration to complete the work and any risks to this duration

Must specify any risks which need to be resolved

Quotations

A quotation :
•

is required for discrete project works valued more than $5,000

•

Must nominate any risks to the pricing which may result in differing outside the limits

•

Must specify any risks which need to be resolved

•

Must specify
o Expected cost of labour, materials and purchased services for each work order
o Estimated duration to complete the work and any risks to this duration
o Quotation of the work which the final delivery costs for the work will be measured
o Projects over $250,000 must :
•
Include a copy of the Project Work Agreement - with any amendments
• Specify USYD's requirements
•
Include sufficient detail of the project works
• Specify time, date and place for quote to be delivered
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Urgent Response
•

USYD may approve the Service Provider to undertake Panel Services as a urgent response, where
work is required before the issue of a Work Order.

•

In such case the Service Provider is required to record all costs and actions, plus consolidate
appropriate feedback about the work. This information is to be recorded on a Work Order issued by
USYD, possibly after work has been completed, ;ind hPforp thP SPrvic:e Provider issues its Invoice
for the work.

•

When the Service Provider accepts to undertake work as urgent response, they must observe the
Response Times required by USYD at the time the work is approved .

6.1.3

Delivery of Panel Services

•
•

•
Service provider to
Incorporat l' work into
the ir contract

USVD w ill review and
potent ially accept the
quotation or target
cost est imate by
issuing a work request

Service provider to
µrovide a plan for
work packages

A work order must be
commenced on the
specified date ,
otherwise date agreed
by the parties

•

Option to negotiate
between service
provider & USVD if
pricing not agreed
(use rates in contract)

•

•

Se rvice provide r to
close out work orders
(me time & cost
deta ils) & provide
feedback in Arch1bu s

USYD will provide a Panel Provider w ith a periodic statement of the quality of their Services :
1.

breaches in performance

2.

cost or durat ion overruns
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6.1.4
Schedule 9- Panel Services Requirements
The panel provide will:

•

1. Deliver panel services
2. Ensure the discrete projects work is correctly loaded into Archibus
3. Encouraged to proactively advise improvements to the delivery of works to manage down
unnecessary expenditure
4. Provide a forecast of the discrete project work to be undertaken
5. Complete service requests for the panel services issued from Archibus
6. Provide detailed work method statement for how the discrete projects will be provided including:
a. Service Delivery approach and methodology;
b. resources, materials, plant, equipment and Consumables to be used;
C.
planned program and design;
d. Target Cost Estimate or Quotation as relevant
7. Breakdown their charges on their invoice against each work order separately (where USYD will
correlate the invoice with work order history recorded in Archibus)
8. Provide feedback on each work order in the work package
9 . Complete the work order wit details of time and cost and feedback on asset, and/or site data
updates and deletions in a format approved by USYD

6.1.5
Schedule 10- Panel Services Key Performance Indicators
There are 4 key result areas (KRA) which influence the panel services (discrete projects) service provider' s
overall KRA score .
1.

10% weight for Safety (2 KPls which contribute to this area)

2. 30% weight for Cost Control and Improvement (2 KP ls which contribute to this area)
3. 40% weight for Work Management & Compliance (4 KPls which contribute to this area)
4. 20% weight for Quality Management & Improvement (3 KP ls which contribute to this area)

•

Reports to be Included

t:

0
0.

1. Corrective
Actions

GJ

a::
>

...

....
Q,I

"'

Ill

...;

2. Safety, Security
or
Environmental
Breach

Performance Requirement

Corrective Actions reported and
closed out in accordance with
Principal requirements
Number of instances Service
Provider or Subcontractor
Personnel are in breach of safety
or security procedures, systems
and processes per month, or
Environmental incidents per
Month

Minimum
Threshold

KPI
Weighting

No more than 0

50%

No more than 0

50%
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Difference between the Total
Actual Cost on Work Orders and
the estimated expenditure agreed
at the commencement of the
Month or the targeted costs, as is
the case
Difference between the Total
Actual Cost on Work Orders and
the estimated expenditure agreed
at the commencement of the
Month or the Quoted or tendered
costs, as is the case
% of total number of Work Orders
in a Month where the Initial
Response Time is ofter the
relevant required Response Time
% of total number of Work Orders
in a Month where the
Rectification is after the relevant

±5%

80%

No deviation

20%

0.0%

20%

0.0%

20%

required Response and
Rectification Time set
1--- ------;--- ~ - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - -- --1-------t
3 . Schedule start
No deviation from the agreed
and end
schedule of works without USYD
40%
0.0%
compliance
approval
4. External audit
Number of non-compliances with
nonContract requirements reported
compli ances
from an external audit per Month
No more than 1
20%
and failure to
non-compliance
compliance

complete
internal audit

•

"
C:

!

c:

CII
E
111

00
ni

c:

ni

~

>

~

ni

:::s

cJ

6.1.6

Number of Work Orders
completed in the previous Month
1. Wo rk Qual ity
which USYO has Defected since a
40%
No more than 0
..
failure
in
the
equipment
was
0
a.
incurred within the Month
Cll t-- - - - -- --+-- - -- - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - + - - - - ~
ex:
...
Number of failures per Month to
C:
cu
provide updated Archibus data for
E 2. Update Asset
cu
Degraded or new Assets and
>
Information
0
..
number of Work Orders
No more than 5
40%
c.
and Archibus
E
completed in a Month with one or
Accuracy
more mandatory fields not
completed correctly
Number of Continuous
3. Continuous
Improvement
Improvement and Innovation
20%
No Jess than 1
Proposals approved by the USYD
and Innovation
Proposals
per Month

Manufacturers' and Suppliers' Warranties for Maintenance Services

6. The Serv ice Provider must promptly deliver to USYD the orig in als of th e man ufa cture rs ' and
suppliers' warranties for those parts of the Maintenance Serv ices detailed in the design standard s,
quotes or work order. The Service Provider acknowledges and agrees that it has read and
unde rstood the Design Standards
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The Service Provider must use its best endeavours to obtain those manufacturers' and supplie rs'
warranties that are reasonably available in the market in respect of materials and products used in
relation to the Maintenance Services

8. All warranties must be solely for the benefit of USYD or be capable of being assigned to USYD.
a. In the event it is not solely for the benefit of USYD, the Service Provider must ass ign to
USYD on or before the expiration of the DLP or the date the contract is terminated
(whichever is earl ier), the benefit of the warranties provided
9. The Service Provider acknowledges that no term or condition of a manufactu rer's product warranty
will reduce or modify:
a.

any right of USYD under the Contract;

b. any obligation of the Service Provider under the Contract, inc to rectify Defects

•

6.1.7 Defects for Maintenance Services
Defects include defects, deficiencies, omissions, faults or non -compl iances and any damage to property
caused by the matter. The OLP is either 12 weeks or 12 months, as identified in the work order - otherwise
default to 12 months from completion
If USYD becomes aware of any defects during the Defects Liability Period, USYD may:
5.

Direct the Service Provider to rectify the defect with in a reasonable period oftime, as notified by
USYD's direction

6. Assess the reduction in value of Services performed & deduct that amount from the charge
7. Rectify or enga ge another party to rectify the Defect and the cost of the rectificat ion wo rk sha ll be
a debt due from the Service Provider to USYD
8. Apply a furt her Defects Liability Period commencing the date the rectifi cation is completed

If USYD issues a defect direction, the service provider must rectify the defect:
3. With in the time stipulated in USYD's direction and at the Service Provider's cost

•

4. At the t imes and in a manner, which causes as little inconvenience to the Permitted Use rs as is
reasonably poss ible

If the Service Provider fails to comply w ith USYD' s direction within the time st ipulated, USYD may eithe r:
3. Assess the reduction in value of the Services as performed and deduct that amount from the
Service Charge
4.

Rectify or engage another party to rectify the Defect and the cost of the rectification work sha ll be
a debt due from the Service Provider to USYD

If the Service Provider does not agree that there is a Defect, it may issue a notice of Dispute.

6.1.8
•
•

Contract ual Requirements for Maintenance Services
Design Service - Must comply with design standards
Project Works (under $250,000)- Must comply with project conditions
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Project Works (over $250,000):
o The service provider acknowledges that a draft Project Works Agreement was provided by
o

USYD prior to the date of contract
Within 3 months of the date of contract, the service provider must cooperate and act in
good faith with USYD to agree the terms of the project work agreement

6.1.9
Manual Requirements for Discrete Projects
Electronic Security Discrete Projects-Manual Requirements
1.

Processes and proposed methodology for ensuring Asset data is kept updated in accordance with

the Administration Requirements.
2. Reactive and Corrective Maintenance processes including:
a. the Service Provider's after hours call out procedures in accordance with the Contract;

•

3.

b. the Service Provider's Nominated Personnel contact details; and
c. the names and telephone numbers of who to contact in an emergency 24 hour per day,
each day of the year, including the call escalation process.
Demonstration that attendance to the maintenance of an Asset has been completed e.g. colour
coded labels validating date and time of attendance so that USYD can conduct any planned audit.

4. The Service Provider is required to update the Service Manual :
a. on an annual basis
b. when reasonably requested by the Principal
c. where changes to the Services impact on schedules, service methodologies, Nominated
Personnel or other details contained within the Service Manual

Locksmithing Discrete Projects Manual Requirements

1. Processes and proposed methodology fo r ensuring Asset data is kept upd ated in acco rda nce wit h

•

the Admin istratio n Requirements .
2. Reactive and Corrective Maintenance processes including:
a. the Service Provider' s after hou rs call out procedu res in accordance with the Contract;
b. the Service Provider' s Nominated Personnel contact details; and
c.

3.

the names and telephone numbers of who to contact in an emergency 24 hou r per da y,
each day of the yea r, includ ing the call escalation process .
Demo nstration t hat attendance to the maintenance of an Asset has been completed e.g. colour
coded labels validating date and time of attendance so that the Prin cipal ca n conduct any planned

aud it.
4. The Service Provider is requ ired to update the Service Manual:
a. on an annual basis;
b. when reasonably requested by the Principal; and
c. whe re ch anges to the Services impact on schedules, service methodo log ies, Nominated
Personnel or other details contained with in the Se rvice Manual.
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7 Schedule 5 - Performance Management Framework
The intention of the performance management framework is to provide incentives to the service provider
to meet and exceed their service delivery requirements.

7.1

Monthly Risk and Reward Calculations

The invoice will be adjusted based on the performance of the service provider. If the service provider
achieves above 90% in KRA performance, USYD will pay the service provider a bonus to their invoice, For
bus & maintenance service lines, a discount will be applied to the invoice for a KRA performance score less
than 90% and less than 80% for security & cash-in transit services.

•

KRA
Performance
Score

Bus Services, Maintenance Services &
Discrete Projects

Security Services and
Cash In Transit Services

Risk/Reward is ranged from a 2.5%
discount to a 2.5% bonus on the invoice

Risk/Reward range is calculated
from an agreed % of the invoice

If less than 80% is achieved in the last 3 months OR the average for the last 3
months is less than 80%, and no remediation plan is submitted to USYD outlining
the corrective actions. the service provider may be subject to contractor
termination .
Maximum discount applied to the

<80%

invoice paid to service provider.
USYD receive a 2.5% discount on the
invoice from the service provider

80%

•

Every 1 %
increase in
performance
score

90%

Every 1 %
increase in
performance
score

100%

E.g. If the invoice is $S0k, and the
agreed percentage is 6%, then the
invoice will be discounted by $3k
(6% of $50k)

-

USYD receive a 2.5% discount on the
invoice from the service provider
The discount received wil l be reduced by
0.25% multiply by every 1% increase in
perfo rm ance score.
E.g. If t he performance score is 85%, then
the discount is reduced by 1.25% (0.25 x
5% improvement). Therefore, USYD's
invoice will be 98 . 75% of the cost actuals.

The invoice will be pa id in full
without any discount

The invoice will be paid in full without any
discount
USYD will pay a bonus to the service
provider above the invoice value. Th is is
calculated at 0.25% multiply by every 1%
increase in performance score .
E.g. If t he performance score is 95%, then
the bonus will be 1.25% (0 .2 5 x 5%
improvement). Therefore, USYD will pay
the service provider 101.25 % of the cost
actuals.
USYD will pay the service provider a 2.5%
bonus on their invoice

Maxim um bonus applied to the
invoice paid to service provider.
E.g. If the invoice is $50k, and t he
agreed percentage is 6%, then a
bonus of $3k (6% of $50k) will be
paid.

Where no KP ls are specified, the service provider must at least perform the services consistent with the
levels of performance achieved by using leading practice and in compliance with the contract.
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Negative adjustments (discount) against the services charged is a debt due and payable by the service
provider to USYD. Positive adjustments (bonus) against the services charged is a debt due and payable by
USYD to the service provider.

Should the service provider fail to meet any KPI, the service provide r must as soon as practica I after the
failure and at no cost to USYD :

•

1.

Investigate the Service Problem & use best efforts to preserve any data indicating the cause

2.

Prepare and deliver to USYD a report identifying the Service Problem

3.

Take any action that is reasonably necessary to minimise the impact & prevent reoccurrence

4.

Correct the Service Problem so that the Service Provider meets the KP ls and the KRAs set out

5.

Advise USYD of the status of remedial action being undertaken

7.1.1
1.

Disputing KPI scores
If the Service Provider disagrees with USYD' s assessment, the Service Provider must within 5
Business Days of receipt of USYD's notice of assessment notify USYD in writing that it disagrees
with the assessment and set out the reasons for such disagreement.

2.

Upon the receipt USYD and the Service Provider must promptly investigate the issue in good faith
to resolve the disagreement.

3.

If USYD and the Service Prov ider's Representative are unable to resolve the disagreement with in 10
Business Days of USYD's receipt of the Service Provider's notice the issue must be referred for
dispute resolution .

4.

If the Service Provider fails to notify USYD of its disagreement w ith in the time prescribed, the
Service Provider is deemed to accept USYD' s assessment and is barred from making any Claim in
respect of or in connection with USYD's assessment.

7.2

•

Annual Performance Measures

All scores for each month will be added up together then divided by 12 to calculate an annual average
score . Ensure to include the correct weighting of each KPI identified in the reporting requirements .
The annual performance score will influence the contract extension options :
•

>85% :::: acceptable performance level achieved for consideration of contract extension at the

•

70% to 85 % = contractor extens ion considered based on an accepted corrective act ion plan fro m

discretion of USYD
USYD
•

<70% :::: not cons idered for contract or exten sion
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Response Timeframes

The service provider is required to comply with the following response and rectification timeframes wh ich
are dependent on their priority:

Emergency/ Urgent (Priority 1)
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Non-Urgent (Priority 2)

Risk to major WHS
Risk to major business disruption
Major risk to property damage
Security premises compromised
High risk to environmental hazard
Adverse impact to neighbouring
community

•
•
•

Minor business impact
Minor risk to property damage
Risk to minor WHS

Security Services
Priority
1
2

Definition

Activation to Dispatch

Dispatch to Arrival

Emergency/ Urgent
Non-Urgent

2 mins
2 mins

20 mins
2.5 hours

Maintenance Services
Priority
1
2

Definition

After Hours Initial Attendance

Response Rectification Time

Emergency/ Urgent
Non-Urgent

2 hours
N/A

4 hours
Determ ined case by case

Discrete Projects
Priority

Definition

After Hours Initial Attendance

Response Rectification Time

4

OPEX project requests
CAPEX project
requests

N/A
N/A

Determined case by case
Determined case by case

5

•
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Greg Robinson
Director, Campus Infrastructure & Services

Date: 15 May 2018
Attention : Colin Brennan
Sydney Night Patrol & Inquiry Co Pty Ltd
937-941 Victoria Road
West Ryde NSW 2114

•

Master Agreement for Services between the University of Sydney (University) and Sydney
Night Patrol & Inquiry Co Pty Ltd (Supplier) dated 11 December 2015 (Agreement)
including the Work Order for Guarding Services under the Agreement dated 11 December
2015 (Work Order)
I refer to the above Agreement and Work Order and the recent discussions between the
University and Supplier regarding the Supplier's performance of its obligations under the
Agreement.
The University has identified a number of matters that appear, based on the available
information, to constitute breaches of the Agreement by the Supplier (Breaches).
Accordingly, and including for the purposes of clause 9.2 of the Agreement, the Supplier is
directed to , by no later than 25 May 2018, either rectify the relevant Breaches or otherwise
show cause (providing details and substantiating evidence) in response to the Breaches.
Without limitation, the Breaches include the following :
Breach

•

1.

Failure to obtain the Un iversity's prior written approval to subcontract any of its
obligations under the Agreement includ ing (without limitation) subcontracting regular
guarding services to S International Group Pty Ltd and Multiworks Pty Ltd , contrary to
clause 4.5(a) of the Agreement.

2.

Failure to ensure that its subcontractors comply with all of the terms of the Agreement,
contrary to clause 4.5(c) of the Agreement.

3.

Failure to promptly inform the University of a change in the way the Suppl ier conducts
its business which is likely to have a material impact on the ability of the Supplier to
perform its obligations under the Agreement, contrary to the undertaking given by the
Supplier in clause 2.2 of the Agreement.

4.

Potential overcharging arising from the University being charged for guarding and
patrols that have not taken place, contrary to clause 6.1 of the Agreement.

5.

Failure to meet the KPl 's set out in clause 4 of the Work Order including that
appropriate officers as required by the University will be made available to the
requirements of the Work Order at least 99% of the time.

15735/679746_1
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Breach
6.

Failure to provide officers for the Contracted Hours of Service as set out in clause 5 of
the Work Order.

7.

Failure to ensure Supplier Personnel have completed the required training as set out in
clause 6 of the Work Order.

8.

Failure to ensure the Supplier Personnel are wearing the un iforms approved by the
University, contrary to clause 9 of the Work Order.

9.

As a resu lt of the matters identified above, and contrary to clause 2.2 of the
Agreement, failure by the Supplier to supply the Services:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

•

(e)
(f)

with due skill and care ;
in accordance with the performance criteria and requirements set out in the Work
Order;
in accordance with relevant Australian industry standards , best practice and
guidelines;
using Supplier Personnel that have suitable training , education and experience in
relation to the Services;
in accordance with all applicable laws ; and
in accordance with any reasonable directions in relation to the Services given by
the University.

10.

As a result of the matters identified above, and contrary to clause 7.5(c) of the
Agreement, failure by the Supplier to comply with the warranty that the Supplier and
the Supplier Personnel , have the necessary experience, skill , knowledge and
competence to perform the Services.

11 .

As a result of the matters identified above , and contrary to clause 7.5(d) of the
Agreement, failu re by the Supplier to comply with the warranty that the Services will be
fit for the purpose as set out in the Work Order.

The University's rights , including those under clauses 4.3, 6.4 , 7 and 9 of the Agreement and
clauses 3 and 11 of the Work Order, are reserved.
Capitalised words used in this letter but not defined have the same meaning as in the Agreement.

•

If you require any further information or clarification , please do not hesitate to contact Ben Hoyle,
Deputy Director, Campus Services at ben.hoyle@sydney.edu .au or on +61 414 749 116.

Gre Robi son
Director, Campus Infrastructure & Services (CIS)

2
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Date: 15/05/2018
Attention: Colin Brennan
Sydney Night Patrol & Inquiry Co Pty Ltd
937-941 Victoria Road
West Ryde NSW 2114

Master Agreement for Services between the University of Sydney (University) and Sydney
Night Patrol & Inquiry Co Pty Ltd (Supplier) dated 11 December 2015 (Agreement)

•

I refer to:
(a) Master Agreement for Services between the University of Sydney (University)
and Sydney Night Patrol & Inquiry Co Pty Ltd (SNP) dated 11 December 2015
(Agreement); and
(b) Email from Fawad Walizada of SNP to Simon Hardman of the University dated
10 May 2018 requesting the University's approval to subcontract services
under the Agreement to Multiworks Pty Ltd (Multiworks) .

Clause 4.S(a) of the Agreement provides that SNP "may not sub-contract any obligations

under this Agreement without the prior written consent of the University".
The University does not consent to SNP subcontracting any of its obligations under the
Agreement to Multiworks. As such, unless the University approves another subcontractor

•

under clause 4.S(a) of the Agreement, SNP must perform its obligations under the
Agreement itself.

Yours sincerely

&~

Ben Hoyle
Depty Director, Campus Services (CIS)
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THE UNIVERSITY OF

u ==w

SYDNEY
Greg Robinson
Director, Campus Infrastructure & Services

7 June 2018

Attention: Colin Brennan
Sydney Night Patrol & Inquiry Co Pty Ltd
937-941 Victoria Road
West Ryde NSW 2114

•

Master Agreement for Services between the University of Sydney (University)
and Sydney Night Patrol & Inquiry Co Pty Ltd (Supplier) dated 11 December 2015
I refer to the University's letter dated 15 May 2018 and the Supplier's response dated
25 May 2018 .

Material breach of the Agreement
As referred to in our letter of 15 May 2018, the University did not provide its prior
written consent to the Supplier subcontracting any part of the Services to Multiworks,
nor did it provide prior written consent to the Suppl ier previously subcontracting part
of the Services to SIG , as is required under clause 4 .5(a) of the Agreement.
In its response to ERFT/2014/151, the Supplier indicated the use of SIG as a
subcontractor for "surge support". The University's intent was that the Supplier
provide its own staff to service the work orders that formed the core guarding
services under the Agreement and that a subcontractor would only be used to
provide supplementary staffing at infrequent times of sudden increase in demand, i.e.
surge support.

•

We note that clause 15.4 of the Agreement provides that a provision of the
Agreement (for example, clause 4.5(a)) or a right created under it (for example, the
right for the University to immediately terminate the Agreement under clause
9.2(a)(i)) may not be waived or varied except in writing , signed by the party or parties
to be bound. In addition, clause 15.4 further provides that a failure or delay in
exercising a right arising from a breach of the Agreement does not constitute a
waiver of that right.
As at today's date, the Supplier is continuing to subcontract part of the Services to
Multiworks without the University's written consent. As such, the Supplier has failed
to remedy a breach of clause 4.5(a) within 14 days after receiving notice requiring it
to do so. Moreover, a failure to comply with clause 4.5(a) constitutes a material
breach of the Agreement.
The University is therefore entitled to terminate the Agreement and/or any Work
Order pursuant to clause 9.2(a) of the Agreement.

Campus Infrastructure & Services
Services Building G12
22 Codrington Street, Darlington
The University of Sydney
NSW 2006 Australia

T +6129114 0857

ABN 15211513464
CR ICOS 00026A

F +61 2 9351 6129
E g.robinson@sydney.edu.au

sydney.edu.au
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Termination of Work Orders
Without limiting any other right and/or remedy the University has or may have in relation
to the Breaches, pursuant to clause 9.2(a) , the Un iversity hereby:
(a)

Terminates the Work Order for Line Marking in its entirety ; and

(b)

Terminates part of the Work Order for Guarding Services by removing the bus
services, by reducing the scope of that Work Order as follows:

•

(i)

Removing the reference to "Bus Driver" in the clause 3 (Deliverables) of the
Work Order; and

(ii )

Removing the part of clause 7 (Contractor Vehicles) of the Work Order
referring to the provision of buses (i. e. from the part beginning with "5 buses
will be provided ... " to the end of that clause) .

These terminations are to have effect on and from 10.30pm on Friday 8 June 2018
(Termination Date). That is, on and from Saturday 9 June 2018 , the University will not
require the Supplier to undertake the line marking or the bus services.
Pursuant to clause 9.1(d) of the Agreement, the Fees will abate on and from the
Termination Date to reflect the termination of the Work Order for Line Marking and the
bus services portion of the Work Order for Guarding Services .
The University directs the Supplier to , on or before Monday 11 June 2018:

•

(a)

provide evidence that the University's logo on the Supplier's buses are removed ;

(b)

provide evidence that the University's logo on the bus drivers' un iforms are
removed or, alternatively, hand the uniforms in to the University; and

(c)

ensure the Supplier's buses are removed from the University's property.

We note the Supplier's obligations under clause 9.3 (After termination) and clause 9.6
(Knowledge transfer) .
The Work Orders for Cash Collection and Security Electronic Maintenance and the
remainder of the Work Order for Guarding Services will continue in force at this time ,
however the University reserves its rights and/or remedies that it has or may have in
relation to these .
The University's rights , including those under clauses 2.1{d) , 4.3, 6.4, 7 and 9 of the
Agreement and clauses 3 and 11 of the Work Order for Guarding Services, are reserved .
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THE UNIVERSITY OF

SYDNEY

Capitalised words used in this letter but not defined have the same meaning as in the
Agreement and our letter dated 15 May 2018.
If you require any further information or clarification, please do not hesitate to contact
Ben Hoyle, Deputy Director, Campus Services at ben.hoyle@sydney.edu.au or on
.

•

Yours sincerely

~

~~-

Greg Robinson
Director, Campus Infrastructure & Services (CIS)

•
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PART 3.2
CUSTOMER TERMS
RFT 1400840

WHOLE OF GOVERNMENT INTEGRATED SECURITY
SERVICES
ISSUED BY NSW PUBLIC WORKS

1
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Customer Terms
C 1.

Customer Contract

C 1.1

The Customer contract
The Customer contract will be made on placing an Order for services under the Head Agreem ent
and the Supplier acknowledges that in so doing the Customer must comply with the NSW
Procurement Policy Framework.

C 1.2

Parts of Customer Contract
The Customer Contract consists of:

•

(a)

the Additional Conditions (if there are any specified in an Order);

(b)

the Customer Terms;

(c)

the relevant Order;

(d)

the Statement of Requirements for the Goods and Services under the relevant Order;

(e)

the Dictionary.

If there is an inconsistency between the parts referred to in paragraphs (a) to (f) above, then the
provision in the part higher in the list prevails to the extent of the inconsistency.

C2.

Term

C 2.1

Term of Customer Contract
The Customer Contract commences on the Customer Contract Commencement Date and
continues until expiry of the Customer Contract Term unless terminated earlier in accordance with
the Customer Contract.

C 3.

Goods

C 3.1

General
The Supplier must supply the Goods (and perform the incidental services relating to those Goods)
to the Customer in accordance with the Customer Contract to meet the Specifications.

•

C3.2

Tested Goods
The Supplier must ensure that the Goods are identical to any Tested Goods.

C 3.3

Packaging
The Supplier must ensure that all Goods are packaged in accordance with the Specifications, if
any.

C 3.4

Delivery
(a)

The Supplier must deliver the Goods and Documentation to the Delivery Address in
accordance with the Delivery Timeframe and the Service Levels.

(b)

If requested in the Order, before handing over the Goods and Documentation , the Supplier
must:
(i)

sight the staff identification tag ;

(ii)

obtain the signature; and

(iii)

record the full name and staff number,

of the Customer Representative that takes receipt of the Goods and Documentation and keep such
record for the Customer Contract Term ("Proof of Delivery"). If requested by the Custom er, the
Supplier must provide to the Customer the relevant Proof of Delivery.
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Errors and Defects
If Goods delivered to the Customer under the Customer Contract:
(a)

do not conform with this clause C 3 (Goods); or

(b)

fail to comply with a representation or warranty specified in clause C 11 .1 (Representations
and warranties in respect of Goods and Services),

then the Customer, irrespective of whether it has paid for the Goods, may reject the Goods by
giving written notice to the Supplier ("Rejection Notice").
C 3.6

Rejection Notice
If a Rejection Notice is issued by the Customer in respect of any Goods, in addition to any other
rights the Customer may have under the Customer Contract or by law, the Supplier must, at the
Customer's option:

C 3.7

(a)

immediately refund any moneys paid in advance for the Goods (if applicable); or

(b)

immediately replace the Goods at the Suppliers cost.

Warranty repairs
If the Goods are or become defective in any way during the Warranty Period , then , at the
Customer's absolute discretion :

•
C 3.8

(a)

the Supplier must immediately replace or repair the Goods at the Supplier's cost; or

(b)

the Customer may return the Goods to the Supplier and may terminate the Customer
Contract in respect of identical Goods which have not yet been delivered . The Supplier must
fully refund any amounts paid for the Goods that the Customer does not retain .

Facilities to repair
The Supplier agrees to ensure that facilities for the repair of the Goods are available at the Repair
Location for the Warranty Period.

C 3.9

Title and risk
The parties acknowledge and agree that:

•

(a)

Goods becomes the property of the Customer on delivery of the Goods to the Delivery
Address ;

(b)

the risk of loss or damage to the Goods passes to the Customer on delivery of the Goods to
the Delivery Address in accordance with this clause C 3 (Goods); and

(c)

if any Goods are re-taken by the Supplier, the risk of loss or damage to the Goods passes
back to the Supplier upon removal from the Customer's premises .

C4.

Services

C 4.1

General
The Supplier must provide the Services to the Customer to a standard that meets or exceeds any
applicable Services Levels.

C 4.2

Incidental Services
The Supplier must provide (without additional charge) any incidental or related services not
specifically described in the Customer Contract which are required for the proper performance or
use of the Services .

C 4.3

Capability Levels
The Supplier must ensure it maintains sufficient capability and resources in relation to Services to
meet its obligations under the Customer Contract.

C 4.4

Access to Sites
(a)

In accessing a Site the Supplier must comply with the Customer's policies and procedures
applicable to access to that Site.

(b)

The Supplier acknowledges that it will not have possession, lease or licence to any Site.
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(c)

At all reasonable times the Supplier must permit the Principal or any Customer (including its
authorised employees and agents) to have access to the Services and to the premises of the
Supplier and its Subcontractors. This may include for the purpose of surveillance, aud it,
inspection, testing, certification and recording of information in any form or for any other
reasonable purpose required by the Principal and the Customers in connection with the
Customer Contract.

(d)

Subject to compliance by the Supplier with clause C 4.4(a), the Customer must give the
Supplier sufficient access to the Site to allow the Supplier to perform the Services.

Warranty rectification

If the result achieved by the Services is or becomes defective in any way during the Wa rran ty
Period then the Supplier must immediately re-perform the Service or remedy the defect at the
Supplier's cost.

•

C 5.

Other Supplier Obligations

C 5.1

Transition in

The Supplier must act in good faith , and do all things necessary, to assume the provision of the
Goods and Services as required by the Customer Contract, including ensuring that it compl ies with
the requirements of, and dates specified in, any agreed transition in plan .
C 5.2

If the Supplier fails to meet any Service Level , then the Supplier must at no additional cost to the
Customer promptly:

C 5.3

•

Service Levels and Service Credits

(a)

at the Customer's option, pay to or credit the Customer, the Service Credits;

(b)

if requested by the Customer, in the case of Services re-perform those Services which gave
rise to the failure to meet the Service Level ;

(c)

use all reasonable endeavours to correct the issue which caused the failure to meet the
Service Level ;

(d)

arrange all additional resources reasonably necessary to deliver the Goods or perform the
Services in accordance with the Service Level as soon as practicable; and

(e)

if requested by the Customer, provide a detailed report on the steps taken by the Supplier to
prevent similar future non-compliance with the Service Levels.

Conflict of interest

If the Supplier finds itself in a position of conflict of interest in relation to the provision of the Goods
or Services to the Customer, then the Supplier must immediately notify the Customer of this conflict
of interest and the Supplier must immediately resolve the conflict of interest to the Customer's
reasonable satisfaction .

C 5.4

Standard of performance

The Supplier must perform its obligations under the Customer Contract:

C 5.5

(a)

in accordance with best industry practice;

(b)

with all due care , skill and diligence expected of a professional service supplier and in a
proper and workmanlike manner; and

(c)

in a cost effective manner consistent with the required level of quality and performance.

Licences and Approvals

The Supplier must obtain at its own cost all licences, approvals and consents necessary to perform
the Services and meets its obligations under the Customer Contract.
C 5.6

Comply with requirements

The Supplier must:
(a)

ensure that the Goods and Services comply with all relevant laws that relate to or otherwise
apply to the Goods and Services (as applicable);
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(b)

comply with all laws, codes and Standards relating to its supply of Goods and Services,
including the Building Code of Australia (as applicable);

(c)

comply with all Customer standards, policies and procedures notified from time to time (other
than any which are expressly inconsistent with the Customer Contract) but including th e
applicable Government-wide procurement policies at http://www.procurepoint.nsw.gov.au/

(d}

comply with all other reasonable requirements and directions of the Customer in relation to
the Goods and Services, including that the Supplier must reasonably co-operate with other
Customer suppliers and

(e)

comply with the Office of Finance and Services Business and Ethics Statement set out at
htpp ://www.finance.msw.gov.au/about-us/business-ethics,reading "Customer" in place of
"DFS" in that statement.

C 6.

Contract Price, invoices and payments

C 6.1

Contract Price and invoicing

Subject to this clause C 6 (Contract Price, Invoices and payments), in consideration of the Supplier
supplying the Goods and performing the Services, the Customer will pay to the Supplier the
Contract Price. The Supplier is not entitled to recover any charge or expenses additional to the
Contract Price for the supply of Goods, the performance of the Services, the provision of any
benefit or the performance of any acts, even if required to do so under the Customer Contract,
unless the Statement of Requirements provides otherwise.

•

Information provided by the Supplier, as part of a quote to an individual client, must be consistent
with pricing and technical specifications as set out in the RFT.
C 6.2

Payment of amounts due to or in respect of employees

The Customer may but is not obliged to (unless otherwise required by law) pay any amounts owing
by the Supplier to or in respect of an employee of the Supplier who has carried out work in
connection with the Customer Contract provided that:
(a)

the time for payment has passed ; and

(b )

the Customer first gives the Supplier not less than 5 Business Days' notice that it intends to
make the payment.

Without limiting any rights the Customer may have under section 127 of the Industrial Relations Act
1996 (NSW) , the Supplier must credit or pay the amount to the Customer as required by clause C
5.12 (Amounts due to the Customer) at the Customer's option.

•

C 6.3

Payment of invoices

The Customer is not required to pay any amount to the Supplier unless it has received a correctly
rendered invoice for that amount. Unless the Statement of Requirements specifies otherwise, the
Customer must pay each correctly rendered invoice within 30 days after receipt of that invoice.
C 6.4

Interest

Where payment is not made within the period specified in clause C 6.3, the Customer must pay
simple interest on the unpaid amount calculated daily from the day after payment was due up to
and including the day that payment is made, where interest exceeds A$20. The interest rate is
determined under section 22 of the Taxation Administration Act 1996. The appropriate interest rate
is available from the NSW Office of State Revenue website at http://www.osr.nsw.gov.au/
C 6.5

Invoice Timing

The Supplier will issue an invoice for the Contract Price in accordance with the Invoice Timing or if
there is no Invoice Timing established for the relevant Goods or Services, then :
(a)

in respect of Goods, on delivery of all Goods under that Customer Contract; and

(b)

in respect of Services, on completion of all Services under that Customer Contract,
unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Customer.
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Correctly rendered invoice

For the purposes of the Customer Contract, an invoice is not correctly rendered unless:

C 6.7

•

(a)

the invoice is a Tax Invoice ;

(b)

the Supplier is entitled to issue the invoice under C 6.5 (Invoice Timing);

(c)

the amount claimed in the invoice is correctly calculated under that Customer Contract;

(d)

the invoice includes the relevant Customer purchase order number, cost centre num ber and
general ledger code and is addressed to the Customer Representative and set out in a
manner that identifies the Customer Contract, the Goods and/or Services which the invoice
covers and itemises each amount claimed, to a level of detail satisfactory to the Customer
acting reasonably; and

(e)

the invoice is accompanied by documents that adequately demonstrate to the Customer the
Goods supplied, the Services that were performed and the basis on which the amounts are
claimed .

Disputed invoices

Where the Customer considers that an invoice is not correctly rendered the Customer will issue to
the Supplier within 10 Business Days after receipt of the invoice a notice setting out the reasons
and identifying any amounts which are in dispute. The Supplier must then cancel that invoice and
reissue the invoice for the undisputed amount.
C 6.8

Amounts due to the Customer

Each amount payable by the Supplier to the Customer under an indemnity, warranty,
reimbursement, rebate or refund obligation , or default event under the Customer Contract is a debt
due and payable to the Customer on demand . Any demand must be accompanied by any relevant
verifying documentation and, if the amount payable is a taxable supply must be a Tax Invoice. At
the Customer's option the Supplier must pay or credit the amount to the Customer, within 30 days
after issue of the demand or in accordance with the time otherwise set out in the Custom er
Contract.
C 6.9

Payment does not affect other rights or obligations

Payment of money under clause C 6.1 (Contract Price and invoicing) is not evidence:

•

C 6.10

(a)

that the Customer accepts any Goods or Services under the Customer Contract;

{b)

of any waiver by or estoppel against the Customer in relation to any right or action wh ich the
Customer may have at any time against the Supplier;

(c)

that the Supplier has carried out its obligations under the Customer Contract; or

{d)

of the value of any of the Goods or Services .

Set-off

A Customer may set off any amount owing by the Customer to the Supplier against any am ount
due for payment by the Supplier to the Customer under this agreement.

C7.

Taxes and GST

C 7.1

Taxes

The Supplier is responsible for all Taxes arising from or relating to the Customer Contra ct, and
must pay Taxes wh ich are imposed on the Supplier arising from or relating to the Custo mer
Contract, except for any income tax or cap ital gains tax payable by the Customer.
C 7.2

GST

The parties agree that:
(a)

unless expressly stated otherwise, all amounts payable by the Customer to the Supplier
under the Customer Contract are inclusive of GST;

(b)

if a supply under the Customer Contract is subject to GST, and the consideration payabl e or
to be provided for the supply is not inclusive of GST, then the party receiving the supply mu st
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pay to the party making the supply an additional amount equal to the Amount of the
Consideration multiplied by the applicable GST rate;

C 7.3

(c)

the additional amount is payable at the same time as the consideration for the supply is
payable;

(d)

if the additional amount differs from the amount of GST payable by the party making the
supply, the parties must adjust the additional amount; and

(e)

if a party is entitled to be reimbursed or indemnified under the Customer Contract, the
amount to be reimbursed or indemnified does not include any amount for GST for which the
party is entitled to an Input Tax Credit.

Withholding tax

If a law requires the Customer to deduct an amount in respect of Taxes from a payment under the
Customer Contract, then:

•

(a)

the Customer agrees to deduct the amount for the Taxes; and

(b)

the Customer agrees to pay an amount equal to the amount deducted to the relevant
Government Agency as required by applicable law and give the original receipts to the
Supplier.

C 8.

Supplier Personnel

C 8.1

Supplier Personnel

The Supplier must ensure that the Supplier Personnel are suitably qualified , experienced and
competent for their role in providing the Goods and Services.
C 8.2

Removal of Supplier Personnel

The Supplier must promptly remove and replace any particular Supplier Personnel as reasonably
requested by the Customer. The parties acknowledge that it is reasonable for the Customer to
request the removal or replacement of a Supplier Personnel if there has been any breach of the
Customer Contract by that Supplier Personnel.
C 8.3

Information about Supplier Personnel

If requested to do so by the Customer, the Supplier must provide to the Customer:

•

(a)

a list of any of the Supplier Personnel ;

(b)

accurate information about the identity, qualifications, job history and character of each of
the Supplier Personnel; and

(c)

completion of any checks of the Supplier Personnel required by the Customer as set out in
an Order Form .

C9.

Intellectual Property Rights

C 9.1

Existing Intellectual Property Rights

All Intellectual Property Rights of the parties existing before the date of the Customer Contract will
be retained by the relevant party.
C 9.2

New Intellectual Property Rights

The Supplier assigns or will procure the assignment to the relevant Customer, on creation :

C 9.3

(a)

Intellectual Property Rights in all modifications made to the Customer IP by the Supplier or
its Subcontractors; and

(b)

if specified in an Order, all other Intellectual Property Rights created by the Supplier or its
Subcontractors in the supply of the Goods or performance of the Services .

Supplier Licence

The Supplier grants to the Customer a, perpetual, royalty-free, non-exclusive, irrevocable licence:
(a)

to Use the Supplier IP (including all Intellectual Property Rights created by the Supplier or its
Subcontractors in the supply of the Goods or performance of the Services that are not
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assigned to the relevant Customer) to the extent necessary for the Customer to receive the
full use and benefit of the Goods and Services; and
(b)
C 9.4

sub-licence any of the rights granted under clause C 9.3(a) to any person , but only in relation
to the use or receiving benefits of the Goods or Services.

Customer Licence

The Customer grants to the Supplier, and to the extent necessary any relevant Subcontractor, for
the Customer Contract Term , a royalty free, non-exclusive, non-transferable licence to Use the
Customer IP only to the extent necessary to provide the Goods and Services.
C 9.5

Confidentiality

Nothing in clause C 9.3 (Supplier Licence) and C 9.4 (Customer Licence) removes or limits the
obligations of confidentiality under clause H 7 (Confidentiality and privacy).
C 9.6

Know-how use

Subject to clause H 7 (Confidentiality and privacy) and clause C 9.1 (Existing Intellectual Property
Rights), each of the Customer, the Supplier and any Subcontractor will be free to use its general
knowledge , skills and experience and any ideas, concepts, know how, methodologies and
techniques related to the scope of the Goods, Services or the Customer Contract.

•

C 9.7

Indemnity

The Supplier must (either directly itself or by procuring Subcontractors to do so):
(a)

C 9.8

at the Customer's request and sole option :
(i)

defend at no cost to the Customer, all Infringement Claims; or

(ii)

provide, at no cost to the Customer, all reasonable assistance required by the
Customer to defend any Infringement Claim ;

(b)

indemnify the Customer against all costs (including legal costs on a solicitor and own client
basis), losses, damages and expenses that the Customer may sustain or incur as a result of
an Infringement Claim ; and

(c)

satisfy any settlement of or judgement given in an Infringement Claim .

Other remedies

If, as a result of any Infringement Claim , the Customer is prevented from using the Goods or the
results of the Services, the Supplier must, at the Customer's option and at the Supplier's cost:

•

(a)

promptly procure for the Customer the right to use the Goods or the results of the Services
(as applicable) on reasonable commercial terms as contemplated under the Cu stomer
Contract free of any claim or liability for infringement;

(b)

promptly procure for the Customer replacement goods or materials which comply with th e
relevant Specifications; or

(c)

promptly modify the Goods or materials so that they cease to infringe those rights (while still
complying with the applicable Specifications).

C 10.

Sub-contracting

C 10.1

Subcontracting

The Supplier must not sub-contract a material part of its obligations under the Customer Contract
without the prior written approval of the Customer. The Customer may give or withhold its approval
in its absolute discretion and may impose conditions on its approval.
C 10.2

Responsibility for Subcontractors

The Supplier is responsible for all acts and omissions of Subcontractors as if they were those of the
Supplier and the Supplier indemnifies the Customer against all costs, expenses and liabilities
incurred by the Customer in connection with the acts or omissions of any Subcontractors.
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C 11.

Warranties and representations

C 11.1

Representations and warranties in respect of Goods and Services
The Supplier represents and warrants that:
(a)

(b)

•
•

C 11.2

the Goods:
(i)

will meet the Specifications and all other applicable requirements under the
Customer Contract;

(ii)

be of good quality, fit for purpose and free from defects and omissions in material,
design or workmanship ;

(iii)

upon title passing to the Customer, will be unused and free from any ch arge or
encumbrance; and

(iv)

will comply with all laws that are related in any way to the Goods;

the Services:
(i)

will be performed with due care and skill and in accordance with industry best
practice;

(ii)

will meet or exceed the Service Levels;

(iii)

will be used with materials that are :
(A)

fit for the purpose for which they are supplied and used ; and

(B)

will comply with any applicable specifications or requirements;

(c)

to the best of its knowledge, no conflict of interest of the Supplier, its employees, ag ents or
Subcontractors exists or is likely to arise in the performance of its obligations under the
Customer Contract;

(d)

the Supplier and the Supplier Personnel will not infringe the Intellectual Property rights or
Moral Rights of any person in providing the Services or otherwise performing the Customer
Contract;

(e)

the Goods or Services and their use will not:
(i)

result in a breach of any law or mandatory codes ;

(ii)

infringe any person's rights (including Intellectual Property Rights and Moral Rights) ;

(iii)

constitute a misuse of any person's confidential information; or

(iv)

result in the Supplier or any Related Bodies Corporate of the Supplier breaching any
obligation that it owes to any person .

Notification of non-compliance
As soon as practicable after becoming aware of any matter which is likely to impact upon its ability
to comply with a warranty or representation in this clause C 11 Warranties and representations),
the Supplier must give written notice to the Customer detailing that matter and its likely impact on
the Supplier's ability to comply with this clause C 11 (Warranties and representations) .

C 12.

Insurance

C 12.1

Insurance
Before the Customer Contract Commencement Date the Supplier must obtain , and thereafter
maintain, the policies of insurance listed in the Order during the Customer Contract Term, on terms
that are reasonably satisfactory to the Customer.

C 12.2

Evidence of insurance
On request by the Customer, the Supplier must provide certificates of currency proving that the
policies of insurance required under the Customer Contract have been effected and are current. A
certificate of currency provided under this clause must be issued by the insurance company
providing insurance and must contain all details reasonably requested by the Customer, including a
summary of all risks covered and any exclusions.
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Supplier notification
The Supplier must notify the Customer within two Business Days of any event which affects or may
affect the Supplier's compliance with this clause C 12 (Insurance), including any cancellation of a
policy or reduction of limit of coverage below that required by the Customer Contract.

C 13.

Liability

C 13.1

The Customer's liability
Subject to clause C 13.3 (No limitation):

C 13.2

(a)

the aggregate liability of the Customer to the Supplier under or in respect of the Custom er
Contract whether in contract, tort (including negligence), statute or any other cause of action ,
is limited to the Customer Liability Cap; and

(b)

the Customer will not be liable to the Supplier under or in respect of any Customer Contract
whether in contract, tort (including negligence), statute or any other cause of acti on for
Consequential Loss .

Supplier's liability
Subject to clause C 13.3 (No limitation):

•
C 13.3

(a)

the aggregate liability of the Supplier to the Customer under or in respect of the Customer
Contract whether in contract, tort (including negligence), statute or any other cause of action
is limited to an amount equal to the Supplier Liability Cap; and

(b)

the Supplier will not be liable to the Customer under or in respect of any Customer Contract
whether in contract, tort (including negligence), statute or any other cause of acti on for
Consequential Loss.

No limitation
Nothing in the Customer Contract operates to limit or exclude:

•

C 13.4

(a)

liability that cannot by law be limited or excluded ;

(b)

the liability of either party in respect of personal injury (including sickness and death) or real
or tangible property loss or damage;

(c)

liability of a party in respect of a breach of clause H 7 (Confidentiality and privacy);

(d)

the Supplier's liability under clause C 9 (Intellectual Property Rights);

(e)

liability of either party for unlawful or illegal acts or conduct; or

(f)

the Customer's liability to pay such of the Contract Price as is due and payable.

Consequential Loss Definition
(a)

(b)

C 13.5

Subject to clause C 13.4(b) Consequential Loss:
(i)

means any loss, not arising naturally, that is according to the usual course of things,
from the relevant breach act or omission, whether or not such loss may reasonably
be supposed to have been in the contemplation of the parties, at the tim e they
entered the Customer Contract, as the probable result of the relevant breach ; and

(ii)

includes loss of profit or loss of anticipated savings.

Consequential Loss does not include:
(i)

additional internal administrative and management costs and expenses;

(ii)

expenditure or fees rendered unnecessary;

(iii)

costs of procuring replacement Goods or Services;

(iv)

cost of repairing Goods; and

(v)

legal fees on a full indemnity basis .

Financial security
If specified in a Supply Schedule, the Supplier must provide the financial security in the amount
and form specified in that Supply Schedule. The relevant Customer will hold the financial secu ri ty
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as security for the due and proper performance of all the obligations of the Supplier under the
Customer Contract, and the relevant Statement of Requirements will set out the terms that will
apply to the use and application of the financial security.

C 14.

Force Majeure

C 14.1

Notice of a Force Majeure Event
A party does not breach the Customer Contract and is not liable to the other party for a delay or
failure to perform an obligation to the extent it results from a Force Majeure Event provided that the
party affected by the Force Majeure Event gives the other party a written notice which:

C 14.2

(a)

sets out details of the Force Majeure Event;

(b)

identifies the nature and extent of the obligations affected by the Force Majeure Event;

(c)

advises the period of time during which the affected party estimates that it will not be able to
perform or will be delayed in performing its obligations; and

(d)

provides details of the action that it has taken or proposes to take to remedy the situati on.

Obligations of affected party
A party affected by a Force Majeure Event must:

•

(a)

take all reasonable steps to avoid, remove or limit the effects of the Force Majeure Event on
its performance of the suspended obligations as quickly as possible; and

(b)

promptly re-commence performing the suspended obligations as soon as reasonably
possible and notify the other party when this occurs.

C 15.

Termination

C 15.1

Termination for cause
The Customer may terminate the Customer Contract in full or in part immediately on notice to the
Supplier if:
(a)

•

C 15.2

the Supplier breaches that Customer Contract and :
(i )

the breach is not capable of remedy; or

(ii)

the breach is capable of remedy and the Supplier fails to remedy the breach within
10 Business Days, or such longer time as the Customer states, of receiving notice
from the Customer requiring the breach to be remedied ;

(b)

the Supplier becomes Insolvent;

(c)

the Supplier assigns or purports to assign its rights otherwise than as permitted by that
Customer Contract; or

(d)

the Supplier undergoes a Change of Control.

Termination on notice
The Customer may terminate the Customer Contract in full or in part by giving not less than 60
days' written notice to the Supplier.

C 15.3

Force Majeure
If:
(a)

a delay or failure to perform a party's obligations due to a Force Majeure Event exceeds 20
Business Days; or

(b)

if the Customer (in relation to the Customer Contract) reasonably considers the Force
Majeure Event will not cease within that period,

then the relevant Customer may immediately terminate the Customer Contract on notice to the
Supplier.
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Termination of the Customer Contract by Supplier for cause

The Supplier may only terminate the Customer Contract if the Customer has failed to pay an
amount due to the Supplier under that Customer Contract wh ich is not the subject of a bona fide
dispute within 40 Business Days of receiving a correct notice claiming that the amount is overdue
and stating that the Supplier proposes to exercise its rights under this clause C 15.4 (Termination
of the Customer Contract by Supplier for cause) if payment is not made.

C 16.

Events following termination or expiry

C 16.1

Obligations on termination of a Customer Contract

On termination of the Customer Contract for any reason , the Supplier must pay that Custom er:

C 16.2

(a)

any fees paid by the Customer to the Supplier in advance for Goods and Services not yet
supplied under that Customer Contract (as applicable); and

(b)

any Service Credits accrued up to the date of termination under that Customer Contract.

Early termination charges

If the Customer terminates the Customer Contract (or part of the Customer Contract) for
convenience pursuant to clause C 15.2 (Termination on notice), then if the Supplier is able to
demonstrate to the Customer's reasonable satisfaction that prior to receiving notice of termi nation:

•

(a)

(b)

C 16.3

•

the Supplier has irrevocably acquired or committed with a third party to acquire Goods for
the purposes of fulfilling the terminated Customer Contract (or part of it), then the Custom er
must either (at the Customer's election) :
(i)

acquire those Goods from the Supplier for the applicable Contract Price; or

(ii)

reimburse the Supplier for the Supplier's out of pocket costs for those Goods less
the proceeds which the Supplier receives on sale of those Goods (having taken all
reasonable steps to sell the goods and to maximise the price received) ; or

the Supplier has incurred or irrevocably committed with a third party to incur costs fo r the
purposes of providing Services under the terminated Customer Contract (or part of it) and
the Supplier has not at the time of termination become entitled to charge for those Services,
then the Customer must reimburse the Supplier for those costs which the Supplier incurs.

Mitigation

The Supplier must take all reasonable steps to mitigate the costs referred to in this clause C 16.2
(Early termination charges) and the Customer will not be required to pay costs to the extent that
they could have been avoided or reduced by taking such steps. The Supplier must provide the
Customer with evidence reasonably satisfactory to the Customer to substantiate any claim under
this clause C 16.2 (Early termination charges) .
C 16.4

Disengagement Period

For 6 months following the expiry or termination of a Customer Contract (or part thereof), the
Supplier will provide such assistance reasonably requested by the Customer for the supply of the
Goods and Services (as applicable) to continue without interruption to facilitate an orderly, prompt
and efficient transition to an alternative service provider or to the Customer, including :

C 16.5

(a)

acting in good faith to the Customer and providing reasonable co-operation with a third party
supplier nominated by the Customer, and

(b)

providing the Customer data, information and materials that may be required to enable
transacting with a new provider as requested by the Customer.

Survival

Clauses C 6 (Contract Price, invoices and payments), C 7 (Taxes and GST), C 9 (Intellectu al
Property Rights), C 13 (Liability), and C 17 (General) and Schedule 1 survive the termination or
expiry of the Customer Contract, as do any rights and remedies accrued before terminati on or
expiry.
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Clause H 7 (Confidentiality and privacy) of the General Terms of the Head Agreement is
incorporated into this Customer Contract, except that:

C 17 .2

•

C 17.3

(a)

a reference to "this deed" in that clause is taken to be a reference to the Customer Contract;
and

(b)

a reference to "Principal" in that clause is taken to be a reference to the Customer.

Access to information

(a)

This clause C 17.2 (Access to information) only applies to the extent that the Suppli er is
required to provide goods or services to the public on behalf of the Customer.

(b)

Within 3 days of receiving a written request by the Customer the Supplier must provide the
Customer with immediate access to information referred to in section 121(1) of the
Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009 (NSW) (but excluding information referred
to in section 121(2) of the Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009 (NSW))
contained in records held by the Supplier at the Supplier's expense and in such medium as
the Customer may reasonably require. This is an essential term of the Customer Contract.

(c)

The Customer will consult with the Supplier before releasing any information obtained from
the Supplier where required under section 54 of the Government Information (Public Access)
Act 2009 (NSW).

Disputes

Clause H 14 (Disputes) of the General Terms of the Head Agreement are incorporated into this
Customer Contract, except that:

C 17 .4

(a)

a reference to "this deed" in those clauses are taken to be a reference to the Custom er
Contract;

(b)

a reference to "Principal" in those clauses are taken to be a reference to the Customer;

(c)

a reference to "Principal Representative" and "Supplier Representative" is taken to be the
senior representative nominated by each of the Customer and the Supplier to resolve the
relevant Dispute ; and

(d)

the reference to clause H 11 (Termination) is taken to be a reference to clause C 15
(Termination).

Notices

Clauses H 12 (Notices) of the General Terms of the Head Agreement are incorporated into this
Customer Contract, except that:

•
C 17.5

(a)

a reference to "this deed" in those clauses are taken to be a reference to the Customer
Contract; and

(b)

a reference to "Principal" in those clauses are taken to be a reference to the Customer.

Assignment and novation

Clauses H 13.1 (Assignment or novation by Principal} and H 13.2 (Assignment or novation by the
Contractor) of the General Terms of the Head Agreement is incorporated into this Cu stom er
Contract, except that:

C 17 .6

(a)

a reference to "this deed" in those clauses are taken to be a reference to the Custom er
Contract; and

(b)

a reference to "Principal" in those clauses are taken to be a reference to the Customer.

General

Clause H 15.1 (Discretion in exercising rights) to H 15.13 (Entire agreement) of the General Terms
of the Head Agreement is incorporated into this Customer Contract, except that a reference to "this
deed" in that clause is taken to be a reference to the Customer Contract.
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Schedule 1 - Customer Contract Agreement Form/
Order Form
Parties
Customer

Supplier

•

The Customer and the Supplier
Name

The University of Sydney (ABN 15 211 513 464)

Address

c/- Campus Infrastructure & Services, Level 1, Services
Building (G12), 22 Codrington St, The University of Sydney
NSW 2006

Name

Wilson Security Pty Ltd (ABN 90 127 406 295)

Address

Level 3, Unit 309 , 14-16 Lexington Drive, Bella Vista
NSW 2153

Commencement Date

2 October 2018

Customer Contract Term

3 months

Further Term

At the end of the Customer Contract Term , this Customer Contract
will continue on a month to month basis.

Delivery Date

On and from 2 October 2018 at the following start times :
(a) Rozelle Campus - 6.00am ;
{b) Unlock (Camperdown/Darlington Campus)- 6.00am ;
(c) Fisher Library (and the adjoining Law Library after hours) various times from 8.00am ;

•

(d) SciTech Library- 6.00pm; and
(e) Lock (Camperdown/Darlington Campus)- 10.00pm .
In respect of the Services to be undertaken at the Centre for
English Teaching (CET), 4.00pm on a date to be advised by the
Customer.
Service Site(s)

(a)

Those parts of the Customer's Main Campus located at
Camperdown and Darlington , NSW identified in Sched ule 4
(Scope of Services); and

(b) The Customer's Sydney College of the Arts Campus located
at Callan Park, Rozelle , NSW.
Services

Integrated Security Services as specified in the Statement of
Requirements and set out in Schedule 4 (Scope of Services)
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and invoices)
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The Contract Price is the amount calculated by multiplying the
relevant hourly rate by the number of hours of the relevant
Services provided by the Supplier as set out in Schedule 5
(Schedule of Rates) .
Name:

Simon Hardman

Position:

Head of Campus Security and Emergency
Management

Address :

Phone :

•

Email:

Supplier Representative (notices)

Name:
Position :
Address :

Phone:
Email :

Review Reports

•

Campus Infrastructure & Services
Level 1, Services Building (G12)
22 Codrington St
The University of Sydney NSW 2006

(02) 9351 3789
simon.hardman@sydney.edu .au

Marius Buitendag
Special Projects Manager
Level 3, Unit 309
14-16 Lexington Drive
Bella Vista NSW 2153

(02) 8646 3417
marius.buitendag@wilsonsecurity.com.au

Monthly report to be submitted prior to monthly KPI review
meeting .
Detail to be discussed with Supplier .

Review meetings
Fortnightly operational review meetings and monthly KPI review
meetings .

Financial Security (as per Part 3.2 C13.5)

Not required
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TYPES OF INSURANCES
Broadforrn Public and
Products

Professional Indemnity
Workers Compensation

Statement of Requirements and Special
Conditions

•

Additional Conditions

MINIMUM SUM INSURED

TJCKIF
REQUIRED

It!

$20 million for any single
occurrence and unlimited in the
aggregate as to the number of
occurrences
The total aggregate liability
during any one period of
insurance for all claims arising
out of the Supplier's Products
shall not exceed $20 million
$1 million per occurrence
As required by the laws of each
relevant State and Territory

It!
It!

The Statement of Requirements relevant to the Services
(including the special conditions specified in Schedule 8 of the
Statement of Requirements) contained in Schedule 6 (Statement
of Requirements) form part of this Customer Contract between the
Customer and the Supplier and will apply notwithstanding any
other provision of the Customer Contract.
The Additional Conditions set out in Schedule 2 form part of this
Customer Contract between the Customer and the Supplier and
will apply notwithstanding any other provision of the Customer
Contract.

SIGNED by GREGORY FRANCIS
ROBINSON as attorney for THE
UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY pursuant to
power of attorney registered book 4634
number 317 (who states that no notice of
revocation of the power of attorney has
been received) in the presence of:

•

T~~

SignatureofW~s-"----------

Date

Address of Witness
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!EXECUTED by WILSON SECURITY PTY
LTD in accordance with section 127( 1) of
the Corporations Act 2001 (Cwlth) by
thority of its directors:
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)
)
)

)

Signature of ~r/company secretary*
*delete whichever is not applicable

MICHAEL JAMES QUINLIVAN

ame of di,-eater/company secretary* (block
etters)

•

*delete whichever is not applicable

•
. 'II.·
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Schedule 2 - Additional Conditions
1.

For the purpose of this Customer Contract, certain clauses of the Customer Terms are amended as
follows :
Clause

Amendment

Clause C4

Add the following additional clause C 4.6:
"C 4. 6 Non-exclusivity

The Customer reserves the right to retain any other persons or entities
to provide the Services including any part of them."

Clause C 5.5

•

Add the following sentence to the end of clause C 5.5:
" The Supplier must provide a copy of all required licences, approvals and
consents (including licences required by the Supplier and the Supplier
Personnel under the Security Industry Act 1997 (NSW)) prior to the Customer
Contract Commencement Date and at other times upon the Customer's
request) ."

Clause C 6.1

Amend the first sentence of this clause such that it reads:
"Subject to this clause C6 (Contract Price, invoices and payments) and clause C
18 (Key Performance Indicators) , in consideration of the Supplier supplying the
Goods and performing the Services, the Customer will pay to the Supplier the
Contract Price. "

Clause C 6.5

Amend the first sentence of this clause such that it reads :
" The Supplier will issue an invoice for the KP/ adjusted Contract Price in
accordance with clause C 18 and the Invoice Timing or if there is no Invoice
Timing established for the relevant Goods or Services, then:"

Clause C 6.6

Add the following additional sub-clause (f):
"(f) the invoice includes a correctly calculated reconciliation of KP/
adjustments under clause C 18. 5."

•

New clause C 6

Add the following additional clause C 6.11:
"C 6.11 Conditions precedent to payment

Despite any other provision of this Contract, the Supplier will not be
entitled to any payment under this Contract until the Supplier has
submitted a signed and completed:
(a) a "Supplier's Statement" on the Supplier's letterhead in the fo rm of
Appendix 11 to the Statement of Requirements; and
(b) a "Subcontractor's Statement regarding workers' compensation,
payroll tax and remuneration " (a copy of which may be
downloaded from the Revenue NSW website) for each of its subcontractors."

Clause C 10.1

Delete the words "a material" and replace with "any".

Clause C 13.3

Add the following additional sub-clauses (g) and (h):
"(g) the Supplier's liability for any amount payable or incurred which
arises out of or in connection with the Supplier's supply of the
Goods and/or performance of the Services or its other obligations
under this Contract and which, but for clause C 13. 2, is
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recoverable by a party by making a claim on any insurance policy
which the Supplier is obliged to take out or maintain in
accordance with this Contract; or
(h) the Supplier's liability in circumstances where the Supplier has
wilfully defaulted in or abandoned the performance of its
obligations under this Contract."
Clause C 15.1

Add the following additional sub-clause (e):
"(e) the Supplier fails to achieve a positive KP/ adjustment under
clause C18 in any three consecutive months (disregarding any
deemed negative KP/ adjustments under clause C 18.4)."

•

Clause C 15.2

Delete "60 days" and replace with "7 days"

Clause C 16.2

Add the following sentence at the end of sub-clause (b ):
"However, this clause C 16.2(b) will not apply to the extent that the third party
costs are incurred as a result of the Supplier sub-contracting the relevant part of
the Services without the Customer's prior written approval in contravention of
clause C 10.1."

New clause C 18

The following new clause is inserted as clause C 18:

C 18. Key Performance Indicators
C 18.1

General

The Supplier must provide the Services to the Customer to a standard
that meets or exceeds the level or criteria specified in the "threshold"
column for each applicable KPI in the KPI table in Schedule 3.
C 18.2

KPI reporting

The Supplier must:
(a)

measure its performance against the KPls using appropriate
measurement and monitoring tools and procedures to measure
its performance accurately;

(b)

provide a monthly report to the Customer on its performance
against the KP ls no later than 2 Business Days before each KPI
Meeting which sets out:

•
C 18.3

(i)

a written statement of whether the Supplier has met the
'fail' , 'threshold' or 'stretch ' criteria for each KPI in the
previous month ;

(ii)

the Supplier's assessment of the percentage
adjustment to be made to the relevant invoice under
clause C 18.5; and

(iii)

all relevant supporting information including all data
relied on to assess the Supplier's performance against
each KPI and its calculations of the percentage
adjustment under this clause C 18.

KPI meeting

The Supplier and the Customer must meet within 10 Business Days of
the end of each calendar month to determine the Supplier's
performance against each KPI.
In doing so, the parties may have regard to:
(a)

the monthly report provided by the Supplier under clau se C
18.2; and
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(b)

C 18.4

•

C 18.5

any information which is otherwise available to the Cu stomer
regarding the Supplier's performance against the KP ls.

Notice of determination
(a)

The Customer must provide a written notice of the Suppl ier's
performance against each KPI and the resulting percentage
adjustment to be made to the next progress claim within 4
Business Days of the KPI Meeting .

(b)

The notice issued under clause C 18.4(a) may include the
Customer's reasonable determination where the parties were
not able to agree on the Supplier's performance against the
KP ls at the KPI Meeting or if that meeting did not occur.

(c)

If a notice under this clause C 18.4 has not been issued by the
Customer within 4 Business Days of the KPI Meeting , the
Customer will be deemed to have provided a notice stating that
the Supplier has met the "fail " criteria for each KPI for the
previous month and that a percentage adjustment of -4% is to
be made to the next progress claim.

KPI adjustment
The Supplier must provide with each invoice a reconciliation in the
form of the KPI calculation template set out in Schedule 3 which sets
out for each month and in total up to the date of the invoice:
(a)

the 'Contract Price' being the amount claimed by the Supplier
against the Contract Price each month ;

(b)

the 'KPI performance ' being the sum of the percentages
achieved by the Supplier against each of the KPls for each
relevant month as stated , or deemed to have been stated, in
each relevant notice of determination under clause C 18.4 or as
otherwise determined under clause C 17.3 (Disputes);

(c)

the 'KPI adjustment' being the Contract Price multiplied by the
KPI performance for each relevant month ; and

(d)

the 'KPI adjusted Contract Price' being the sum of the Contract
Price and the KPI adjustment.

The Supplier must invoice the Customer for the KPI adjusted Contract
Price as stated in the reconciliation .

•

C 18.6

KPls not a penalty
The Supplier acknowledges that a negative KPI adjustment under
clause C 18.5:

C 18.7

(a)

represents a reduction in the Contract Price to reflect the
provision by the Supplier of a lower level of service than is
requ ired under the Customer Contract; and

(b)

is a genuine pre-estimate of the loss likely to be suffered by the
Customer as a result of the Supplier failing to provide the
Services to meet the KPls .

Definitions
In this clause C 18:
(a)

KPI means the key performance indicators set out in the table in
Schedule 3.

(b)

KPI Meeting means the monthly meeting referred to in clause C
18.3.
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2.

If there is any conflict or inconsistency between these Additional Conditions and the Customer
Terms, then these Additional Conditions will prevail to the extent of the inconsistency.

3.

For the avoidance of doubt, the parties acknowledge and agree that:
(a)

the terms and conditions of this Customer Contract supersede any terms and conditions
contained in a purchase order issued by the Customer;

(b)

Schedule 1 comprises an "Order" for the purposes of this Customer Contract;

(c)

this Schedule 2 comprises the "Additional Conditions" referred to in clause C 1.2;

(d)

only those parts of the Statement of Requirements contained in Schedule 6 that are relevant
to the Services (including Schedules 1, 2, 3, 6, 7 and 8 of the Statement of Requirements)
apply to the Services ; and

(e)

the party referred to as the "Supplier" in this Customer Contract is the same as the entity
referred to as the "Contractor" in the Head Agreement , the Statement of Requirements and the
Customer's Request for Quotation No. RFQ/2018/071 .

•
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Schedule 3 - KPls
KPI table - Monthly key performance indicators
Fail

KPI

Safety
(FAI , MTI , LTl)

Description
First aid injury (FAI}, medical
treatment incident (MTI), lost
time injury (L Tl ) ( other than
injuries that are wholly outside
the Supplier's control)

Threshold

Stretch

(0.5% per KPI to be
deducted from the monthly
Contract Price)

(No change per KPI to the
monthly Contract Price)

(0.5% per KPI to be added to
the monthly Contract Price)

Any MTI , any LTl and/or > 1
FAI

No MTls, no LTis and up to 1
FAI

No MTls, no l Tis and no FAls

Resourcing delivery
compliance to requirement

Resourcing hours
achievement to University of
Sydney requ irements

<97%

97%-99%

100%

Employee training compliance

All employees inducted to
University of Sydney quality,
trained and licensed as
requ ired

< 100%

N/A

100%

Monthly performance reporting
and shift reports completed

<96%

96%-99%

100%

> 4 minutes

Between 2 and 4 minutes

< 2 minutes

Reporting & shift handover
compliance

Response Times

Average response time to
reported incidents (time
between each dispatch and
attendance)
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Fail
Threshold

Stretch

(0.5% per KPI to be
deducted from the monthly
Contract Price)

(No change per KPI to the
monthly Contract Price)

(0.5% per KPI to be added to
the monthly Contract Price)

KPI

Description

Patrolled / Lock and Unlock
area compliance

Compl iance to route , timing
and completeness of task (see
Scope of Services)

< 100%

N/A

100%

Timeliness, accuracy and
legibility of invoices

Invoice timing and detail, with
all supporting documentation

< 100%

N/A

100%

Complaints from University
employees, students or the
public

Complaints aga inst individual
guards that are found to be
valid following investigation

>1

Up to 1

No complaints

KPI calculation template

Month l (January)

$20,000.00

-2.0%

-$400.00

$19,600.00

Month 2 (February)

$20,000.00

4.0%

$800.00

$20,800.00

Month 3 (March)

$20,000.00

2.5%

$500.00

$20,500.00

Month 4 (April)

$20,000.00

1.0%

$200.00

$20,200.00

Month 5 (May)

$20,000.00

-4.0%

-$800.00

$19,200.00

Total

$100,000.00

1.5%

$300.00

$100,300.00
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Schedule 4 - Scope of Services
~

Resources Required: Security Guard as per roster below:

Fisher Law Library

3

10

Mon-Thur

22.00-08 .00

3

13

Fri

20.00-09.00

3

20

Sat

17.00-13 .00

and 2 people outside

3

15

Sun

17 .00-08.00

normal hours)

1

14

Mon-Thur

08.00-22 .00

1

12

Fri

08.00-20.00

1

8

Sat

09 .00-17.00

1

4

Sun

13.00-17.00

SciTech Library

1

4

Mon-Fri

18.00-22 .00

1

CET

1

4

Mon-Fri

16.00-20.00

1

Unlock

4

4

Mon-Fri

06.00-10.00

2

3

4

Mon-Fri

22 .00-02 .00

2

1

24

7 days

24 hours

2

(Effectively 1 person, 24/7

•

1

(Camperdown/Darlington
Campus)

•

Lock
(Camperdown/Darlington
Campus)
Rozelle Campus (start and
finish at Rozelle)

~

Requirements in addition to the requirements set out in the Statement of
Requirements, include (without limitation) the following:

Contract Management

•
•
•
•

Maintain the required security presence on Campus at all times indicated
Attend regular security management meetings and other planning meetings as required
and when requested
Availability of Account Management on a 24/7 basis
Maintain suitable levels of trained security personnel and other staff
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Security Patrolling - Foot & Mobile
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Operate as per the roster
Patrol the Campus, both on foot and by vehicle as required
Lock and unlock selected Campus buildings
Manage access keys and cards, as required
Patrol internal and external areas of Campus buildings
Patrol accommodation areas located inside and on the outskirts of the Campus
Provide first response to Campus emergency situations
Provide first aid as required
Investigate and record incidents that occur on and off Campus
Liaise and assist Emergency Services when onsite
Provide escorts around Campus as requested by Staff and Students
Provide great customer service to all stakeholders

Concierge(s)
•
•
•
•

Staff the Concierge Desks located within several Campus buildings
Provide great customer service to all stakeholders
Operate building and other systems installed onsite, as required
Provide general direction to the destination

Crowd Control Management, on request
•
•

Actively participate in the planning and security requirements of various large-scale student
Events held on Campus
Provide Crowd Control staff during Events

Principles of good customer service
Know what your customers consider to be good customer service
Take the time to find out customers' expectations
Follow up on both positive and negative feedback you receive and record
Ensure that you consider customer service in all aspects of your business
Continuously look for ways to improve the level of customer service you deliver

•

Customer relationships

•

Greet customers and approach them in a way that is natural and fits the individual situation
Show customers that you understand what their needs are
Accept that some people won't want our service offering and concentrate on building
relationships with those who do
Help people - even just letting a customer know about an event that you know they're
personally interested in is helpful
Continue to keep customers aware of what's in it for them to do business with you

Complaints
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Listen to customer complaints; you may learn something about your service. Let customers
know that you appreciate feedback

};a>

Lock / Unlock Standard Routes:

Run 1 & 2

•
Run 3, 4 & 5
llun l A21 / Al6 / f U

llun 2 f07 / f09
llunlf11 / A1.7

•
HOCKEY SOU"1UC

""""""
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Run 6

ARUNDEL

D

STREET

K04
PA.RRJJ.lAffA RD

FOOTaRJOOE

•

,a

•
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Schedule 5 - Schedule of Rates
Day & Time

Grades

Grade 1 Rate Static guards,
gatekeepers

Grade 2 Rate -

•

Monitoring
officers &
mobile patrol

Hourly Rate
(Exel. GST}

Monday to Friday: 6am-6pm

$32 .66

Monday to Friday: 6pm-6am

$39 .75

Saturdays

$48.99

Sundays

$65 .32

Public Holidays

$81.65

Monday to Friday: 6am-6pm for ongoing period of up to 6
Months

$32 .66

Monday to Friday: 6am -6pm

$32 .90

Monday to Friday: 6pm -6am

$40.04

Saturdays

$49.35

Sundays

$65.80

Public Holidays

$82 .25

Monday to Friday:6am-6pm for ongoing period of up to 6 Months

$32 .90

•
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1. SCHEDULE 1: SUPPLY STATEMENT
1.1 BACKGROUND
Meetings with Agency clients and enquiries from other clients concluded that there is a need to
combine related service categories into one Whole of Government Integrated Security Services
Contract to benefit clients by accessing a single contract for all their security needs, throughout the
State, for a range of security and related services covering : security guards, alarm monitoring and
response services, cash collection, technical security services, armed guards, concierge se rvices
and event management.
The Principal is seeking Contractors for Security related Services for the following categorie s:

Category

•

Security

Electronic Security System
Cash In Transit

Sub- Category
a)

Guards

b)

Mobile Patrol, Alarm Monitoring /Response

c)

Crowd Control

a)

Maintenance, Installation and Professional Services

a)

Soft Skin

b)

Armoured Vehicle

The Head Agreement is put in place for the NSW Government and its Customers, but may be used
by any Government or their Customers in Australia including Federal, State or Local and fo r not-fo rprofit organisations .
The categories or sub-categories may change during the agreement term.

•

A sufficient number of Contractors will be appointed to a panel to adequately service the Customers'
needs in NSW under the Head Agreement. There is a strong preference for the Contractor to supply
an extensive range of goods and services within each Region for which they are appointed.

1.2 REGIONS
Contractors will be appointed to supply services under the Head Agreement to one or more
geographical Regions. The Regions are described in Attachment Schedule 10 to this State ment of
Requirements and in the map of NSW Regional Government areas shown at:
http://www.olg.nsw.gov.au/publiclmy-/oca/-council/find-my-council-original

A Contractor must only supply services under the Head Agreement to those Eligible Customers
located within a Region to which the Contractor has been appointed. The sites of Eligible Customers
may not be situated wholly within one or more regions . The Principal reserves the right to include
some sites within an adjoining region for ease of Customer management.

1.3 ORDERING AND DELIVERY
The Contractor's system for recording, tracking, accepting and completing orders or service
requests, including prices and delivery details must be sufficient to provide an efficient, user-friendly
service to Customers. The Contractor's system must facilitate traceability and auditability of all
6
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transactions undertaken under any Customer Contract made under the Head Agreement. The
Contractor must keep records of all orders placed by ordering officers under the Head Ag ree ment,
to create easily accessible historical data .
It is Contractor's responsibility to verify the credentials of any Customer seeking to purchase
supplies under the Head Agreement. This is to apply regardless of the mechanisms used to place
orders.

1.4 PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
The Principal has implemented a robust Performance Management Framework to measu re and
enhance the Contractor's performance during the term of the Head Agreement.

1.5 REPORTS
Customers and ordering officers must be able to obtain regular and ad hoc reports from the
Contractor on the Contractor's performance of orders placed under the Head Agreement. The
reports are to be supplied at no charge to the Customer or the Principal.

•

1.6 TECHNICAL SUPPORT
The Contractor must provide appropriate technical support under the Agreement including :
Ongoing technical support of Customer personnel on all services available from the Contractor
advising Customer personnel in the administrative systems and services available from the
Contractor Customer support must be available at the Contractor's premises and over the telephone
as appropriate.

1.7 ST AND ARDS
Contractors that are tendering for any Security Services under this contract have an obligation to
comply inclusively with relevant Australian Standards/Legislations and regulatory requirements .

•
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2. SCHEDULE 2: GENERAL PROVISIONS
2.1 GENERAL
The General Provisions apply to all the Services listed in clause 1.1 and are to be read in
conjunction with the Specific Provisions for each of the nominated Services set out in this
Specification.

2.2 PERSONNEL
2.2.1 LICENCES AND CERTIFICATIONS
All Contractor personnel shall have all licences required under the NSW Security Industry Act 1997
and any other applicable legislation.
The Contractor under the Head Agreement must hold a Master Licence.

•

The Contractor must be capable of formally certifying that all work undertaken at a site during the
term of the Head agreement complies with the relevant Standards Association of Australian
Standards.
Security industry employees must hold either Class 1 or Class 2 licences, depending on the security
activities they perform
Class 1:
a) 1A Unarmed Guard
b) 1B Body Guard
c) 1C Crowd Control
d) 1D Guard Dog Handler
e) 1E Monitoring Centre Operator
f)

1F Armed Guard

Class 2:
a) 2A Security Consultant
b) 2B Security Seller
c) 2C Security Technician

•

d) 2D Security Trainers
Any person responsible for installing communication / network cabling associated with security
systems must also hold an appropriate ACMA licence.

2.2.2 QUALIFIED PERSONNEL
Any technician involved in system installation and/or servicing must be properly accredited ,
qualified, trained, skilled and experienced for the task they are required to perform. Personne l must
be familiar with and trained in testing and rectifying any fault found on the full range of products
installed. The cost of such training must be borne by the Contractor.

2.2.3 REGISTER OF PERSONNEL
The Contractor must develop and maintain a register of all site personnel and make it available for
inspection by the Principal or Customer at any time. The register is to include, but not be limited to:
a) Names of personnel ;
b) Date each person was issued & returned identification cards;
c) Date of attendance at a Customer's Induction Session , including materials presented ;
8
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d) Security Industry Licence details;
e) Endorsement/ accreditation on applicable security systems;
f)

Security clearance & awareness attendance and approval date;

g) Evidence of Police Checks and "Working With Children Check"; where required
Additional information may be required by Eligible Customers.

2.3 SECURITY OFFICER REQUIREMENTS (APPEARANCE AND CODE OF CONDUCT)
2.3.1 CODE OF CONDUCT
The Contractor must ensure that:
a) Each member of staff is alert, courteous, helpful, efficient and conscientious; mainta ins selfcontrol and does not use slang or offensive language;
b) Each member of staff is fully conversant with the physical environment in which he or she
works;

•

c) Each member of staff carry out his or her duties in a disciplined and business like manner
including ensuring that no members of staff keeps their hands in their pockets, leans aga inst
walls or poles, or generally lounges around in public view;
d) The Security Officers are physically and mentally fit, qualified , alert, experienced and able to
perform the Services at the highest standard;
e) The Security Officers are able to read , write and speak the English language to a leve l of
competency necessary to perform the Services to the required standard;
f)

The Security Officers complete reports and Police statements when required in leg ible,
intelligible handwritten English language without assistance ;

g) Ensure that the reputation and character of each member of staff is beyond reproach and
that they possess common sense to enable them to cope with any situation which may arise
in the course of their duties;
h) The Security Officers maintain continual surveillance of the area for which they are
responsible and are alert to any unusual or abnormal occurrences, including anticipation of
an accident or the possible commission of an offence or criminal activity;

•

i)

The Security Officers' blood alcohol level never exceed 0.00 ppml on commencement of
rostered duty;

j)

The Security Officers have at least two years of experience in the security industry .

2.3.2 UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT
a) Security Officers must wear a uniform as agreed between the Customer and the Contracto r
at all times that they are performing duties under the Contract, unless the customer agrees
otherwise in writing;
b) The Contractor must supply the approved uniform and the necessary uniform replace ments
to all persons employed at the Contractor's own cost to ensure that the highest standards of
presentation are maintained;
c) The Customer may, after consultation with the Contractor, require changes to the standard
uniform and the Contractor will comply with the changes at the Contractor's expense ;
d) Security Officers must wear the approved uniform. Part uniform is not acceptable;
e) The Contractor must supply and ensure all Security Officers have in their possession an
approved numbered Security Officer notebook, working pen and wristwatch when performing
duties;
9
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Whilst on duty, Security Officers must have in possession a mobile telephone with charger.
In addition, Security Officers undertaking the alarm response service are to have in their
possession a portable two-way radio with charger, capable of communicating with the
Contractor's base station at any time during a shift of duty;

g) Security Officers must carry an appropriate torch at night and have spare batteries ava ilable
to ensure the torch is in good working order at all times. The torch is to be able to illuminate
an area from 5 metres away.
The Contractor must at all times ensure that:
a) Each member of staff at all times wears a clean uniform and comfortable boots or shoes and
maintains a neat and clean physical appearance , including hairstyle;
b) Each male member of staff is cleanly shaved at the commencement of a shift or all beards
and moustaches are fully and neatly trimmed;
c) Officers take care not to offend customers and colleagues through lack of persona l hyg iene;
d) Officers understand the importance of an attractive smile and clean breath, which req uires
clean teeth . Eating or chewing gum whilst attending customers is not acceptable ;

•

e) Officers' make-up/cosmetics are applied lightly and complement the uniform . Perfumes or
aftershave are not too heavy or overused ;
f)

Officers' hair is clean, neat and tidy in appearance and regularly maintained. If hair is
shoulder length or longer it must be tied back, braided, plaited or put up. Hair that appea rs
neglected in style or cleanliness, extreme looking colour changes or fad styles are not
acceptable;

g) Officers' hair accessories if required are simple hair combs , clips hair ribbons or bands,
which complement the overall uniform. Large coloured hair clips, bandanas are not
acceptable;
h) Officers who wear jewellery have one set of sleepers or studs , which may be worn in the
lower part of the earlobe . Sleepers must not be any larger than 7.5mm in diameter. Rings
must be limited to two rings on one hand . Sleepers or earrings on the eyebrow, cheek, li ps,
nose or tongue are not acceptable . Officers may be required to remove any item of jewellery
that is considered inappropriate or unsuitable whilst on duty;

•

i)

Officers who wear sunglasses do not wear them when addressing customers , and also do
not wear fad colours, gimmicky styles or mirror lens styles. Sunglasses are not to be left
resting on top of the head or hat; and

j)

Officers with tattoos have them concealed whilst on duty .

2.4 AD-HOC CALL OUT SERVICES
A Customer may, from time to time , issue an Order (Service Request) for the Contractor to ca rry out
'ad-hoc' work under the contract for Security Officer or maintenance technician attendance to
provide services requiring attention with a defined response time.
The ad-hoc callout service is required to operate on 365 day per year, 24 hour per day, includ ing
public holidays. The Contractor will have an Electronic Logging System to register all ad-hoc works.
A guard or technician MUST be available to attend any ad-hoc callout jobs at all times.
The Customer will order the service using the Contractor's call out facility by using phone, email or
text message. Orders are to be entered into the Contractor's Electronic Call Log System. Refer to
Appendix 6- Order Template .
Where the Contractor is engaged for repairs and does not have the necessary equipment and is
required to return to the site , no additional fees or travel expense will apply to subsequent visits to
rectify the service request.
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The Customer will nominate the approved representative(s) to issue a Work Order.

2.5 ALARM MONITORING AND CONTROL ROOM
a) The Contractor must ensure that the Base Communication (Monitoring Centre) is adequately
staffed for the purpose of monitoring security alarms and equipment at the Site twe nty-four
(24) hours a day, seven (7) days a week, responding to alarms in accordance with the
Specification and communicating with the Customer and Security Officers.
b) The Contractor must ensure that the Monitoring Centre is maintained and graded in
accordance with AS2201.2 :2004 - Intruder Alarm Systems - Monitoring Centres for the
duration of the Agreement.
c) The Monitoring Centre must be staffed by at least one (1) person sufficiently skilled and
experienced in the operation of a security communications station and the coordinatio n of
response security services during the periods specified in the Specification.
d) The Monitoring Centre must be accessible by telephone and a two-way communication
system and operational on a 24-hour basis.

•

e) The Monitoring Centre must have sufficient back up equipment capable of being brought on
line (as soon as is technically possible) in the event of an equipment failure to resto re full
communications.
f)

Where an item of equipment at the base station is not functioning , all action necessary is to
be taken by the Contractor to have the equipment repaired , replaced or re-commissioned
and maintained as soon as possible.

g) The Contractor must notify the Customer immediately of any such non-functioning
equipment and the necessary actions taken . The Contractor must meet all expenses
incurred as a result of having to operate , supply and maintain any equipment required
pursuant to the Agreement.
h) The Contractor agrees to allow the Principal and the Customer access to the Monitoring
Centre during normal business hours for the purpose of inspecting the Monitoring Centre .
i)

The Contractor must not need to attend single alarm activations unless multiple alarms
received from the same zone or different zones.

2.5.1 CIT CONTROL ROOM

•

The Contractor will , throughout the term of the Head Agreement, maintain an appropriately
equipped and staffed communications facility ("Control Room") that will remain fully operational
between the hours of 7:00am and 7:00pm, Monday to Friday. The Control Room will assist in the
provision of the Services by:•

Providing a single point of contact for the Principal, Facility Managers, Customers or other
stakeholders;

•

Maintaining contact with Security Officers during the provision of the Services;

•

Monitor the location of vehicles involved in the provision of the Services;

•

Providing advice and assistance to the Principal, Facility Managers, Customers in relation to
the Services;

•

Initiating response, service action, and notifications via radio and telephone in relation to any
incident relating to the Services;

•

Receiving feedback from the Principal, Facility Managers, Customers and initiating further
actions as required ;

•

Maintaining logs, records and incident reports in a manner approved by the Principal.
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2.6 ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
2.6.1 ROLE OF THE PRINCIPAL
a) The role of the Principal is to provide its Customer and Facility Managers with assistance in
maintaining contracts for the Services in a manner that reduces security and contractual risk.
b) The Customer and other agencies utilising this contract will manage the overall Contract for
the provision of the Services
c) The Principal will be responsible for ensuring the Contractor satisfies all its obligations under
the Contract.
d) The Principal and/or the customer will carry out routine inspections and audits, and will
investigate any allegations of breaches of Contract.
e) The Principal will assist in the negotiation of any variations to the contract due to changes in
operational requirements.
f)

•

The Customer's nominated representative will manage the day to day operations of th e
Confract, with support and assistance from stakeholders.

2.6.2 ROLE OF THE CUSTOMER
a) The Customer provides security risk management support to its Facilities and is responsible
for the strategic oversight of the provision of the Services to its Facilities.
b) The Customer may direct the Contractor to add or delete Services related to its Facilitie s,
within the scope of the Contract.
c) The Customer may direct the Contractor to add or delete Services related to its Facilities,
within the scope of the Contract.

2.6.3 ROLE OF THE FACILITY MANAGER
a) The Facility Manager is responsible for the day-to-day management of his or her Facility and
will be responsible for paying the Contractor for the provision of the Services, eithe r directly
or via a Customer.
b) Facility Managers, may, subject to prior approval of the Customer, direct the Contractor to
add or delete Services within the scope of the Contract.
c) The Facility Manager will notify the Principle of any breach by the Contractor of any terms
and conditions related to the performance of the Services.

•

2.6.4 ROLE OF THE CONTRACTOR
Notwithstanding other specified requirements , the primary role of the Contractor is to safely and
efficiently provide Services at each facility as defined herein.
The Contractor will pay its staff in accordance with the relevant award or registered employment
agreement.

2.7 SITE ACCESS
Actual access times and protocols may vary, or be limited, (e.g. during facility shut down or
holidays) on a site by site basis and it is the Contractors' responsibility to ensure they are aware of
these before attending the site.
Keys to sites may not be held by the Customer. Key holders will arrange to meet the Contractor on
site where possible. Should the Contractor be requested to hold keys to a site , it is the Contracto rs
responsibility to keep keys secure. Any loss of keys must be reported immediately and the cost of
replacement is to be borne by the Contractor.
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2.7.1 ACCESS TO PLACE OF THE SERVICE
Where the Services are to be carried out on the Customer's property the Customer must, subject to
operational requirements and such conditions as may be required, arrange for reasonable access.
Where the Place of the Services, in whole or part, includes the Customer's
Property, the Contractor must ensure that:
a) The Contractor does not enter or remain upon the Customer's property other than the Place
of the Services upon which the Contractor is entitled to be present under the terms of the
Contract;
b) The Place of the Services are securely locked after the Services have been performed;
c) Where keys are supplied to the Contractor for the purpose of gaining entry to the Place of
the Services, all necessary precautions are taken to secure the keys;
d) No duplicate keys are made without the prior written permission of the Customer;
e) Any loss of keys is reported immediately to the Customer. Any replacement or re-keying
costs is at the Contractor's expense; and

•

f)

Any Keys and Plans supplied by the Customer remains the property of the Customer and
must be returned to the Customer 'On Demand ' or at the completion of the Customer
Contract.

2.7.2 SITE VISIT DURING BUSINESS HOURS
All Contractor personnel at arrival at a site must:
a) Report to the Facility Office or Reception Area and seek approval to enter the site to carry
out work;
b) Check if any entries have been made in the Site Maintenance Log Book;
c) Facility Representative will advise of entry requirements for their particular site. (Eg
identification, badges, client needs, etc);
d) On completion of work, the Contractor must ensure all areas that are disarmed to be armed;
e) Provide the Customer with details of the work performed and/or any follow-up work required;
f)

Confirm all appropriate alarm signals are received;

g) Complete the Service Report and have the Facility Representative sign the Report;

•

h) Complete the Log Book .

2.7.3. SITE VISIT DURING NON-BUSINESS HOURS
All Contractor personnel, upon arrival at the site after hours must:
a) Follow the process outlined above at Site Visits during Business Hours with the exception
that a Facility Representative may not be physically present.
b) An agreement between the Contractor and the Customer for after hour's access is to be
established.
c) Facility Representatives are to sign the Service Orders the next working day.

2.7.4 LOG BOOK
Where a site does not have a log book the Contractor will provide a hard covered log book
(preferably A5 size) suitable for recording the data required to give a complete history of the works
carried out.
The book must be clearly marked in at least 24pt type "XXXXX System Service Log Book". It shall
also be marked "Do not remove". This book must remain the property of the Customer.
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At the commencement of this contract, on the initial visit to each site , the Contractor must ensure
that a log book is available . If not, one will be left on site as per these requirements.
The log book will be kept preferably adjacent to the main electronic security panel or if not possible ,
in the Facility Office or Reception Area. It should be attached to the wall by a substantial string or
small chain so that it cannot be lost.
The Contractor's Security Staff must sign on and off. This book must have a copy of each page fo r
submission to the Customer. A duplicate, order style book will suffice.
Record the following information in the log :
a) Date ;
b) Names of the Technicians making the visit;
c) Times spent on-site ;
d) Work done;
e) Items of equipment inspected, replaced or repaired;
f)

Condition of the equipment;

g) Any other relevant information;
•

h) Technicians printed name & company.
If program settings are changed to any detector control input, entry/exit delay or other contro l, the
new setting must be recorded and the old setting recorded for reference.

2.8 PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND PERSON
The Contractor must:

a) Take all reasonable action necessary to ensure all property (Real , Personal , Intellectual or
otherwise) at the Site is secure and free from risk of damage or theft;
b) Take all reasonable action necessary to ensure that all persons at the Site are not exposed
to risk of injury or death ;
c) Take all reasonable action necessary to ensure that persons committing offences on Site,
involving property and/or offences against persons , are dealt with by Security Officers
according to law.

•

2.8.1 NO UNAUTHORISED PERSONS
No unauthorised or unlicensed persons must accompany Security Officers in the performa nce of the
Services.

2.9 RELIEF ARRANGEMENTS
The Contractor must ensure that Security Officers are in attendance at all times nominated in the
Contract. The Contractor must ensure that Security Staff are in attendance during any such
absences including lunch breaks, rostered days off, sick and recreation leave. The Contractor must
provide the Customer with prior notification of any leave absences and the relief arrangements
arranged.

2.9.1 SECURITY STAFF HOURS WORKED
a) Security Officers must have a minimum 8-hour rest period before providing Services under
the Customer Contract;
b) Security Officers must not work longer than a 12-hour shift;
c) No change to security officer's minimum rest period and maximum hours per shift sha ll be
permitted without the prior written agreement of the Customer.
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2 .10 CONFLICT OF INTEREST
The Contractor must ensure that all Security Officers associated with the security of the Site do not
have any conflict of interest with tenants of the building .

2.11 NO SMOKING POLICY
The Contractor must comply with the Customers policy of NO SMOKING in the work place.

2.1 2 ARMED GUARDS
2.12.1 FIREARMS
Security Officers are NOT permitted to wear or carry firearms on site or performing foot patrols in
adjacent streets, unless specifically requested by the Customer and permitted by the NSW Police
Force , Refer to clause 2.12.2 for Firearms Equipment.
The Contractor will be required to give all due regard and attention in providing the Services to the
fundamental requ irement of the Contract to mitigate the risk of harm to occupants of all the Sites.

•

2. 12.2 FIREARMS EQUIPMENT
Where specifically requested by customer, the Contractor must provide all firearms and associated
equipment necessary to perform the security services . This will include but not be limited to the
provision and maintenance of the following :
a) Semi-automatic handgun(s) 9mm or .40 calibre- number commensurate to job;
requirements , plus one spare handgun to cover maintenance or malfunction ;
b) Ammunition - sufficient to allow for a minimum of two magazines per handgun;
c) Magazine holders x 2 per handgun;
d) Appropriate holster per handgun;
e) Muzzle safe clearing device;
f) Approved firearms and ammunition storage facility , and Firearms register.

2.12.3 FIREARMS MANAGEMENT AND WEAPONS SAFETY

•

Firearms management and weapons safety is key element of the contract. The Contractor must on
a daily basis ensure that the Armed Security Officers are in possession of their respective fi rearms
licences and weapons accreditation certificates. Government legislation and SOPs relating to
weapons safety and the use of firearms must be strictly adhered to at all times. Any breaches of the
above must be immediately reported to the Customer's Authorised Person .
The Contractor must test armed Security Officers in their understanding of firearms manage ment
and weapons safety by implementing a formal test procedure where written responses are req uired
by the armed Security Officers in relation to firearms management and weapons safety. The results
of these tests must be made available to the Customer's Authorised Person on request.
Armed Security Officers must demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Contractor, acting reaso na bly,
that they have a comprehensive knowledge of firearms management and weapons safety.
Armed Security Officers must receive training from the Contractor before they are assigned to the
site in weapons safety and the use of firearms. Training will include but not be limited to th e
following :
a) Use of a firearms safe storage facility.
b) Loading and unloading procedures using a firearms safe clearing device.
c) Inserting and removing a firearm from its holster.
d) Record keeping.
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e) Firearms maintenance.
f)

Incident Prevention.

On an annual basis the Contractor must provide refresher training to all armed Security Officers in
accordance with the NSW Firearms Act and Regulations and the site SOPs. The refresher training
of the original scope must include any developments in of changes to the Act, Regulations or SOPs.

2.12.4 BATONS/HANDCUFFS
The Customer may authorise, in writing, retractable batons or handcuffs to be carried, however, the
Contractor must provide statement of attainment for each employee who has attended the
appropriate training for batons.
The Contractor must ensure that the Armed Security Officers have been trained in the use of
restraints (handcuffs), using approved handcuffs and they have acquired CPPSEC3015A - Restrain
Persons Using Handcuffs certification. Government legislation and SOPs relating to the use of
restraint devices must be strictly adhered to at all times.
Any breaches of the above must be immediately reported to the Customer's Authorised Person .

•

On an annual basis the Contractor must provide refresher training to all armed Security Officers in
the use of restraint devices. The refresher training of the original scope must include any
developments in the SOPs.

2.12.SAPPREHENDED PERSONS
The Contractor must:
a) Immediately notify Police and at the earliest time notify the Customer where any person is
apprehended by the Contractor as a result of the performance of the Customer Contract;
b) Only effect an apprehension on any person or number of persons where the Contractor has
a lawful power to do so;
c) Ensure that any force used to effect an apprehension is lawful in terms of degree, and that
any force used on a person during an apprehension will be no more than necessary, to effect
the apprehension; and
d) Ensure that the apprehended person is told the reason for that person 's apprehension at the
time of the apprehension being made.

•

2.12.6 QUESTIONING OF PERSON
The Contractor must:
a) Not apprehend any person merely for questioning, unless an offence has been committed , in
respect of which the person can be lawfully apprehended ;
b) Not put any question to a person who has not attained the age of 18 years, or obtain any
statement, admission or confession from such a person except in accordance with the laws
in force in the State of New South Wales;
c) Not put any threat, promise or inducement to any person in an effort to obtain any statement,
admission or confession from that person; and
d) Ensure that the strictest truthfulness and honesty is always exercised by the Contractor's
personnel in respect of evidence obtained by those staff pursuant to the operation of the
Contract.

2.12.7 COURT ATTENDANCE
1.1 The Contractor must comply with any subpoena served on the Contractor or the Contractor's
company (as the case maybe) in respect of any and all matters arising out of the
Contractor's performance under the Agreement.
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2.1 Where a subpoena in respect of any and all matters arising out of the Contractor's
performance under the Customer Contract is served personally on an employee of the
Contractor, the Contractor will do all things reasonably necessary to facilitate compliance .

2.13 ANIMALS
The Contractor must not take animals onto the Site or whilst performing foot patrols in adjacent
streets. Any variation to this condition must be approved first in writing by the Customer.

2.14 FIRE
The Contractor must immediately notify, through the "000" emergency number, the Fire Brigade and
immediately thereafter notify the Customer whenever the Contractor or the Contractor's Security
Officers discover a fire or are informed of a fire at the Site. The Contractor will complete a Fire
Report.

2.1 5 INJURED PERSONS

•

The Contractor must immediately notify, through the "000" emergency number, the Ambulance
Service and immediately thereafter notify the Customer whenever the Contractor or any of the
Contractor's Security Officers discover a person injured at the Site .

2.16 MOTOR VEHICLE REQUIREMENTS
All Contractors' vehicles utilised for the Mobile Patrolling , Alarm Response, Covert and Armoured
Services:
a) Must be marked with the company's insignia (Unless requested otherwise by the Customer
and Covert CIT vehicles).
b) Are to be fitted with a vehicle tracking system. The Contractor must ensure that the Secu rity
Officer is familiar with the operation of the vehicle tracking system .
c) Are to be fitted with the Contractor's 2-way communications network to be able to
communicate with the Control Room .
d) Are to be fitted with a key safe securely mounted in the vehicle .
e) Are to be fitted with an adjustable spot light(s) capable of allowing Security Officers to
illuminate 360 ' surrounding the Vehicle .
f)

•

Are to be fitted with approved emergency vehicle warning lights.

2.17 COMMUNICATION
2.17.1 COMMUNICATION WITH CUSTOMER
The Customer will provide a list of contact names and phone numbers for each Customer
representative on commencement of the Customer Contract.
All communications relating to a particular site , other than the service job on/off site calls , must be
referred to the appropriate Customer Representative.
The primary methods of issuing Orders (or service requests) will be by email, phone , or text
message. All Orders (or service requests) are to be confirmed by the Contractor by return email
notification.

2.17.2 COMMUNICATION WITH CONTRACTOR
It is the Contractors responsibility to ensure all contact details are kept up to date and all changes
notified in writing to the Customer and Customer Representative.

2.18 MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT & TOOLS
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All equipment components and items must be well recognised security industry brand items. If
imported items are offered , they must be from well-established Australian distributors with
substantial local spare part holdings and local technical back up. All items must have a minimum of
a one-year spare parts replacement warranty.
The Contractor must accept the cost of all-necessary installation tools and equipment and technical
and test equipment to adequately maintain and/ or install an Electronic Security System.
Technicians are to ensure they are carrying the appropriate equipment for the nom inated system on
that site. Technicians are required to carry a mobile phone and all necessary test equipment
including personal computer (PC) capable of connecting to all panels via direct connect, dial up or
IP with the latest version of software for equipment installed on the PC .
Replacement parts, materials and/or equipment used in carrying out repairs must meet the existing
equipment's manufacturer's operating criterion for that equipment. .
Where such materials and/or equipment are no longer available , the Contractor must see k written
approval from the Customer to use alternatives.
2.18.1 RETURN OF EQUIPMENT
•

All electronic security equipment removed from a site remains the property of the Customer and
must be returned (unless agreed otherwise) within 24 hours of its removal.
2.19 SERVICE REPORT
A Service Report must be fully completed for each Order (or Service Request). All relevant sections
MUST be completed correctly and legibly. When repair/installation and extension work is carried
out, a service report must be completed for each day on site . (Refer to Order Template - Appendix
6).
2.20 COSTS FOR SERVICES
The costs for all services outlined in Tender Prices Schedule on the basis of all-inclusive hourly rate,
Refer to Tender Response Clause 3 Prices Schedule.
The contractor is to use all best endeavours to seek approval for works that are not covered unde r
the Contract agreement and Prices schedule.
2.21 AUDITS
2.21.1 RANDOM TESTING

•

The Customer may conduct tests periodically on the system either remotely or by visiting the site.
The Customer may not provide notice to the Contractor of any inspection or random testing. The
Customer may request the Contractor to attend . Any work found to be substandard or faulty must be
rectified / replaced at the Contractor's expense.
2.21.2 INSPECTIONS AND DEFECTS
The Customer may at any time during the period of this contract or for 12 months following the
contract expiration/cancellation, carry out inspections of work performed under the contract.
If any work is found to be substandard or faulty, and the Contractor does not formally agree to
rectification works at its expense, the Customer may request another Contractor to carry out the
work and seek reimbursement from the previous Contractor.
2.22 REMOTE REGION ZONES
A facility may be in a postcode allocated into a Remote Region Zone . A Remote Reg ion Zone fo r a
facility will designate a variation to the callout rates for labour and the response time required fo r a
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Critical and Urgent Callouts. The service response time is increased from 2 to 4 hours for Critical
Callouts and next day from 7:00 to 9:00AM.
The allocated Remote Region Zone postcodes are summarised in Appendix 10 - Remote Region
Zone

2.22.1 REMOTE ZONE FEE
Remote zone fee will be calculated per Kilometre rate; once contractor entered into a remote zone
area the fee will be applicable .
The Kilometre rate applies only to callout work orders issued to the contractor and not for Planned
Preventative Maintenance works. The rate will only apply and be charged where the contractor is
required to attend to a Remote Zone location .

2.23 REMOTE ACCESS SERVICE
The Contractor may respond to an Order (Service Request) by remotely accessing an Electronic
Security System. When selecting the appropriate method of response to a service call, the
Contractor will choose the most cost effective method for the Customer.
•

Remote access may be via 'dial up connection only'. All work undertaken in this manner is to be
immediately reported in writing to the Customer.

2.23.1 REMOTE ACCESS SERVICE FEE
The Remote Access Service Fee will only be paid where the problem/fault is successfully rectified
and requires no further site visits to action.
Only one Remote Access Fee is applicable for each service request issued . If the problem is not
resolved by remote access then the fee is not applicable in that instance.
If the fault cannot be rectified remotely then the Contractor must carry out a site visit within the
response time specified.
Where remote access is used to complete a job, the service report must be fully completed and a
copy of the log print out must be attached showing the entries relating to the remote access. (E.g.;
ring answered, hung up action as recorded in the log sheet).
The Contractor must ensure that all existing PIN Codes and. /or passwords are programmed into
the electronic security systems to enable the Customer to remotely access those systems .

•

2.24 PIN CODES
The PIN Codes supplied must be kept in a secure manner and not revealed to anyone othe r than
the Customer or other person authorised in writing by the Customer.
PIN Codes are not available from the Customer and must not be supplied to the Customer by the
Contractor. It is the responsibility of the Contractor to ensure they know the Installer and Master
Codes (where applicable).
If PIN numbers are lost or stolen whilst in the Contractor's care , the Contractor must advise the
Customer immediately. Any cost to the Customer associated with the loss of a PIN Code/number
must be borne by the Contractor.

2.24.1 INSTALLER, MASTER, MONITORING AND PATROL CODES
The electronic security system "Master and Installer" Codes for each site are available from the
Customer. The Customer will issue new "Installer and Master" Codes to be programmed into th e
panels at its discretion.
The "Master, Installer, Monitoring and Patrol" Codes are not to be changed without prior approva l of
the Customer.
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The Contractor must ensure that "Master, Installer, Monitoring " Codes in alarm systems enable
remote access.
The "Master, Installer, Monitoring and Patrol" Codes must not be given to anyone on site. The site
administrator shall have the appropriate access through his/her own code to enable them to change
user codes.

2.24.2 OTHER USER CODES
Facility user code changes are the responsibility of the facility and are not to be charged to the
Customer. The Facility Manager may request the Contractor to make changes to their site PI N
codes . The Facility/Site Manager will pay for the service directly at the Additional Task rate.
The facility can only be charged the remote access rate as detailed in the contract Pricing Sched ule.
Where the system has no remote access, the facility will be charged a standard service fee as pe r
the contract Pricing Schedule.

2.25 REMOVAL OF DEVICE

•

No device must be permanently removed or de-programmed from the alarm system without writte n
authorisation from the Customer .
Should a device need to be removed from the alarm system, in an urgent situation, it may be
temporarily removed provided that it is fixed on the next working day. It is the Contractors'
responsibility to ensure that this device is restored into the program. It must also be noted in the
follow-up action section of the Customer service docket, that this has been done and that it will be
rectified on next working day.
It must be the Contractors' responsibility to ensure they have the latest version of the sites
programming in electronic format. This should be updated at least every 6 months or when work is
carried out on the site. This must be updated at the Contractors own expense.
No portion of the installation must be altered so as not to report/communicate to the Customer
unless first gaining approval from the Customer in writing and entering this information in the log
book.
No portion of the installation must be de-programmed , removed or added to unless first ga ining
approval from the Customer in writing and entering this information in the log book
Where a zone or part of the program has been authorised to be disconnected, de-programmed or
removed then the zone details, the description , reason for removal and the authorising perso ns'
name must be entered onto the Service Report.

•

2.26 TRANSITION PLANNING
Transition refers to the changeover from one contractor to another, from one contractual
arrangement to another or the continuation of an existing arrangement on a different basis .
It is the contractor's responsibility to ensure an effective transition strategy and handover completed .
The transition In and Out plan will be site specific as per client's requirement. The program and
methodology should provide sufficient details to ensure major issues can be clearly identified and
the strategy evaluated.
The objectives of the Transition Plan are to:
a) Implement an effective transition to either a new Security Services Contractor, or to maintain
the existing Security Services Contractor under a new contractual agreement, with no
disruption to the CLIENT's objectives for the facilities , business operations or stakeholders ;
b) Ensure service levels are maintained leading up to and during transition;
c) Ensure both the Security Services Contractor and the CLIENT is fully prepared to enable
effective service delivery at the commencement of the new contractual agreement;
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d) Ensure the transition managed smoothly and effectively with no disruption to business and
services;
e) Contractor's transition plan (In and Out) must identify the proposed plan clearly including
strategy, key personnel to ensure and meet the contractual obligations;
f)

The handover arrangements should involve an agreed period of overlap where the new
contractor works alongside the outgoing contractor to achieve as seamless a transition as
possible. This period should be used by the new contractor to acquire as much info rmatio n
and knowledge about their responsibilities as practicable and be used to transfer ownership
and/or custody of materials and assets to the new contractor.

Where an overlap transition period is not realistic or possible the acquiring entity should take steps
to maximise the transfer of information and knowledge to the new contractor. This can involve:
a) Organising formal and informal discussions between the parties;
b) Providing access for the new contractor to procedural documents and processes pre pared
and used by the outgoing contractor;

•

c) Facilitating the transfer of custody and/or ownership of assets and contract materials to the
new contractor; and
d) Arranging discussions between the new contractor and stakeholders, particularly entity
senior management and end-users so the new contractor can obtain a first-hand view of
requirements and expectations.

2.27 NEW ENGAGEMENT
The Contractor must complete and submit the Engagement Form (Appendix 7) to the Principal for
any new contract/agreement with a new or existing customer under this Head Agreement. This will
enable the Principal to register any changes under the Head Agreement and review the Contractor's
performance.
It will be deemed as a breach of Contract if the Engagement Form is not completed and submitted
to the Principal prior to commencing the work.
The Contractor must ensure that any information supplied to the Principal and the Customer is true
and correct to the best of the Contractor's knowledge and belief .

•
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3

SCHEDULE 3: SPECIFIC PROVISIONS SECURITY SERVICES

3.1

GENERAL SECURITYSERVICES
The NSW Government departments/ agencies require Security Services for their offices, public
assets and pubic open space venues. Some of these assets may be installed with integrated
security and fire protection systems to protect against unauthorised entry, hold-up situations , fire
etc. In addition , some department/ agencies require visitor services officers to manage visitation to
these facilities.
The Contractor may be required to provide any of the following security services under the
Standing Offer Agreement:
a) Security Guards
b) Mobile Patrols, Alarm Monitoring/Response
c) Crowd Control for Events

•

3.1.1

SPECIFIC PROVISIONS SECURITY GUARD SERVICES
On-Site Security guards may be required at various locations within multiple sites, including, but not
limited to , the main entrance, reception, car park, public open space area, etc., based on the
requirements of individual Customers.
The Contractor must provide and maintain the security service in accordance with the specification
and any standing instructions given in writing by the Customer, or the Customer's Representative.
In the case of any conflict in the giving or implementation of any specification or standing
instructions, the Customer's Representative's requirements will prevail.

3.1.2 SECURITY GUARD
All Security Officers must have relevant security grading of the Class required by the Customer
Contract as follow :
1. Grade 1 - Static guards, gatekeepers, crowd control
2. Grade 2 - Monitoring officers & mobile patrol officers
3. Grade 3 - Control room operators

•

3.1.3 SECURITY GUARD DUTIES
The Security Officer duties may include, but are not limited in any way, as listed below:
1) Access Control and Monitor duties
•

Open main entrance and/or front doors - Time to be specified by the Customer Co ntract.

•

Open Transport Office as specified by the Customer Contract.

•

Secure Transport Office as specified by the Customer Contract.

•

Check Staff ID Cards.

•

Prevent unauthorised access to restricted areas .

•

Operate boom gate as required .

•

Perform lock-up duties of all the buildings at the site .

•

Test lift alarms.

•

Monitor Lift Management System.
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•

Surveillance at all levels/ floors/ locations.

•

Ensure all stairwell doors, front and perimeter access points are closed and locked.

•

Ensure all keys/cabinets are locked .

•

Ensure all the alarms are armed at the end of each day.

•

Ensure all lights, Air Conditioning, and office equipment are switched off at the end of each
day.
2) Visitation Management duties

These duties require higher level of communication skills, client liaison and venue management
training:-

•
•

•

Maintain visitor and staff incoming/outgoing log sheets.

•

Liaise with visitors in a warm and friendly manner at all times .

•

Assist visitors as required and manage enquiries.

•

Handle visitor complaints in a timely, professional and friendly manner .

•

Promote and motivate visitors to comply with specific site rules and regulations.

•

Conduct escort duties within the site .
3) Foot Patrol duties

•

At a time set by the Customer representatives walk through all floors and turn-off lights in
unoccupied areas and check for any staff working late, record their names, I.D. Number and
location and reason for being in the building and take any action as per standing orders of
the Customer.

•

Conduct foot patrols, at random intervals, to ensure the security of the site and safety of all
the persons on the site.

•

Patrol and monitor all activities within the areas designated by the Customer Contract.

•

Complete physical inspections of buildings, facilities, amenities and surrounding areas of
cleanliness, damage, vandalism, correct operations and hazards. Manage and report any
issues that arise from these inspections.
Inspect roadways and car parks for debris and remove as required or directed .

•

4) Car Park Management duties
•

Allocate parking and direct visitor vehicles.

•

Monitor and facilitate parking management of all car parks.

•

Patrol "Kiss & Ride " and "Drop-Off/Pick-Up" zones and ensure NO vehicles parked in these
zones for any unauthorised length of time.
5) Road and Traffic Control duties

•

Direct motor vehicle traffic and pedestrian traffic to ensure safety during times of road
closures, high traffic loads, congestion, temporary construction or maintenance works or
times of increased risk due to conflicts of use between motor vehicles and pedestrians
6) Emergency duties

•

Respond to emergencies and incidents.

•

Assist in emergency operations as required.
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•

Provide security escort for emergency vehicles.

•

Provide security escort for lost or injured persons.
7) Other customer specific duties may include, but not limited to:-

•

Receive incoming mail and control outgoing deliveries.

•

Control all delivery vehicles / pick-ups, including courier vehicles.

•

Investigate any suspicious behaviour to maintain security and safety on site and safety to the
public.

•

3.2

•

Raise National and State Flags.

•

Security Office duties as required .

•

Answer office phone / take messages.

•

Secure all uncollected mail from reception desk.

•

Secure all lost items if found on site or handed in by visitors or staff.

•

Promote and comply with customer's site specific Environmental Management Po licy .

SPECIFIC PROVISIONS MOBILE PATROL SERVICES
Patrol dispatches may not be required for single alarm activation unless multiple alarms activated
from the same zone or different zones .
For the purpose of this contract there are three types of Mobile Patrol.
Exclusive Mobile Patrol means a mobile patrol which meets £1! of the following
conditions:-

I.

a) A mobile patrol of a number of sites nominated by the Customer;
b) A mobile patrol using one vehicle solely and continuously for the purpose of performi ng the
patrol of nominated sites throughout the time period as specified in the Custome r contract;
c) A mobile patrol using one security officer solely and continuously for the purpose of
performing the patrol of nominated sites, throughout the time period ;

•

d) A mobile patrol which comprises a continuous process of one security officer tra velling to
nominated sites, alighting the vehicle and conducting thorough security checks in
accordance with a routine nominated by the Customer in its order, throughout th e ti me
period ;
e) A mobile patrol which may be diverted without notice from the routine for the purpose of
responding to the Customer alarm or other incident.
f)

A mobile patrol which may be diverted without notice from the routine set down in the
Customer's order for the purpose of conducting an inspection of the Exclusive Mobile
Patrol service;

g) A mobile patrol the cost of which will be calculated by multiplying the hourly rate for
Exclusive Mobile Patrols by the number of hours contained in the time period set down by
the Customer;
h) A mobile patrol conducted in accordance with all of the provisions of the contract;
i)

A reference in this clause to one security officer and one vehicle does not necessarily
mean that the same security officer or vehicle must be used throughout the nominated time
period. It is a reference to the exact number of Security Officers and vehicles which must
be used at all times throughout the nominated time period of the Exclusive Mobile Patro l;

j)

The Customer may require any number of Exclusive Mobile Patrols at any time , but makes
no commitment to any specific number of patrols which may be required.
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Single Visit Mobile Patrol means a mobile patrol which meets all of the
following conditions:-

a) A mobile patrol of one site nominated by the Customer at any time;
b) A mobile patrol which comprises a single visit to a site within twenty-four (24) hour period,
nominated by the Customer, where the Contractor's security officer alights the vehicle and
conducts a thorough security check of the site on foot;
c) A mobile patrol where the period of time over the officer conducts a thorough security
check at the site on foot, will be fifteen (15) minutes;
d) A mobile patrol the cost of which will be calculated on a per patrol basis in accordance
with the rate for Single Visit Mobile Patrols ;
e) A mobile patrol does not require the exclusive use of the vehicle and security officer other
than when the Contractor is performing the patrol ;
A mobile patrol conducted in accordance with all of the provisions of the contract;

f)

g) The Customer may require any number of Single Visit Mobile Patrols at any time, but
makes no commitment to any specific number of patrols which may be required.

•

Multiple Visit Mobile Patrol means a mobile patrol, which meets all of the following
conditions :-

Ill.

a) A mobile patrol of one site or a number of sites nominated by the Customer, over a
period of time;
b) A mobile patrol , which comprises a specific number of, visits nominated by the Customer
to a site or a number of sites where, on the occasion of each visit, the Contractor's
security officer alights the vehicle and conducts a thorough security check of th e site on
foot;
c) A mobile patrol where the period of time over which the officer conducts each thorough
security checks will be fifteen (15) minutes;
d) A mobile patrol the cost of which will be calculated on per patrol basis in accordance with
the rate for Multiple Visit Patrols ;
e) A mobile patrol , which does not require the exclusive use of the vehicle and security
officer other than when the Contractor is performing the patrol;
f)

3.2.1
•

A mobile patrol conducted in accordance with all of the provisions of the contra ct.

PATROL OFFICER DUTIES

I.

Patrol officer duties

The Contractor must ensure that security officers:
•

Attend any site listed in the Customer Contract to which the Contractor is
directed by
the Customer to attend for the purpose of protecting the Customer's property or person s
lawfully using the Customer's property ;

•

Complete the Mobile Patrol Log Sheets in respect of all mobile patrols and leave a copy
of the record with Customer representative or in the letter box if applicable . Contractor
must prepare Customer's log sheet/ book where provided by the Customer;

•

Make available for an immediate inspection by Customer's Personnel , all patrol logs
requested by these Personnel during routine inspections of the service and provide any
other information required from time to time by the Customer or its representative to
ensure compliance with the contract;

•

Immediately notify the Customer if the security officer performing mobile patrols detects
any breach of security;
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Carry out all the patrols strictly in terms of the order, requested by the Customer and in
accordance with the provisions of the contract;

Patrol Officer Duties at site
•

Security Officers are to drive to the site in a safe manner remaining within speed lim its at
all times ;

•

The security officer must conduct examination of the site on foot ;

•

When conducting an examination the security officer should look for any sign of
vandalism/fire/theft or damage to property or signs of misuse of the site and consult the
control room for further action;

•

The security officer must at all times attempt to correct any problems identified (without
putting the security officer at any safety risk). The security officer should be looking for
the following:

a) Signs of forced entry.
b) Open windows.

•

c) Open doors.
d) Unsafe areas.
e) Unsafe or damaged equipment.
f)

Signs of burning or smoke .

If the Security Officer finds an unsecured area or breach then the Security Officer will contact the
Control Room and provide the Control Room with information relevant to the unsecured/breached
area such as identification of building , damage etc. If the Security Officer deems the areas to be of
security risk then the Control Room is to be consulted for further action .
Security officer should contact emergency phone numbers and follow procedures as per standi ng
orders of the site .
The patrols are to be entered in the site log book, and should include number of inspections carried,
floor numbers inspected and any anomalies located at the site . The daily diary should be placed at a
location where the site supervisor and the contractor's employees at the site can have easy access
to it.

•

3.3

SPECIFIC PROVISIONS ALARM MONITORING AND RESPONSE SERVICES

3.3.1

ALARM MONITORING

The Contractor must provide, from the Base Communication Station , monitoring of security alarms
and equipment at the Site, as follows :
a)

General Monitoring (As specified by the Customer)

b)

Specific Monitoring (for example: Computer Room Environmental equipment)

The alarm monitoring service must cover the monitoring of a number of alarm systems at the site
including access alarms, tamper alarms and personal duress alarms. Alarm systems may be
present but are not limited to the following areas of the Site:
•

Fire doors.

•

Perimeter doors.

•

Computer room environment (UPS , Air conditioning ; Humidity, Intruder).

•

Restricted areas on Site.
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IT area and computer I PABX room doors.

The on-Site Security Officer must operate the alarms in accordance with the Customer's Standard
Operating Procedures.
Where the Standard Operating Procedures for Operating the Alarms are not available at the
Customer Site , the Customer Representative or On-Site Security Officer must:
a) Set the alarms at the completion of the shifts. The lockdown period would differ fo r each site.
At the commencement of the lockdown period, the security officer is required to undertake a
check of the Site's security alarms and equipment to determine whether any security ala rms
and equipment have not been activated.
b) If such security alarms and equipment have not been activated, the security officer must
immediately contact the Customer's Representative.

•

c) When an alarm is activated, the Contractor must immediately contact the Security Patrol , for
investigation and report to the monitoring base station and then to contact the Customer's
Representative as may be necessary. The Contractor is then not required to take any
further action unless otherwise directed by the Customer's Representative . The Customer's
Representative will inform the Contractor if an Alarm Response is required immediately or
otherwise what action is required .
d) In the event that the Contractor is not able to contact any of the nominated Client's
Representatives following alarm activation, the Contractor must then arrange for an Alarm
Response to attend the Site.
A Monthly Fee, for Alarm Monitoring to be provided in the Tender Response Clause 3.
3.3 .2 ALARM RESPONSE

•

•

The Contractor must be ready, willing and able to provide Alarm Responses 24 hou rs a day,
seven (7) days a week as specified by the Customer.

•

The Contractor must respond to activated alarms in accordance with the Customer's
Operating Procedures , immediately commence travel to the nominated site.

•

Alarm Responses in the Sydney metro area are required to arrive at the Site within twenty
five 25 minutes of the Contractor being notified of the requirement.

•

Notify the Base Communication Station of any delay or anticipated delay in reaching the
nominated site .

•

If a response exceeds twenty five (25) minutes, the Contractor must provide the Customer a
written explanation on the following working day .

•

Alarm Responses for all other regions outside Sydney metro will be as per AS/NZS
4421 :2011 (page 25 , Part B, Patrol Response Time) unless specified otherwise in the
Customer Contract.
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B4 PATROL RESPONSE TIME
The time to attend an alarm response is the responsibility of the patrol/response
organization and is dependent on the classification of the risk at the premises, the type of
alarm/event and the time of day when resources are available .
Where there is no negotiated contract time for patrol response, or where no specific
requirement is stated or advised , the pa1rol response times sec out below are provided as a
guide :
Class 1- Non standard hours of patrol/response activity: .. .. ... ......... .............. ...... . :5:90 mins .
Class 2- Lower priority event: .. ....... .... .. .. .. .... .... ........ ........ .. .................... .. ........ . S60 mins.
Class 3- Standard security alarm respon se time: .............................. ... ... ...... ... .. ... S45 mins.

Class 4- Dedicated patrol/respon se service for speci lied sitc(s) : ................ ..... .... . S30 mins .
Class 5-Static security officer on site: ......... .... ... ................. .. ............ .......... .. ..... S20 mins .

II is the respon sibility of the patrol/response organization lo advise if any response time
cannot be achieved, and of the standard hours when response is available.
It is the responsibility of the monitoring centre to advise the patrol/response organizat ion of

•

which events are defined as 'standard security alarms ' and which may be determined 'lower
priority events' .

NOTE: Alann systems installed in client's premises may comply with AS/NZS 2201.I, and
alarm s may be transmitted in accordance with AS/NZS 220 l.5. These S1andards classify security
systems as Class I to Class 5 (Class 5 being the highest, and intended for appl ications with the
greatest security risk) .

Once a Security Officer is engaged on a shift, and is directed to proceed to a nominated then the
Security Officer is required to:
•

Immediately commence travel to the nominated site.

•

Travel to the nominated site using the most direct route.

•

Notify the Base Monitoring Centre of any delay or anticipated delay in reaching the
nominated site.

On arrival at the site the Security Officer must park the vehicle in an area not obvious to possible
offenders and contact the Control Room and provide them the following information:

•

•

The time of arrival of the Contractor's Security Officer at the site (provide the Site Number to
the operator);

•

Any breach of security immediately detected by the security officer upon arrival at the site;
and where available, an access code may be entered to confirm the security officer's arrival
on Site.

Security Officer will alight from the vehicle and conduct an examination of the area in alarm , taking
the keys to allow access to the area in alarm .
When conducting an examination the Security Officer will specifically look for open/unlocked doors,
open/unlocked windows, broken doors, broken/ smashed or cracked windows. broken or cut
padlocks, broken water taps/ bubblers/ pipes etc, signs of fire/vandalism/theft or property damage,
signs of substance or alcohol use and any person on site.
If the Security Officer finds an unsecured area or breach then the Security Officer will contact the
Control Room and advise of the unsecured/ breached area , providing the control room with
information relevant to the unsecured/breached area such as identification of building, damage etc.
In consultation with the control room the Security Officer may enter the premises and endeavour to
secure the premises. If the premises cannot be secured and the Security Officer deems the areas to
be a security risk then the Control Room is to be consulted for further action.
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If the cause of the alarm is Staff on site who has failed to isolate the alarm, then the Security Officer
is to obtain details of the person in charge at the site. Details to be obtained are: name, address,
and organisation, proof of identity. The Security Officer will then witness the isolation of the alarm. If
alarm cannot be isolated the Security Officer will contact the Control Room for consultation as to
what action is to be taken . The full details of the cause of the alarm are to be forward to the
Customer and to be recorded for future reference and the cause of the alarm is to be documented
on the Response Docket.
If the cause of the alarm is a breach and offenders are detained the Security Officer will act
accordingly to law and contact the Police, the Control Room and the Customer respectively.
Ensure that the Contractor's security officer logs on and off the Customer's site via any electronic
service monitoring system.
If the premises are found to be secure, then the Security Officer will inform the Control Room and
seek further instructions and clearance. On receiving clearance to depart the Security Office r will
complete the issued Response Docket and depart the site after leaving the docket at the
predetermined place.
The Contractor must ensure that the Control Room is notified by telephone/two way radio
immediately prior to the Security Patrol Officer's departure from the Site together with the following
information:

•

a) Time of the security officer's proposed departure from the Site;
b) Full details required by the Customer concerning any breach of security detected by the
Security Patrol Officer; and
c) Any other details that the Customer may require from time to time available from the Security
Patrol Officer's log .

3.3.3 ALARM RESPONSE FEE
The fee for each alarm response will be paid on achievement of the following:
a) An alarm response service provided within twenty five (25) minutes of alarm being activated.
b) An on-site time of fifteen (15) minutes for each alarm response service must be included for
each alarm attendance.
The following applies if the Security Officer detected breach of security upon arrival:
a) In the event that the Security Officer detected breach of Security upon arrival and the on-site
time for an alarm exceeds the fifteen (15) minutes then the Contractor will be paid an
additional fee for the on-site time in excess of fifteen (15) minutes .

•

b) The additional fee will be calculated in Five Minute Units of time and paid at the contract
price per Five Minute Unit. Units of time less than five minutes will not be used to calculate
the amount of the additional fee.

3.4

SPECIFIC PROVISIONS CROWD CONTROL SERVICES
Managing crowd at public organised events is essential in providing a safe workplace. Events can
include recreational, social, sporting, fundraising or any other events . Traffic at events can include
cars, trucks, electric powered carts and pedestrians such as workers, event participants and event
patrons.
Client is responsible to develop a security plan with the security company to clarify roles and
responsibilities of security staff. The attitude of the security personnel should be friendly and
professional in order to help maintain a positive atmosphere among patrons. The main
responsibilities to consider are crowd control , cash protection, equipment protection and the
procedure for confiscated or prohibited items.
The key issues to consider for managing traffic at events are:
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•

Crowd control/safety

•

Developing a traffic management plan

•

Traffic management

•

Public transport and emergency services access

•

Walkways and crossings

•

Parking

The local road traffic authority should be contacted for the relevant requirements where an event
interacts with a public road system .
To enable security personnel to perform their duties effectively, it is vital that they be briefed
appropriately prior to the event. This briefing must provide security personnel with:

•
•

•

Details of the venue layout, including coordination centre, entrances, exits, first aid posts;

•

Any potential hazards;

•

Clear direction on the management of unacceptable behaviour;

•

Details of emergency and evacuation plans, such as raising alarms, protocols for requesting
assistance and evacuation procedures ; and

•

Instruction for the operation, deactivation and isolation of any on-site machinery and utility
supply in case of emergency.

•

Be able to communicate with each other and first aid personnel;

•

Be able to communicate with other security companies; and Each company that provides
security or crowd control functions at the event must be a part of the planning for the event
and be licensed under the Private Agents Act 1997.

I.

Crowd control duties

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Providing clearly marked exits to eliminate confusion ;
Ensuring gates open on time;
Control of access to stage or performance area;
Security control at entrances and exits;
Minimising risk of fire by patrolling areas;
Control of vehicle traffic and marshalling;
Searches for alcohol, drugs and weapons; and
Assist emergency services if necessary;
Lost and stolen property;
Lost children/ people;

•

Pre and post event briefings with all event personnel to instruct all staff who is allowed
restricted or unrestricted access to the event and event areas; and

•

Access and keys to restricted areas at the event for relevant stakeholders, i.e. fire hydrant
access for fire brigade , electricians and other emergency tradesmen .
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4. SCHEDULE 4: SPECIFIC PROVISIONS OVISIONS ELECTRONIC
SECURITY SYSTEM
4.1

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
The provision of technical and maintenance services for electronic security systems includes:
a) Maintenance and support services including :
I.
II.

Callout for 24/7 agreed response levels
Programmed maintenance works

b) Installation services including:
I.

Replacement of electronic security assembly and component parts

II.

Installation of electronic security systems or assemblies (Customer scope of work)

c) Professional services including:
I.

•

II.
Ill.

Audits (Condition Assessments and Equipment Register Refer Appendix 8)
Training
Reviews (Customer scope of works)

The Customer may add services during the contract term .

4.2

ELECTRONIC SECURITY SYSTEMS
The electronic systems and associated equipment include;
a) Intruder Alarm & Detection ,
b) Access Control,
c) Surveillance & CCTV,
d) Duress.
Table 1 below is a list of building Element, Assembly, and Component/Unit of security system
equipment included:

Ref

•

(a)

Element- Security
System

Sub-System/Assembly/Unit - Security System

Intruder Alarm Systems
and Detection Systems

- Intruder Alarm (incl Electric Strikes Reed switches, detectors,
control panels) Tamper switches
- Gate and/or vehicle control systems and associated control
panels
- Computer head end and associated equipment
- Video Motion Detection (VMD) System (incl internal)

(b)

Access Control Systems

- Access/Door control system (incl Zone Arming Sounder,
Arming Station)
- Biometrics
- Electronic Key Management System (incl Card Readers , door
release button bank, door controller panels)

(c)

Surveillance (incl CCTV)
Systems

- Video Matrix Switch
- Monitors, Video Distribution Amplifiers
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- Video Management System i.e. Head end
- Cameras, VCR, DVR KVM extenders, Control equip , ra cks &
console
Duress & Alarm Paging
Systems

(d)

- Intercom system for doors, gates
- Help/Duress System-Fixed and Mobile
- Duress Mimic Panels, radio receiver
- Alarm Paging System incl alarm indicator lamps

(e)

Electronic Security
System Infrastructure
including Central Control
& Management System

- Computers, monitors, keyboards
-GUI
- System switches
- Access Control/CCTV/Duress etc integration
- Un-interruptible Power Supply (UPS) and associated lightn ing
protection

•

- All associated PC servers to security equipment, firmwa re,
passwords, system databases and software & integration
software etc
- All associated assemblies of Security Systems (incl visible and
non-visible cabling , associated modems, power cabling , hubs,
power supply, terminations and connections etc)
The Customer may add Element Systems and/or Assemblies of Systems during the Customer Contra ct
term.
4.3

MAINTENANCE SERVICES
Preventive and Statutory Maintenance will include, without being limited to, cleaning , testing , pla nned
servicing, ongoing assessment and checking the overall integrity of the system (batteries, LAN stability,
all input and output alarm devices, modules) and other equipment items integral to comprising a system .
The minimum maintenance procedures for various elements I items within a security system covered by
this contract are specified in the Technical Data Sheets found at the following web address:
http://www.st.dtei.sa.qov.au/tds/tds.php?f=2&d=ELECTRONICS

•

The following Technical Data Sheets apply to this Head Agreement:
a) ET02 Intercom Systems
b) ET10 Security System - Beams
c) ET11 Security - Camera
d) ET12 Security System - Movement Detection
e) ET17 Video Distribution System
f)

ET18 Video / Audio Interview System

g) ET19 Video Recorders
h) ET20 Perimeter Detection System - Underground
i)

ET22 Video Detection System

j)

ET26 Camera Control System

k) ET30 Duress Alarm System
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ET31 Access Control System

m) ET32 Video Monitor
n) ET33A PIR - Perimeter Detection System (AS2201)
o) ET33B Perimeter Detection System - Microphone (AS2201)
p) ET35 Speech and Hearing System - Teletype
q) ET36 Security Control Panel
r)

ET39 Combined Fire & Security Detection System

s) ET42 Personal Wireless Alarms
t)

ET44 Video Recorder - Digital

u) ET45 Combined Security, Fire, Duress, Access Control
v) ET46 Combined Camera Surveillance System

4.3.1

•
•

ELECTRONIC SYSTEM PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE DUTIES
•

Inspect all Motion Detectors;

•

Clean each Detector, internal and external ;

•

Test Tamper circuit;

•

Walk test noting any failures ;

•

Check operation of all Keypads;

•

Check operation of all Keypad controlled doors;

•

Inspect Locks, adjust and lubricate if required ;

•

Test DOTL operation and buzzer;

•

Test release buttons and Break-glass iffitted ;

•

Check Alarm Panel ;

•

Check all terminations and connections , adjust or replace if required ;

•

Disconnect battery, test power supply output voltage , then reconnect battery;

•

Test battery charge voltage;

•

Test Detector supply voltage ;

•

Disconnect AC power, test battery under-load;

•

If battery is less than the above voltage - replace;

•

To connect test monitor to DVR;

•

Check connections and terminations;

•

Check recording;

•

Ensure 31 days recording log;

•

Clean DVR cabinet ensuring fan is not blocked and IT cabinet allows adequate venti lation ;

•

Clean DVR UPS enclosure, Disconnect AC and ensure DVR runs for at least 10 minutes;

•

Test DVR outputs trigger alarm system, use Keypad zone test;

•

Clean Camera housings and lenses;

•

Check and adjust Camera focus and field of view;

•

Test Camera Power Supply under-load;

•

DVR is online and camera view is correct;
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•

Ensure time/date is current;

•

Check operation of CCTV cameras, internal and external ;

The Video footage will be stored and administered on the head end server. The server wi ll be
equipped with sufficient hard drive storage to retain 31 days of footage for all connected came ras
recording at their highest frame rate continuously.
The Contractor must within seven (7) days prior to commencement of the Contract provide the
Customer with the Contractor's Standard Operating Procedures fo r the Site(s) covering all Services
required under the contract. The Contractor may amend the Standard Operating Procedu res but not
first without review by the Customer.
At the Contract Start Date and at the beginning of each Contract Year, the Contractor must liaise
with the Customer and develop a schedule of sites and dates that routine maintenance will occur.
The Contractor will submit an annual Routine Maintenance Program for all works to the Customer
for approval. The Customer will issue service requests for the maintenance at each site .
The Customer reserves the right to reschedule routine maintenance if deemed necessary.
Faults identified during routine maintenance shall be rectified on that visit.

•

The result of routine maintenance must be recorded as per the routine maintenance proced ures. A
copy of the completed checklist must be attached to routine maintenance invoices .
A Certificate of Compliance must be issued with every invoice for all sites and systems maintained
in the relevant month . Refer to Appendix 4 - Certificate of Compliance .

4.4

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

4.4.1

INITIAL TRAINING
In the early stage of the contract (preferably within the first six weeks after Contract Signature), the
Contractor is to develop an electronic security system training programmed for delivery at each site.
The training is to be carried out at a convenient time and location to both the Contractor and the
Customer.

•

The Customer encourages each facility to be responsible for the correct operation of their Electronic
Security System. Therefore the Contractor will provide training to staff to ensure they understand
how to operate the Electronic Security Systems correctly. Total training time is expected to be one
hour and must be completed during the routine maintenance visit. Ensure the facility has a copy of
Customer Electronic Security System User Manual and supply if necessary. The cost of th is train ing
should be included in the Preventive Maintenance rate .
The Contractor will provide training to staff to ensure they are competent to operate the Electronic
Security Systems and the Site Asset Management Tracking System at each site .
Training programs are to be Competency Based and must be conducted by appropriately qualified
personnel. The Contractor is to provide certification of the competency of all Customer staff having
successfully completed the training . The training will include the following minimum require ments:
a) Operation of all nominated systems e.g. : alarm systems, access control systems , duress
alarm or CCTV DVR systems.
b) Operation of the aud io and video intercommunications systems.
c) Operation of Head Ends and where applicable Intelligence Modules.
d) CCTV playback and recording functions.
e) CCTV settings and adjusting the monitor.
f)

Intruder alarm systems, access control systems and CCTV archiving of event images fo r
permanent storage.

g) Use of the operation and maintenance manuals and Customer User manual if applicable .
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h) Any other matters required for the efficient and effective use of the system .
4.5

BASIC INVESTIGATION AND REPORT
When a scheduled maintenance/inspection/Callout indicates that an Element/Assembly is beyond
economical repair, the Contractor to provide a report/cost and recommendation to replace the
Element/Assembly within 5 working days after the site visit or if an urgent replacement req uired ,
Customer/Principal must be advised immediately. The Investigation Report to be completed by a
qualified licenced technician.
The repair/replacement may require a further Investigation, which will be a desktop review and brief,
usually requiring , but not be limited to, less than 4 hours to prepare and less than 2 pages in length ,
Refer Append ix 9. The Contractor must prepare a suitable pro-forma for the report. It must be typed
or presented in neat and legible handwritten format. The Contractor must resubmit reports in type d
format, at no additional cost, when the Customer is of the opinion that the writing is not legible. The
further investigation/report may require engaging a consultant; the consultant must have industries
licence and authorisation.
A Customer may request an independent Basic Review Report of a scope of work, by others, and or
a service proposed to be provided by a Contractor. The Contractor is to submit these reports within
four (4) weeks of the request.

•

The report will cover:
a) Comment on the current situation.
b) Suitability of proposed solution for operating need
c) Comment on value for money.
d) Alternatives for consideration , if any.
4.5. 1 ADDITIONAL SUBSEQUENT TRAINING
After initial training by the Contractor to selected Customer staff on the day to day operation of the
site security systems, the Customer may request additional training for a small number of
specifically identified staff in the operation of the Site Asset Management Tracking System. The
Customer will provide a service request to allow for payment for this training .

4.6

WARRANTIES IN RESPECT OF GOODS AND SERVICES
The Contractor represents and warrants that:

•

a) The Goods:
•

Will meet the Specifications and all other applicable requirements under this Contra ct;

•

Be of good quality, fit for purpose and free from defects and omissions in material,
design or workmanship;

•

The contractor to ensure that goods are covered under warranty until the warranty
expiration period , asset registers and all warranties must be transferable if contractor
removed or replaced ;

•

Upon title passing to the Customer, will be unused and free from any charge or
encumbrance; and

•

Will comply with all laws that are related in any way to the Goods;

b) The Services:
•

Will be performed with due care and skill and in accordance with industry best practice;

•

Will meet or exceed the Service Levels and use materials that are :

•

Fit for the purpose for which they are supplied and used; and
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•

Will comply with any applicable specifications or requirements;

•

To the best of its knowledge , no conflict of interest of the Contractor, its employees,
agents or Subcontractors exists or is likely to arise in the performance of its obligations
under this Contract;

•

The Contractor and the Contractor Personnel will not infringe the Intellectual Property
rights or Moral Rights of any person in providing the Services or otherwise performi ng
this Contract;

c) The Goods or Services and their use will not:

4.7

•

•

Result in a breach of any law or mandatory codes;

•

Infringe any person's rights (including Intellectual Property Rights and Moral Rights);

•

Constitute a misuse of any person's confidential information ; or

•

Result in the Contractor or any Related Bodies Corporate of the Contractor breaching
any obligation that it owes to any person .

PREVENTATIVE & STATUTORY ADJUSTMENTS (ADDITIONS AND/OR DELETIONS)
All modifications and/or additions must be reported to the Customer Representative. Prior to making
any modifications and/or additions to the existing Electronic Security Systems , approval must be
obtained from the Customer Representative in writing .

4.7.1

ADDITION/DELETION SYSTEM ASSEMBLY OR END COMPONENT UNITS
The Customer may install additional system assembly or component units from time to time . These
assemblies/ components may be included for Callout and Maintenance service on request by th e
Customer. The Contractor should vary these assemblies/components into the Agreement within 48
hours of receiving the request or as agreed with the Customer.

4.8

PREVENTATIVE AND STATUTORY MAINTENANCE SERVICES
It is the responsibility of the Contractor to maintain the Electronic Security System/s in a serviceable
and secure operating condition, and comply with Customer security requirements . Preventive and
Statutory Maintenance is regular maintenance and inspection works required to ensure Ele ments,
Assemblies or parts thereof comply with the applicable Standards, such that the typical econo mic
life is achieved.

•

The Contractor is responsible for the full cost of all necessary technical and other staff and
equipment to adequately provide the services to maintain the systems. (Refer also to Training)
The Contractor will carry out Preventive and Statutory maintenance on each system in accordance
with the approved Preventive and Statutory Maintenance Program.
At the start of each year, the Contractor must, after liaising with the facilities , submit a prog ram of
sites and dates for the completion of Preventive & Statutory Maintenance, maintenance to the
Customer for approval at least two weeks prior to the dates nominated. Once approval has been
received, the Contractor must confirm the exact time and date of their visit with the site.
The Preventive and Statutory maintenance service includes, but are not limited to the provision of:
a) All Services as required by the approved Preventive and Statutory Maintenance Program
b) All actions required to coordinate, attend meetings and provide reports on these services
c) Certifications in writing that all statutory requirements are being met for the specified items
d) Service Reports and documents to verify these works have been substantially com pleted
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END-DEVICE HEIGHT
The end-device item may be located more than 4500mm above the ground level. An add itional rate
may be applicable where this is the case.

4.8.2 WEAR AND TEAR
Any component showing signs of unusual or excessive wear or of potentially imminent fa ilure or
faulty components must be reported on the Service Reports for follow up action . Should the
technician feel it needs urgent action or it would be more cost effective to replace whilst they are on
site, the technician is to contact the Customer Representative.
4.9

INSTALLATION AND REPLACEMENT SERVICE
It is expected that the tenderer will be capable of carrying out and/or managing 'replacem ent' work
of various sizes. The term "replacement" must refer to the direct replacement/repair of existing
equipment or service .
Replacement work ca!) only be authorised by a nominated Representative . All instructions fo r this
type of work shall be issued in writing to the Contractor stating the scope of work, or any other item
client wishes to be included .

•

When providing invoices for replacement work, whether a single invoice or a progress invoice, and a
standard spread sheet format is to be supplied as an attachment. This spread sheet must be a
cumulative sheet for each job and must show cumulative material and labour quantities. It must
include amounts previously invoiced, and the balance for the current invoice.
It is expected that replacement work must be carried out on a continuous basis (i.e. for the whole
day, each day, until completed), unless prior approval in writing has been received from client.
When an approved Representative orders Replacement or Installation Work, the Hourly Labour
Rates will be used to determine the Contractor's entitlement for the labour component, when in
response to a Replacement or Installation Work the Contractor has completed a successful
Replacement or Installation . In determining the limit of the Contractors total entitlement, amounts
for labour, the cost of materials, the hire of plant and equipment and the percentages payable
thereon will be taken into account.
4.9.1

•

REPLACEMENT SPECIFICATION
Unless specified or directed otherwise, replacements must be undertaken using the same material ,
brand , type and quality as the existing i.e. replace 'like with like'. Where the current equiva lent
version of the component may be an upgrade a substitution may be approved by the Customer .
All replacements must comply with relevant NATSPEC 0981 Electronic Security, all Australian
Standards and any statutory requirements .

4.9.2 NEW INSTALLATION SERVICE (QUOTED WORKS}
The Contractor is to be capable of carrying out and/or managing installation work of various scopes
and size including minor installations and major building installations.
The term "installation" must refer to any work other than the direct replacement/repair of existing
equipment. For example , an extension to an existing system requiring new component pa rts to be
used/ installed .
Installation work is only to be authorised by client Representative. All instructions for this type of
work shall be issued in writing to the Contractor stating the scope of work, or any other item cl ient
wishes to be included.
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4.9.3 QUOTED AND ESTIMATES
Quotes and estimates may be required for installation work or major electronic security rectification
works . If a quoted price is requested , the Contractor is to include all costs required to complete the
work. The cost of providing the estimate/ quote must be at the Contractor's expense.
Information contained on a quote/estimate must include:
a) Detailed Scope of works;
b) List of major material being provided;
c) Cost of materials including mark-up;
d) Labour Cost;
e) GST component;

f)

Total Cost;

g) Anticipated duration of work;
h) ProjeGted start date;

•

i)

All quotes to be submitted within 5 working days;

j)

The Customer reserves the right to provide the Contractor with equipment parts free of
charge .

4.9.4 MATERIAL AND PLANT MARK-UP
The Contractor has the right to apply a percentage mark-up to the original purchase price of parts
used in repairs/installation works (i.e . New and replacement [used or serviced] equipment, conduit
fittings and fixtures , etc).
The Customer reserves the right to seek substantiation from the Contractor of any or all purchase
prices.
When requested , the Contractor will be required to submit a copy of the goods invoice befo re
payment can be authorized
To establish standard pricing for invoices , the Customer may request one off proof of purchase
prices for standard items. For non-standard items, (e .g. equipment hire) a copy of the hirer's invoice
must be submitted with the Contractor's invoice .

•

4.9.5 DRAWINGS AND SYSTEM DOCUMENTATION
All drawing , documentation , programming and equipment relating to the systems for all installations,
extensions and upgrades must be provided and remain the property of the Customer and must not
be disposed of without the written permission of the Customer. It must also be returned to the
Customer when requested . The drawings must be neatly drawn in black ink with neatly printed or
stencilled lettering . The Customer may be able to provide the Contractor with building plans on
request. Photocopies of existing plans of the Customer's site may be acceptable if clearly legible
and intelligible.
The Contractor must keep a copy for assisting in repairs/maintenance , for use in marking up
drawings

4.9.6 PROGRAMMING AND COMMISSIONING OF NEW INSTALLATIONS
The Customer may require new site installations to be programmed in a standard layout. In this
case, the Customer will provide the Contractor with a standard programming specification and
electronic template that the Contractor must adhere to .
An electronic programming template will explain what needs to be modified and how it sho uld be
modified. A template will provide all the non-site specific settings and needs to be modified to
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incorporate the site specific information such as users, areas, inputs, etc. It also has a document
that.

4.9.7 MONITORING CHANGE-OVER
If required, reconfigure the existing system dialer to communicate with the nominated Customer
system .
All work associated with change-over is to be recorded and conducted under a staged cha nge-over
coordinated by the Customer.
This change-over must also include the collection and updating of paperwork from facilities.
Where possible , transfer of the new alarm system to the current system, should be undertaken
using remote access.
The Customer reserves the right to carry out changeovers themselves.

4.9.8 WITNESSED COMMISSIONING
All new installation works must be signed off and witnessed as per Appendix 5.
4.9.9 ONSITE LABOUR SERVICE
•

The Customer will pay for actual On-Site Labour based on thirty (30) minute increments on arrival to
site , where applicable. The Customer will not pay for excessive numbers of technicians performing
work on site if the Customer does not deem it necessary except where for reasons of safety, W HS
or the nature of the work necessitates more than one person to attend the site, payment will be
made for one person . No payment will be made for supervisor or manager.

4.10

CRITICAL CALLOUT FEE
A Critical Callout Fee will be payable for the achievement of Priority 1 - Critical Response Times
only. The fee should be inclusive of travel time , establishment fees, and initial 30 minutes on site .
The Critical Callout Fee payable for service work will be limited to one Fee per Order (or Service
Request) regardless of the number of technicians working on the site or the number of visits
required to rectify the fault.
If a Contractor attends a site or parcel of land consisting of multiple sites , for multiple service
requests, then only one Callout Fee will apply for all jobs completed .
Critical call out fee is only payable if the Contractor meets the KPls.

•

4.11

SERVICE RESPONSE TIME
On receipt of a Service Order/request, Contractors must respond to all service Orders as per the
priority defined by the Customer. The priority response times are :
a) Priority 1 - Critical Call Out - 2 hours in normal zone (4 hours in remote zone);
b) Priority 2 - Urgent -within 4 hours or next day (7:00 AM or 9:00 AM in remote zone);
c) Priority 3 - Normal - As agreed .
The Contractor must ensure all Customers' workload is prioritised according to the level of risk to
the maintenance of security at a site.
Note: The Customer may re-prioritise the workload after consultation with the Contractor.
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5 SCHEDULE 5: SPECIFIC PROVISIONS CASH IN TRANSIT
5.1

CASH IN TRANSIT- SOFT SKIN/COVERT SERVICES
This specification establishes the core requirements for the provision of the Cash in Transit (Soft
Skin) Services. Notwithstanding the above, additional service elements may be included as
required on a Site by Site basis. In performing the Services, the Contractor will give all due regard
and attention to the fundamental requirement of the Contract to mitigate the risk of harm to
occupants of the Site during the movement and transfer of cash. The Contractor will provide cove rt
Soft Skin Cash Collection , Cash and Negotiable Instrument Transportation, Banking and re lated
services to nominated Facilities at nominated times and frequencies as defined in the Tende r Price
Schedule .

5.1.1

CIT AWARDS
The Contractor will pay its staff in accordance with the relevant award or registered employment
agreement.

•
•

5.1.2 CIT EQUIPMENTS
The Contractor will provide or otherwise ensure that their CIT Officers have all equipment necessary
for the safe and efficient provision of Services, including , without limitation:•

Appropriate clothing

•

Photo Identification cards,

•

Two-Way Radio,

•

Mobile Phone,

•

Approved forms ,

•

Working pens,

•

Notebook with numbered pages ,

•

Accurate wrist watch,

•

Unmarked vehicle

•

Any equipment by any industrial award in respect of the Services,

•

Any other necessary equipment.

Neither the Principal nor the Customer nor the Facility Managers are obligated to provide the
Contractor with any equipment, other than may reasonably be agreed with the Contractor from time
to time.
a) In providing the Services, the Contractor will only use Registered CIT Officers, unma rked
vehicles, and all necessary ancillary equipment as may be required to satisfy its obligations
under this Contract. CIT Officers will wear plain clothes as approved by the Principal.
b) The Contractor is required to provide "Registered" CIT Officers for the Services as required.
The number of CIT Officers required to perform the Services will be as determined by the
Contractor and agreed by the Principal from time-to-time.
c) Management, supervisory, and administrative tasks will be provided by the Contractor to
ensure rapid, efficient and effective communications with the Principal , and ensure safe and
secure performance of the Services.
d) The carrying of firearms by COVERT Soft Skin CIT Officers in providing the Services
is expressly prohibited. Any breach of this clause will be sufficient grounds for the immed iate
termination of the contract without recourse by the Contractor.
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5.1.3 CIT OFFICERS COMPETENCIES

The Contractor is required to have staff trained and assessed, and to provide evidence to the
Principal/Customer that any proposed CIT Officer possess the following minimum competencies as
defined by the Asset Security Training Package, to the equivalent level of Certificate Ill in Security
Operations.

•

•

CPPSEC2001A Communicate effectively in the security industry

•

CPPSEC2002A Follow workplace safety procedures in the security industry

•

CPPSEC2003B Work effectively in the security industry (or CPPSEC2003A
Work effectively in the security industry)

•

CPPSEC2004B Respond to security risk situation (or CPPSEC2004A Respond
to security risk situation)

•

CPPSEC2005A Work as part of a security team

•

CPPSEC2006B Provide security services to clients (or CPPSEC2006A Provide
security services to clients)

•

CPPSEC2009A Give evidence in court

•

CPPSEC3002A Manage conflict through negotiation

•

CPPSEC2010A Protect safety of persons

•

CPPSEC2011 B Control access to and exit from premises (or CPPSEC2011A
Control access to and exit from premises)

•

CPPSEC2012A Monitor and control individual and crowd behaviour

•

CPPSEC2014A Operate basic security equipment

•

CPPSEC2015A Patrol premises

•

TLIE2007A or TLIE707B Use communication systems

In addition to the minimum competencies specified at licencing clause 2.2.1 , the Contractor is to
provide evidence to the Principal/Customer that any proposed CIT Officer possess the
competencies as defined by the Asset Security Training Package and in accordance with the
SLED regulatory requirements .
5.1.4 CIT OFFICER DUTIES

•

The duties of the CIT Officer Covert/Armoured involve contact with staff at the Customers Facilities,
and they may also be observed by others. It is important that a CIT Officer's appearance is neat
and tidy, presenting an image of professionalism .
The following standards must be observed :
a) Clothes must be clean and neatly pressed;
b) Covered shoes must be worn;
c) Short sleeve shirts may be worn ;
d) Covert CIT Officers may wear trousers, shorts or jeans
Prior to commencement of any Personnel on duties associated with the provision of
Services, the Contractor must conduct:
a) Orientation training, including operational requirements will emphasis on the underlying
philosophy to be followed in the provision of Services for the Principal;
b) Site and route familiarisation training as applicable, and specific training in relevant policies,
procedures, and standing orders
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CASH IN TRANSIT (ARMOURED VEHICLE) SERVICES
The Contractor will provide Armoured Vehicles Cash Collection, Cash and Negotiable Instrum ent
Transportation, Banking and related services to nominated Facilities at nominated times and
frequencies as defined in the Tender Price Schedule.
In providing the Services, the Contractor will only use Registered CIT Officers, vehicles, and all
necessary ancillary equipment as may be required to satisfy its obligations under this Contract. CIT
Officers will wear uniforms as approved by the Principal
The Contractor is required to provide "Registered" CIT Officers for the Services as required . The
number of CIT Officers required to perform the Services will be as determined by the Contractor and
agreed by the Principal from time-to-time.
Management, supervisory, and administrative tasks will be provided by the Contractor to ensure
rapid, efficient and effective communications with the Principal, and ensure safe and secure
performance of the Services.

•

The sub-contractor should ensure that all reasonably practicable steps are taken to ensure that the
health and safety of persons, in addition to workers, are not adversely affected by the work being
undertaken.
a) Sub-contractors, who have engaged people as workers, have the same work safety duties
as a person conducting the business or undertaking;
b) Under the Act workers are required to follow safety procedures and instructions and
participate in safety training provided by persons in control. Workers must use the safety
equipment provided by the persons in control and take all reasonably practicable steps to
report any risk, illness and injury, connected with work, that the worker is aware of;
c) Ensure that workers performing C-1-T Security work have the relevant knowledge, skill and
appropriate licences;
d) Ensure that those workers have acquired the knowledge and skills necessary to perform C-1T work through qualifications, training and experience;
e) Ensure that adequate work safety management systems are in place and operating to
ensure that the safe work practices have been adopted and are adhered to; includ ing the
use of Personnel Protective and Safety Equipment (PPSE) and firearms;
f)

•

Review and monitor systems and control measures; and

g) Provide refresher training on procedures, safe systems of work, and PPSE on an ann ual
basis .
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6 SCHEDULE 6: PERFORMANCE SERVICE LEVELS
6.1

CONTRACTOR PERFORMANCE

6.1.1

PERFORMANCE
The Contractor's performance is to be monitored on an on-going basis in accordance with thi s
Agreement, the Statement of Requirements in Customer contracts and Key Performance Indicators
detailed below. Appendices 1, 2, 3 and 8 of this Schedule are performance management reporting
tools to be used by both Contractors and Customers to record and review performance.
The Contractor will carry out services that:
•

Comply with the specifications of the services in the Statement of Requirements and
Schedules achieve the service performance benchmarks (the 'Service Levels') set out in this
Service Levels Schedule.

•

The Contractor will participate in meetings at scheduled times with the Customer to review
the Contractors performance in meeting the Service Levels.

6.1.2 MANAGEMENT
•

The Contractor will allocate personnel with sufficient authority and experience to liaise with the
Customer on a regular basis to:
a) Ascertain business service needs and service requirements
b) Resolve Service Level difficulties
c) Ensure effective and timely administration of Agreement

6.1.3 CUSTOMER OPERATION MEETINGS
The Contractor may be required attend and contribute to up to four (4) operations meeting per yea r
per Region if required with customer. Key personnel attending must be authorised to make
decisions. The meetings will be organised by the customer on an as required basis and may be
conducted over video conferencing.
The Contractor will provide reports covering the agreed KP l's for each review meeting one week
prior to the meeting. The service provided by the Contractor will be reviewed using Key
Performance Indicators set out in the Contract and Contractor Performance Management.
Client may have additional requirements to these KPl 's and may request additional meetings .

•

6.2

PRINCIPAL ANNUAL REVIEW MEETINGS
Client Representative Review's meetings will be held annually with the client Representative and
Contractor Executive representatives.
Contract operational and review meetings will be held as scheduled with client and Contractor
Authorised Persons.
Client may request additional meetings.
Additional meetings relating to non-performance are to be formally (in writing) requested by the
Customer. The reason(s) for calling additional meetings are to be provided to the Contractor at least
24 hours prior to the meeting .

6.3

CONTRACTOR MEETING AGENDA
The standard agenda for meeting between Customer and Contractor will include:
•

Tabling and acceptance of minutes and previous meeting;

•

Tabling and review of operations report;
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Customer may vary the agenda or meetings times at any time with reasonable prior notice and may
request additional meetings.

6.4

SERVICE LEVEL BENCHMARKS
Benchmarking with other suppliers within the market place is a potential price-manage ment
mechanism under the proposed Agreement.
An independent benchmarking service provider may be engaged to compare prices of the Serv ices
with other comparable Services available in the market place.
Benchmarking may be undertaken by the benchmarking service provider after the first annive rsary
of the proposed Agreement and at 12 monthly intervals thereafter.

6.5

•

REPORTS
The Contractor will provide written reports to Principal, Facility Managers, Customers, and other
stakeholders, in forms approved by the Principal. Such reports will be tailored to meet the differi ng
requirements of the nominated recipients .
a) Orders placed by individual ordering officers, clients on behalf of branch/division etc. or
whole departments.
b) Category/Sub-category/Item.
c) Item description - general and detailed.
d) Actual delivery performance details including such things as an analysis of quantities of most
common items ordered, analysis of various ordering methods used , delivery performance
and analysis of payment periods and discounts given.
e) Reports relating to the variation of Contract prices, which might typically include details of the
percentage variation of items($) since the previous review, etc.
f)

Details of aggregated purchase quantities of items over period of time.

g) Warranty statistics.
h) Purchases by Nominee purchasers.
i)

•

Purchases by Contractors to public sector agencies.

The following are examples of the type of information likely to be requested from the Contractor by
client through regular or ad hoc requests for reporting:
a) Ad - hoc work - The Contractor must link the following as a minimum record of the callout
performed to the items in Asset Register - Date of Call-out; time received, date and time of
arrival at the facility in a response ; Nature and extent of Work carried out; Man-hours
involved; Materials required; Replacements made; Total cost of Work carried out at cost to
the Facilities Manager; Comments on current condition; and Completion Date.
b) Historical Record - The Contractor must ensure that the system retains a historical record of
all data and information listed above. Each data item must be referenced with the date of
record as appropriate to the type of data.
c) Reports - Capable of compiling reports (screen and hardcopy) on all categories of services
carried out, with the ability to also prepare summary reports for the whole facility at
Region/Sub-region/Facility, Element and/or Assembly level.
d) Regular operational meeting - This report must list of all Work performed, including details
listed above, listed by Facility/Element.
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e) Annual performance review meeting - This report must provide an overview of the service s
provided by the Contractor and including statistics during the previous twelve (12) month s.

6.6

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPI)
The Service Levels to be measured are set out as Key Performance Indicators (KPl 's) in th is
Schedule and include:

•

•

•

Time Management.

•

Prevention of Security Breaches.

•

Response and Management of Complaints.

•

Accuracy and Completeness and Timely Submission of Reports .

•

Work Health & Safety.

•

Environmental Work Practices.

•

Client Satisfaction .

•

Contract Administration.

•

Contractor Self-Assessment.

Each Customer may have additional requirements to these KPl's. The methods of evaluation or
measurement are to include (but not limited to):

Measure

KPI

Evaluation

Frequen
cy

Timeliness

Time taken from call to arrival at
a site

Call out Report - Response Time

Monthly

Timeliness

Time taken from arrival at a site
to complete rectification work.

Call out Report - Rectification Time

Monthly

Quality

Number of multiple Callouts for
the same system/problem within
a month

Call out Report -

Monthly

Quality

Accuracy of BER

Technical review agreement of Beyond
Economic Repair (BER) reports

On-goi ng

Quotes

Time taken to provide quotes,

Quotes to be submitted within 5
working days

On-going

Management

All staff inducted and accredited

Training, Accreditation & Skill report for
all staff - Induction reports incl
Working With Children Checks,
licenses for all staff and ongoing
training

Mo nthly,
Ann ually
& New
staff

Management

All annual and other
programmed work achieved

Annual and other programmed works
completed on time and to budget

Monthly
with
Invoice

Certificate of Compliance identifying
exclusions, if any; Service Books onsite
Management

Timeliness, accuracy and
legibility of invoices

Audits - Desktop review or on-site
check of attendance dockets against
invoices

Month ly
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FAILURE TO MEET SERVICE LEVELS
In the event of the Contractors performance not meeting the Service Levels, the Customer will
advise the Contractor in writing of the performance deficiency. The Contractor must effect corrective
action within 10 days.
The Customer may determine that a failure to meet a Service Level warrants immediate action as
per clause H11 (Termination) of Head Agreement.

6.8

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
The Contractor may identify improvements to service delivery of mutual value. The Contractor
warrants that it will at all times during the Agreement Period , endeavour to discover and bring to the
notice of the client Representative, any improvement or initiative which may provide either financial
savings and/or improve the delivery of services under the Agreement.

•

Contractors must (without limitation) give the client Representative a written notice setting out
sufficient details of all improvements (if any) in the proposal which are relevant to , and would
materially improve the performance of the Services, to enable the client Representative to determine
whether or not to implement any improvements under this Agreement.
If the Contractor identifies improvements, the Contractor must submit in writing to the client
Representative, at its own cost, detailed proposals for changes to the Services and associated
solutions which are likely to offer significant (including repeated and long term) benefits to the cl ient
Representative.
The Contractor must ensure that such solutions do not include anything which might adverse ly
affect the quality of the Services and that any proposed changes are consistent with the pu rpose
and intent of this Agreement.
The client Representative must consider the Contractor's proposals , but is not bound to accept any
proposal. The client Representative may also accept the proposed changes subject to cond itions.
The Contractor must have no claim arising out of the client Representative's failure to accept any
proposal or proposed changes.
If the client Representative accepts any changes proposed by the Contractor, any direct cost
savings to the Contractor of providing the changed Services (or improvement) will be for the benefit
of both the Contractor and the client Representative .
The Contractor is fully responsible to the client Representative for the compliance of the Services
and for the changes and their consequences as a result of the implementation of any improvement.

•
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7 SCHEDULE 7: INVOICING REQUIREMENTS
7.1

INVOICE TIMING
a) The Contractor will invoice the Customer on a monthly basis or as otherwise agreed with the
Customer and include the following;
b) On completion of all Services under the Customer Contract, unless otherwise agreed with
the Customer;
c) Invoices issued past 90 days from the date of work will not be acknowledged;

7.1.1

CORRECTLY RENDERED INVOICE
For the purpose of the Customer Contract, an invoice is not correctly rendered unless:
a) The invoice is a Tax Invoice;
b) The Contractor is entitled to issue the invoice under Part 2 - Customer Contract - C 4.2.1
(Invoice Timing);

•

c) The amount claimed in the invoice is correctly calculated under that Customer Contract;
d) The invoice includes the relevant Customer purchase order number, cost centre number and
general ledger code and is addressed to the Customer Representative and set out in a
manner that identifies the Customer Contract, the Services which the invoice covers and
itemises each amount claimed, to a level of detail satisfactory to the Customer acting
reasonably;
e) The invoice is accompanied by documents that adequately demonstrate to the Customer the
Goods supplied, the Services that were performed and the basis on which the amounts are
claimed.
When claiming payment the following must be attached to the invoice:
a) The original of the signed Customer Service Docket. A copy will not be accepted .
b) The original of the Facility Maintenance Site Visit sheet (Site Visit Only).
c) A copy of the Customer Service Request.
d) Contractor Declaration of Wages Conditions and Compliances .

•

e) When claiming payment for remote access, a copy of the panel log as per "Remote Access"
Section must be attached.
f)

Failure to supply any or all of these items will result in return of your invoice for correction .

g) The front of the invoice must show a breakdown of the costs being charged including :
h) Material used and costs.
i)

Labour hours, rate and cost, GST and Total.

Payment will not be made for Services unless such Services have been authorised by the
Customer.
An itemised account of all Services must be forwarded with any claims in accordance with the
pricing schedules and this contract.
Invoices must have an order no. as issued by the Customer once a Service is complete. Only one
order number will be issued for each identified fault per site (service request) at the completion of
each job. Progress payments may be acceptable (by prior agreement) where a project is ongoing for
more than one month. When requested, receipts for the purchase of materials and /or equipment
must be produced for examination to the Customer. For non-standard items, (eg equipment hire) a
copy of their invoice must be sent with the invoice for payment. The customer may request
additional information.
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8 SCHEDULE 8: SPECIAL CONDITIONS
8.1

SUBCONTRACTING
The Contractor must not sub-contract a part of its obligations under this Contract without the prior
written approval of the Customer. The Customer may give or withhold its approval in its absolute
discretion and may impose conditions on its approval.

8.1.1

SUBCONTRACTORS RESPONSIBILITIES
The Contractor is responsible for all acts and omissions of Subcontractors as if they were those of
the Contractor and the Contractor indemnifies the Customer against all costs, expenses and
liabilities incurred by the Customer in connection with the acts or omissions of any Subcontractors.

8.1.2 ASSET DETAILS
The information made available by the Customer in a Request for Quotation (RFQ) does not
necessarily detail all assets and facilities .
The Customer is not responsible for any interpretation , deductions or conclusions made by the
Contractor from the information made available and the Contractor must accept full responsibi lity for
any such interpretations, deductions or conclusions .

•

I.

Errors and Omissions

The documents supplied by the Customer to the Contractor before the Date of Contract could
include errors or omissions or could be misleading.
Notwithstanding that the Customer may have been negligent, or would but for this clause be
vicariously liable for the negligence of others, in preparing or supplying the information, th e
Contractor will have no claim in contract, tort, restitution or equity or under any statute or otherwise
against the Customer, or the Principal , arising from the errors or omissions or the fact that the
Contractor might have been misled.

II.

Indemnity

If the Contractor supplied to anyone else , including a Subcontractor any information supplied by the
Customer, the Contractor must indemnify the Customer against any claim by that person arising out
of errors or omissions or the misleading natu re of the information .

Ill.

•

Failure to Comply

If the Contractor fails to comply with the requirements of this clause the Customer may implement
such inspections and tests as the Customer determines are required and the cost incurred by the
Customer is a debt due from the Contractor.
8.2

QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The Contractor must maintain their Quality Management System. Obtain evidence from proposed
Sub- Contractors and certify that Sub- Contractors' quality management systems meet the
requirements of the Contractor's Quality Management System

8.2.1

PROJECT QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN
Develop and implement a Project Quality Management Plan that complies with the NSW
Government Quality Management Systems Guidelines (OMS Guidelines). The OMS Guidelines are
available on the Internet at:
https://www.procurepoint.nsw.qov.au/system/files/documentslqms guidelines auq 13 0. docx
The Project Quality Management Plan must cover the relevant elements of the Contractor's Quality
Management System and include an index of the Contractor's quality procedures and proposed
Inspection and Test Plans and associated checklists .
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Include a schedule of internal audits for the Agreement. Submit a copy of each audit report with in
14 days of the date of audit.

8.3

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS MANAGEMENT
Verification of Compliance with Industrial Relations Obligations
Submit before beginning works on the Site, a statement on the Contractor's letterhead Refer to
Appendix 11 , signed by an authorised person , attesting to the Contractor's compliance , in the
preceding twelve months, with all employment and legal obligations including , but not limited to:
a) Payment of remuneration to employees, annual leave, Long Service Leave Payment
Scheme registration;
b) Workers' compensation insurance, including self- insurance arrangements ;
c) Superannuation fund membership and contributions over-award payments such as
redundancy
d) Fund contributions ;

•

8.4

NON-CONFORMANCE
The Principal may issue a non-conformance sheet to the Contractor if the total KP ls score is below
the target level at any time during the contract. The Principal will detail the reasons why the targ et
score has not been met and will request that the issues be addressed by the Contractor to ensure
the service level is increased in order to meet the targets.
The Contractor must return the non-conformance sheet to the Principal within three working days,
clearly setting out the proposals to ensure an increased level of service is provided and the target
level met, indicating the completion date if applicable and who will be responsible for ensu ring the
actions are carried out. Once any remedial action has been completed the Contractor must confirm
completion . The Principal shall then check the remedial action taken by the Contractor and approve
the services if satisfied.
While the above process is in progress the contractor may be suspended and will not be engaged
until the non-conformances issue resolved , completed satisfactory and signed off by
Principal/Customer.
Three (3) poor performance ratings per year may result in the termination of the contract or a
recommendation not to extend the contract period.

•

8.5

WORK HEALTH AND SAFETY MANAGEMENT
In the performance of any Customer Contract, the Contractor must comply with the require ments of
the following:
a) The Work Health and Safety Act 2011 (NSW) and any regulation made under this Act,
including the Work Health and Safety Regulation 2011 (NSW); and
b) Any Codes of Practice issued pursuant to the above Act and regulations.
The Contractor must ensure that all Subcontractors providing Services under Customer Contracts
comply with the above requirements.
The Contractor must develop, maintain and implement a WHS Management System consi stent with
the NSW Government Work Health and Safety Management Systems and Auditing Guidelines 5th
Edition (WHSMS Guidelines) , which are available in the Procurement Guideline Documents section
of the ProcurePoint website at:
https:Ilwww.procurepoint.nsw.gov. au/documentslconstruction-guidelines-nsw--gov-whsmanagement-svstems-ed5. docx
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PROJECT WHS MANAGEMENT PLAN
For each Customer Contract, the Contractor must prepare and implement a Project WHS
Management Plan that complies with the WHSMS Guidelines.
Within 8 weeks after award of the Customer Contract, the Contractor must submit the applicable
Project WHS Management Plan to the Customer, together with a copy of the checklist at Appendix
A of the NSW Government Work Health and Safety Management Systems and Auditing Guidelines
Efh Edition, completed and signed by the Contractor to confirm the compliance of the Project WH S
Management Plan .
Guidance on WHS management plans and Safe Work Method Statements for maintenance
services, extracted from the 'WHS Management Systems Guidelines" is contained in NSW
Government publication : "How to prepare Site-specific Safety Management Plans and Safe W ork
Method Statements", which is available from WorkCover NSW or from the internet web site at:

www.workcover.nsw.gov.au

8.5.2 INCIDENT REPORTS
The Contractor must ensure compliance with the notification and other requirements of the WHS Act
2011 (NSW) sections 35-39 for any notifiable incident, including immediate notification to
WorkCover.

•

Notify the Principal of any notifiable incident and any incident requiring medical treatment or
involving lost time as soon as reasonably practicable after the incident.
Provide a written report to the Principal within twenty-four hours after the incident, giving details of
the incident and evidence that requirements of the WHS Act have been met.
When requested , provide to the Principal an incident investigation report, including identification of
the root cause of the incident and corrective actions taken , in the form directed.

8.5.3 PROHIBITION, IMPROVEMENT, NON-DISTURBANCE AND PENALTY NOTICE
The Contractor must immediately notify the Principal of any Prohibition, Improvement, Nondisturbance or Penalty Notice issued by WorkCover for any work under the Contract. Provide the
Principal with a copy of the Notice and written details of the corrective action taken by the Contractor
and/or the applicable subcontractor to rectify the breach and to prevent recurrence.

8.5.4 SAFE WORK PROCEDURES

•

The Contractor must develop Safe Work Method Statement for the Services provided under the
Customer agreement. Safe work procedures must include , as a minimum:
a) Etc - as per the draft RFT. Except the reference in item f) should probably be to 'Safe W ork
Method Statements'.
b) Procedures that are relevant to the Contractor's operations;
c) A description of the tasks and associated hazards;
d) All precautions to be undertaken to protect health and safety;
e) Control measures and methods to minimise health and safety risks ;
f)

Reference to health and safety legislation, codes or standards applicable to the work; and

g) If requested by the Principal and/or the Customer, obtaining Safe Work Procedure
Statements from Sub- Contractors 7 days before commencement of the Customer Co ntract.

8.6

ABORIGINAL PARTICIPATION
The Contractor must use its best endeavours to make Aboriginal participation , including
employment and training, a feature of the project.
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INDUCTION
If required by the Customer, all the Contractor's Personnel deployed on the Services must attend a
site induction program arranged by the Customer.

8.8

MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
Where the Agreement requires compliance with a Standard or Code , that Standard or Code must be
the one current at the closing date for tenders, except that the requirements of the Building Code of
Australia for each customer contract must be current at the Date of Completion of that customer
Contract.
All visible external and internal surfaces, including fittings, fixtures and equipment, must be free of
marks, dirt, dust, vermin and unwanted materials, as a condition of payment. All surplus materials
resulting from maintenance or replacement are the property of the Contractor unless directed
otherwise and must be disposed of offsite .

8.9

•

GUARANTEES
Ensure that the Customer will have the benefit of all warranties and guarantees for all items
provided under the relevant Customer Contract for which a guarantee would be reasonably
expected .

8.10

HAZARDOUS SITUATIONS
All staff/officers must not to place themselves in any situation which could, in their opinion , be
hazardous. Such hazardous situations could include, but are not limited to, proximity to electricity
wires; investigating objects potentially contain explosive or incendiary material, fires, flamm able or
toxic fumes or gases.

8.11

OPERATIONAL INCIDENT REPORT
The Contractor must prepare and submit to the Principal and Customer a written incident report to
on any incident which may affect the normal running of the Customer's organisation, and/or could
lead to a crisis occurring or a claim for damages against the Customer. The report should generally
address 'Who , What, Why, How" in relation to the incident.
The written report may be used as supporting evidence and may be referred to the Customer's
senior management. There may be situations when the report will need to be made available to the
Police or made available for the information of a Court of Law. Care should be therefore ta ken in its
compilation to ensure;

•

a) Neatness of presentation and legibility of handwriting;
b) Correct use of punctuation and correctness of spelling; and
c) Completeness of information and details with no errors;

8.12

COMPLAINTS
Any complaint relating to the Contractor's personnel or otherwise concerning the manner in wh ich
any security services are performed must be reported to the Customer as soon as possible and
investigated by the Contractor.
The Contractor must provide all reasonable assistance to the Customer's Representative in th e
investigation of such complaint.
The Contractor must prepare a written investigation report which describes the nature of the
complaint and provides details of all action taken by the Contractor in response and must be
accompanied by any statements taken from persons who were involved in the circumstances
surrounding the complaint. The Contractor is to submit such report to the Customer, within one (1 )
day of the complaint being reported.
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INFORMATION TO BE PROVIDED TO THE CUSTOMER AND PRINCIPAL
The Contractor must upon request make available to the Customer and /or the Principal at a ny ti me
between 9.00am and 5.00pm. Monday to Friday, the following records for inspection , in o rder to
verify compliance with the Contract:
a) All staff rosters ;
b) All staff pay and allowance records ;
c) All Security Industry Act Licences;
d) All Company Registration documents;

e) All Business Name Registration documents;
f)

All train ing registers and certification of technical staff;

g) All insurance policies;

h) Any other documentation requested by the Customer and/or the Principal that is re levant to
the performance of the Contract;

•

i)

All drivers licences , vehicle registration , vehicle insurances and road worthiness certificates;

j)

All senior first aid certificates;

k) Any other documentation requested by the Customer and/or that is relevant to the
performance of the contract is relevant to the performance of the Contract;
I)

Evidence of qualifications and training ; and

m) Electronic Vehicle Tracking system or any other electronic recording system ;
The Contractor must ensure that any information supplied to the Customer and the Principa l is true
and correct to the best of the Contractor's knowledge and belief.

8.14

CONTRACTOR PANEL ARRANGEMENT
The panel arrangement provides successful tenderers the opportunity to compete for work but does
not guarantee that any successful tenderer will be awarded work.
A sufficient number of Contractors that meet all the requirements as per contract will be appoi nted to
a panel to adequately service Customers' needs in NSW under the Head Agreement.

•
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9 SCHEDULE 9: COST ADJUSTMENT PROVISIONS
9.1

CHANGE OF CONTRACT PRICE SUBMISSION BY CONTRACTOR
At the end of each 12 months of the Head Agreement Term, the Contractor may submit a change to
the Contract Prices Schedule (via eTendering Price Schedule) the change will take effect on the
Contract Year Anniversary. The changed prices will consider any Service Fee reduction.
All Services provided for previous 12 months must be completed and invoiced .
Percentage multipliers will not be adjusted.
Note: Price reviews are scheduled in line with the initial contract commencement (July annually).

9.2

CUSTOMER CONTRACT COST ADJUSTMENT
Amounts in the Tender Price Schedule will remain firm for the first Contract Year. For work carried
out in each subsequent Contract Year, the amounts (in dollars) will be adjusted as follows :

9.2.1

•

PRICE FOR ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
Routine maintenance prices shall be adjusted for both labour and material. These prices sha ll be
adjusted by multiplying the Contract Price by the adjustment factor calculated in accordance with the
following formula using the applicable Labour and Materials Indexes

.
Factor= 1+ (CIL-BILJ
- - - - x 35 % + (CIM-BIMJ
- - - - x 55%
Adjustment
BIL

BIM

where:
CIL is the Current Index Number for Labour
BIL is the Base Index Number for Labour
CIM is the Current Index Number for Materials
BIM is the Base Index Number for Materials

9.2.2

FOR ALL OTHER PRICES
If Price variation is based on Consumer Price Index (CPI), the following formula will apply:

•

RP=

OP*

L
Lo

(Note : * = means multiplication)
where:
RP =

Revised Customer Contract Price.

OP=

Original Customer Contract Price.

L

CPI at Price Adjustment date.

=

Lo =

CPI at the Base Date.

9.2.3 LABOUR RATE
The Contractor's rates for labour will be adjusted by multiplying the Contract Rates by the
adjustment factor calculated in accordance with the following formula using the applicable Labou r
Indexes

.

(C~-B~J

Adjustment Factor= 1+ - - - - x 90%

BIL
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9.2.4 LABOUR INDEX
Australian Bureau of Statistics Catalogue 6302.0 - Australian Bureau of Statistics Catalog ue 6302 .0
- Average Weekly Earnings, Australia , Table 4: Average Weekly Earnings Trend , Private Sector,
Persons, Full Time Adult Total Earnings (Series ID A85002067K).
BIL is the Labour Index Number last published by the Australian Bureau of Statistics prior to th e
closing date of tender;
CIL is the Labour Index Number last published by the Australian Bureau of Statistics prior to the
commencement of the Contract Year for which the adjustment is being calculated.

9.2.5 MATERIAL INDEX
Australian Bureau of Statistics Catalogue 6427.0 - Producer Price Indexes, Table 18: Input to the
House Construction Industry, All Groups, Sydney (Series ID A2390417V).

•

BIM is the Materials Index Number last published by the Australian Bureau of Statistics prior to the
closing date of tenders;
CIM is the Materials Index Number last published by the Australian Bureau of Statistics prior to the
commencement of the Contract Year for which the adjustment is being calculated .

9.2.6 CONSUMER PRICE INDEX
Australian Bureau of Statistics Catalogue 6401 .0 - Consumer Price Index, Table 1 - All Gro ups CPI ,
Sydney.
L is the Consumer Price Index Number last published by the Australian Bureau of Statistics prio r to
the closing date of tenders;
Lo is the Consumer Price Index Number last published by the Australian Bureau of Statistics prior to
the commencement of the Contract Year for which the adjustment is being calculated.

9.2.7 DISCONTINUED OR ALTERED INDEXES
If an index is discontinued or the basis on which an index is calculated is altered , the nearest index
consistent with the intention of this clause and agreed by both parties will be substituted .
9.2.8 DECIMAL PLACES

•

If an index number includes more than three decimal places, regard shall not be given to the fou rth
and following decimal places of the index number.

9.3

SERVICE FEE ADJUSTMENT
If the Principal issues notification of a Service Fee adjustment then the Contract Price will be
adjusted using the following formula :

RP= OP *

(l+RM)
(l+OM)
(Note : * = means multiplication)

Where:
RP =

Revised Contract Price

OP =

Original Contract Price

RM =

Revised Management Fee Rate
54
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Original Management Fee Rate

TRANSITION OUT PERIOD
In the Transition out Period, the rates applicable in the last Contract Year will apply .

•
•
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10 SCHEDULE 10: Geographical Regions
Richm ond
Tweed

-·

Mid North Coa st

Central West

Inner Syd ney

•
•

Region

Description

Regional Name

1

Hunter (HT)

The Hunter Region contains the Hunter River and its tributaries with highlan d
areas to the north and south. The Hunter Valley is one of the largest river
valleys on the NSW coast.

2

lllawarra (IL)

The lllawarra Region contains the urban areas of Wollongong and Nowra, an d
the Minnamurra and Shoalhaven river valleys . To the west of the coa stal plain
is a long escarpment that leads to very rugged terrain in the Shoalhaven area.

South Eastern (SE)

Comprises the far south coast of NSW , the southern tablelands and the
Snowy Mountains . The region contains the Clyde, Moruya, Tuross and Bega
river valleys .

3

Northern (NR)

Northern (NR)
The region contains the Northern Tablelands , the
northern slopes to the west of the tablelands, and the north central plains.

4

Murrumbidgee (MG)

The region is traversed by the Murrumbidgee River and contains the
Murrumbidgee and other irrigation areas. Wagga Wagga is the maj or urban
centre in the region .

Murray (MR)

The Murray River on the NSW bord er forms the southern boundary of the
region . The terrain varies from flat in the western and central areas to very
rugged on the eastern border. The main urban centre in the region is Albury.

Mid· North Coast (NC)

The Mid-North Coast Region covers a coastal strip of NSW and includes the
Manning , Hastings, Clarence and Macleay river valleys .

5

Richmond - Tweed (RT)

6

7

The Richmond and Tweed coastal river basins and the Upper Clarence River
valley dominate th is region. To the west is the New England Plateau an d to
the north the McPherson Range .

Far West (FW)

This vast region cootaining the unincorporated area of NSW is bounded by
the Queensland and South Australian borders. Included is the City of Broken
Hill and the Darling River passes through the region from the north-east to the
south .

Central West (CW)

In the centre of the reg ion is the Bathurst-Orange area and to the east the
Blue Mountains . The western area extends to the Lachlan river and the town
of Condobolin . The region also contains the urban areas of Parkes, Forbes
and Cowra.

North Western (NW)

This large region contains diverse topography, with flat plains to the west,
undulating slopes in the centre and elevated areas extending from the Central
Tablelands in the east. The region includes the Bogan, Macquarie and
Castlereagh river basins .

Sydney Inner (SI)

Inner Suburbs of Sydney
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Regional Name

Description

Sydney Outer (SO)

Outer Suburbs of Sydney

Sydney Surrounds (SS)

Areas around Sydney Metropolitan

11 APPENDICES A Example Contractor Forms:

(I)

Appendix 1 - Annual Report Format

Attl_TSS Security
Annual Meeting Repo

~

Appendix 2 - Client Survey Form

Att2_Client_Survey _
Form.docx

•

Appendix 3 - Contractor Self Evaluation
Att3_Contractor_Sel
f_Evalulation_Form. d

~

Appendix 4 - Certificate of Compliance

Att4_Certificate of
Corrpliance . docx

Appendix 5 - Witness Commissioning
AttS_Witnessed
Cormissioning. docx

Appendix 6 - Order Form

•

Att6_0rder
Form.docx

Appendix 8 - Equipment Register Template
Att8_Equiprrent
Register.xlsx

Appendix 9 Quote

Basic Investigation Report &

~

Att9_Sarrple BIR &
Quote Report .docx

Appendix 11 - Contractor Statement
Attl ! _Contractor
Staterrent. doc
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12 APPENDICES B Property NSW Documents:

~

Appendix 7 - Agreement Registration Form

Att7 _Agreement
Registration Form.do,

-,:
-

Appendix 10 - Remote Zone Areas

AttlO_Remote Zone
Area .pdf

END OF DOCUMENT

•
•
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EXTERNAL INTERESTS POLICY 2010
The Vice-Chancellor and Principal, as delegate of the Senate of the University of Sydney,
adopts the following policy.
Dated:

15/10/2010

Last amended : 1 June 2017 (administrative amendments only)
Name:

•
•

Dr Michael Spence

CONTENTS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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11
12
13
14
15
16
17
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Name of policy

This policy is the External Interests Policy 2010.

2

Commencement

This policy commences on 1 January 2011 .

3

Policy is binding

Except to the extent that a contrary intention is expressed, this policy binds the
University, staff and affiliates.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF

SYDNEY
4

Statement of intent

This policy:

5

•
•

outlines the general standards of conduct expected of University staff and
affiliates in relation to external interests; and

(b)

provides for the avoidance and appropriate management of actual , apparent
or perceived conflicts of interests.

Application
( 1)

This policy applies to all staff and affiliates.

(2)

If there is any inconsistency between this policy and the Commercial Activities
Guidelines, the Commercial Activities Guidelines will prevail.

Note:

6

(a)

Guidelines Concerning Commercial Activities have been determined by Senate.

Definitions

affiliate

means a clinical title holder; an adjunct, conjoint or honorary
appointee; a consultant or contractor to the University; an office
holder in a University entity; a member of any University
committee ; and any other person appointed or engaged by the
University to perform duties or functions on its behalf.

conflict of
interests rule

means the rule set out in Clause 8 of th is policy.

conflicts
register

means the register established by Clause 9 of this policy.

executive
supervisor

means the relevant Dean , Head of School and Dean (University
School), Director or other chief officer of an administrative area,
Deputy Vice Chancellor or Vice Chancellor, as the case may be.

external entity

means any person or organisation which is not legally the
University.

financial
interest

means any interest that could result, directly or indirectly, in
receiving a monetary gain or sustaining a monetary loss.

external interest

includes :
•

External Interests Policy 2010

holding a remunerated or honorary position in , or having a
financial interest in , an external entity; or

Page 2 of 7
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•

•

personal
interest

means a personal relationship (including spouse, de facto partner,
sexual partner, immediate family, close friend, financial dependent
or business partner) which a reasonable person might perceive as
liable to influence decision making .

staff

means employees of the University, including casual employees .

University
committee

means any committee or governing body of any entity established
by or with the authority of the Senate .

University entity

means any entity established by or with the authority of the
Senate.

7

External interests generally
( 1)

The University acknowledges that its staff and affiliates engage in a wide variety
of external activities, and considers that these are in the public interest and of
benefit to the University and to the individuals involved.

(2)

The University also acknowledges that external interests may give rise to conflicts
of interests, whether actual , potential or perceived . This does not, of itself, imply
that any wrongdoing has occurred or will occur.

8

•

having a consulting arrangement with an external entity.

The conflict of interests rule
( 1)

Staff and affiliates owe obligations of good faith , confidentiality and loyalty of
service to the University.

(2)

Subject to the provisions of this policy, staff and affiliates must not:

(3)

(4)

(a)

allow their external , personal or financial interests to come into actual ,
potential or perceived conflict with their duties to the University; or

(b)

allow their duties to any external entity to come into actual, potential or
perceived conflict with their duties to the University.

The conflict of interests rule applies to potential or perceived conflicts of interests
where :
(a)

there is a real or substantial possibility of the potential or perceived conflict
of interests actually arising ; and

(b)

the external , personal or financial interest in question is material.

An interest will only be material if:
(a)

it is real and substantial , not theoretical , remote , contingent or otherwise
insubstantial; and

External Interests Policy 2010
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(b)
(5)

9

•

it has, or appears to have, the capacity to influence the conduct of a
particular individual (whether or not it has actually done so) .

A material interest will arise in circumstances in which detriment or benefit
accrues to a staff member or affiliate.

The conflicts register
( 1)

The General Counsel will establish and maintain a register of conflicts of interests
declared to the University.

(2)

The register will contain :

10
(1)

(a)

copies of declarations of external interests which disclose conflicts of
interests; and

(b)

copies of conflict management plans .

Annual declaration of external interests to the University
Subject to Clause 12:
(a)

all academic staff members or affiliates; and

(b)

any professional staff members or affiliates who are, or may be, involved in
decision making on the University's behalf (whether or not as decision
maker)

are required to provide to the relevant executive supervisor an annual declaration
of external interests, irrespective of whether or not the interests declared attract the
operation of the conflict of interests rule .
(2)

•

11

The Director, Human Resources may prescribe a form for declarations provided
under this clause.

Ad hoc declaration of external interests to the University

(1)

Staff members and affiliates who acquire or become aware of an external interest
at a time after their most recent annual declaration and before the next annual
declaration is due, must provide a further ad hoc declaration of that interest as
soon as possible after becoming aware of it.

(2)

The ad hoc declaration must be made in writing, to the relevant executive
supervisor.

(3)

The Director, Human Resources may prescribe a form for ad hoc declarations of
external interests.

12

Affiliates may provide statutory declarations

( 1)

With the consent of the relevant executive supervisor, an affiliate may provide an
annual statutory declaration in lieu of an annual declaration of external interests .

(2)

Any statutory declaration provided for the purposes of this clause must state that
the person making the declaration :
(a)

has read this policy; and

External Interests Policy 2010
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SYDNEY
(b)
(3)

The Director, Human Resources may prescribe a form for statutory declarations
provided under this clause.

(4)

Affiliates who acquire or become aware of an external interest at a time after their
most recent statutory declaration and before the next annual declaration is due,
must consider if that external interest is consistent with the statutory declaration
they have provided . If it is not, they must provide an ad hoc declaration of
external interests to the relevant executive supervisor as soon as possible.

13

•

( 1)

Evaluating conflicts of interests
The executive supervisor will review each declaration and determine:
(a)

whether any disclosed interest gives rise to a conflict of interests, whether
actual, potential or perceived ;

(b)

whether that interest is material ; and

(c)

whether any conflict of interests can be avoided or managed .

(2)

In making the determination required by this clause, the executive supervisor may
seek relevant assistance , including from the person who made the declaration .

(3)

If the executive supervisor determines that the conflict of interests rule applies,
the executive supervisor will :

14

•

has no external interests which give rise to any conflict of interests, whether
actual , potential or perceived .

(a)

inform the staff member or affiliate of that determination as soon as possible ;
and

(b)

provide a copy of the declaration to the General Counsel for inclusion in the
conflicts register.

Managing conflicts of interests

( 1)

If a conflict of interests has been identified , the executive manager must prepare
a conflict management plan in consultation with the affected staff member or
affiliate .

(2)

If the executive supervisor determines that the conflict of interests cannot be
managed , it must be avoided. To that end the University may prevent the staff
member or affiliate from carrying out any activity it considers necessary for this
purpose.

(3)

If the conflict of interests is to be avoided, the conflict management plan must
specify how this is to be achieved .

(4)

If the executive supervisor determines that it is possible to manage a conflict of
interests, the conflict management plan must specify how this is to be done,
including :
(a)

the persons to whom the relevant interest will be made known;

(b)

any activities, including discussions , negotiations and decisions, in which the
person making the declaration may not participate; and

(c)

any positions which the person making the declaration may not occupy
(whether temporarily or permanently).

External Interests Policy 2010
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(5)

The conflict management plan must be signed by the executive supervisor and
the affected staff member or affiliate.

(6)

The executive supervisor will provide a copy of the signed conflict management
plan to the General Counsel for inclusion in the conflicts register.

(7)

The Director, Human Resources may prescribe a form for conflict management
plans.

(8)

It is the responsibility of the affected staff member or affiliate to comply with the
conflict management plan.

15

•

Staff members or affiliates whose external, personal or financial interests actually , or
potentially, impact or might be perceived to impact upon the objectivity of any academic
presentation or publication in which the staff member or affiliate is involved must ensure
that the presentation or publication is accompanied by a public declaration of the relevant
interest.

16

Failure to declare

( 1)

Failure fully to disclose information about a conflict of interests may constitute
misconduct and result in disciplinary action being taken by the University.

(2)

Failure fully to disclose and appropriately manage a conflict of interests may be
regarded as corrupt conduct under the Independent Commission Against
Corruption (/GAG) Act 1988.

17

•

Public declaration of external interests

Privacy

( 1)

The University's Privacy Policy applies to any personal information collected
under this policy.

(2)

Persons with grounds to inspect the conflicts register will be perm itted access to
the register at the discretion of the General Counsel.

NOTES
Date adopted:
Date registered :
Date commenced :

1 January 2011

Date amended :

1 June 2017 (administrative amendments only)
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Administrator:

Director, Human Resources

Review date:

1 January 2016

Related documents:
Privacy and Personal Information Protection Act 1998 (NSW)
Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC) Act 1998
(NSW)
Guidelines Concerning Commercial Activities
Privacy Policy
Reporting Wrongdoing Policy
Risk Management Policy

•

Code of Conduct: Staff and Affiliates
Research Code of Conduct 2013
University of Sydney policies can be accessed on the Policy
Register: http://sydney.edu.au/policies/

AMENDMENT HISTORY

•

Provision

Amendment

Commencing

cl 6

Amendment to the definition of "personal interest" to
encompass friendships and other non-familiar and
non-business relationships .

26 October 2012

cl10(1b)

Replaced "general staff members" with
"professional staff members" to reflect the new
terminology in the Enterprise Agreement 2013-2017.

1 April 2014

6

Amendments relating to organisational design
changes

1 June 2017

Related
documents

Replaced rescinded document with Research Code
of Conduct 2013

1 June 2017
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Training Record: Dennis Smith

Below you will see active training items requiring your attention.
If you would like to view your Completed items, click on the Active button below left and then select 'Completed' from the dropdown
menu. All your completed training items will display.
To print a Certificate of Attendance, navigate to the Completed tab and click on View Certificate for the relevant item.

If you would like to add External Training, click on the button with the 3 dots to the right, then select 'Add External Training'

.

earch results (19)

Module 5 - Sydney and Aboriginal self-determination (cultural competence)
Completed: 06/04/2018

Status: Completed

Module 4: Know your world. See my world. (cultural competence)
Completed: 13/12/2017

Status: Completed

CIS RiskWare Training 2016 (Starts 13/12/2017)
Completed: 13/12/2017

Status: Completed

Reporting Wrongdoing (online module)
Completed: 13/12/2017

Status: Completed

Module 3: Racism runs deep (cultural competence)
Completed: 12/12/2017

Status: Completed

Module 2 - What do you mean by "cultural competence"?
Completed: 12/12/2017

Status: Completed
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Module 1 - Journey of self discovery (cultural competence)
Completed: 12/12/2017

Status: Completed

Workplace Bullying Prevention (online module)
Completed: 12/12/2017

Status: Completed

Privacy (online module)
Completed: 12/12/2017

•

Status: Completed

Code of Conduct (online module)
Completed: 11/08/2017

Status: Completed

Policy Framework and Delegations of Authority
Completed: 11/08/2017

Status: Completed

Introduction to Disability Inclusion (online module)
Completed: 11/08/2017

Status: Completed

CIS New Starter Awareness Training - Version 1.0
Completed: 22/06/2017

Status: Completed

Achieving an Equitable Workplace (online module)
Completed: 13/06/2017

Status: Completed

Discover the University of Sydney - Orientation online
Completed: 13/06/2017

Status: Completed
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*Work Health & Safety Induction
Completed: 13/06/2017

Status: Completed

*Work Health and Safety for Managers and Supervisors (Starts 13/08/2015)
Completed: 13/08/ 2015

Status: Completed

Charles Perkins Centre research and education hub workplace induction - general (b)
Completed: 20/12/2013

•

Status: Completed

*Work Health and Safety Induction
Completed: 28/ 03/2013

Status: Completed

•
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Gloria Rodgers
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Greg Robinson Director (CIS)
Monday, 11 January 2016 4:38 PM
Jane Coulter
RE: Gifts

Thanks Jane
This is excellent and is the culture we have worked very hard to create.
We had a record number of people bring gifts to me that they had received unsolicited and we have had the
Companies come and retrieve them - the talks are working and the message is being heard about CIS zero gift policy.
Happy to work on a strategy with the Dean with you as you suggest.
Kind regards

•

Greg
From: Jane Coulter
Sent: Monday, 11 January 2016 9:54 AM
To: Greg Robinson Director (CIS)
Subject: Gifts

-----,---~----·--·-··~~-----· ----------. - -······

Hi Greg
Over the break I had an ema il from a CIS staff member seeking advice about what to do regarding a gift card for
$130 that he has received from the Discipline of Accounting in the Business School. Apparently the Discipline of
Accounting practice of sending these gifts has been ongoing for some years, and this is not the first time the gift has
exceeded $100. The employee has spoken with the EA to Kate Doyle, the Discipline Executive Officer about
returning the gift and it seems the money for the gift card comes from 'passing the hat round' the staff for a
donation! It is likely that this staff member is not the only one who gets such a gift nor CIS is not the only unit to
receive them. As far as I can gather the gift has never been declared previously. In summary my advice to the
employee has been :

•

•
•
•

To advise his line manager of the gift - which he has done
Return the gift with a letter explaining why
Complete the Declaration Form for gifts of $100 or more stating that the gift has been returned (if it is),
keep a copy of the form and send a copy to his line manager.

I said I would be advising you about this and also the Dean of the Business School. Perhaps an 'all points' email to
CIS staff advising that these gifts are inappropriate and what to do with them would be helpful for staff?
I will also similarly speak with the Dean as I am sure, like you, he is unaware of this practice -well-intentioned it may
be, it is obviously inappropriate.
What I did suggest to the employee as an alternative to a gift, is a letter from the Discipline to the CIS staff member
and their line manager, expressing appreciation for the good service that has been provided over the year; then the
letter could go on the employee's personal file . I will suggest this to the Dean, unless you think this is inappropriate
or would prefer to mention this to the Dean yourself?
The employee preferred their name not be mentioned . I thanked him for seeking advice - that was great - maybe
the policy talks are working!
Of course Greg, as always, happy to discuss.
1
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!( in d regards,
Jane

I work /\lio ndays and Tuesdays and will res pond to vour em oil. If the matter is urgent pleasE con tact Charles Car/J an
charles.corb an@)svdney_J}__clu.au_ o,· r::i":on.:? 9035 5 255.
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Gloria Rodgers
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Greg Robinson Director (CIS)
Wednesday, 16 May 2012 5:42 PM
Megan.Kennedy@isis.com.au
ISIS rugby invitation

Dear Megan
Thank you for the kind invitation to the rugby.
Unfortunately the event is one that I am unable to accept under the Universities policy on gifts and entertainment.
I hope that you are able to find another guest to join you on the evening.

Regards

•

GREG ROBINSON I Director
Campus Infrastructure & Services
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Services Building G12 I 22 Cod 1·ington Street I Darlington

I NSW J2008

T+61291140857 JF+61293516 129 IM+6141 1208205
E g.robinson@sydney.edu.au I W http://sydney.edu.au
CRICOS 00026A
This email plus any attachments to it are confidential. Any unauthorised use is strictly prohibited . If you receive th is email in error, please delete it
and any attachments .
Please think of our environment and only print tnis e-mail if necessary .

••

.i-

1
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Gloria Rodgers
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Greg Robinson Director (CIS)
Tuesday, 22 May 2012 2:07 PM
Gareth Williams; David Wiles; Wayne Burgess; Greg Robinson Director (CIS)
Re: SMSN - Project Completion Lunch
image001.jpg

Hi Gareth
Under the University gifts policy we are not able to accept such an invitation unfortunately.
It should be noted that we will shortly be shortlisting Tier 1 and 2 builders and they will be in this process which is even
more reason for avoiding any perception that may come from attendance by either myself or David.
As you are not directly involved in procurement of these services I will leave the decision on attendance with you.

•

Regards
GREG ROBINSON I Director
Campus Infrastructure & Services
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Services Building G12 I 22 Codrington Street I Darlington I NSW I 2008
T+61291140857 IF+61293516129 IM+61411208205
E g.robinson@sydney.edu.au I W http:1/sydney.edu.au
CRICOS 00026A
This email plus any attachments to it are confidential. Any unauthorised use is strictly prohibited . If you receive this email in error, please delete it
and any attachments .
Please think of our environment and only print this e-mail if necessary.

From: Gareth Williams <gareth.williams@sydney.edu.au>
Date: Tuesday, 22 May 2012 1:59 PM
To: David Wiles <david.wiles@sydney.edu.au>, Wayne Burgess <wayne.burgess@sydney.edu.au>, "Greg Robinson
Director (CIS)" <gregrobinson@usyd.edu.au>
Subject: FW : SMSN - Project Completion Lunch

••

David, Wayne & Greg,

As you are probably aware Richard Crookes Constructions have recently completed the Nepean Medical School project and have offered
to take us out for lunch to celebrate the completion .

Can you advise if you wish to attend and if so which date would suit 8/6/12 or 22/6/12

Should you have any queries please contact me
Regards,

GARETH WILLIAMS I Project Manager
Projects Division I Campus Infrastructure & Services
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Services Building G12 I 22 Codrington St I Darlington I NSW I 2008
T +61 2 9351 151 O I F +61 2 9351 52341 M +61 406 770 740
E 9areth.wllllams@Sydney.edu.au1 W http://sydney.edu.au
CRICOS 00026A
This email plus any attachments to it are confidential. Any unauthorised use is strictly prohibited . If you receive this email in error, please
delete it and any attachments .
Please think of our environment and only print this e-mail if necessary .

From: Ben Lynam

Sent: 22 May 2012 9:08 AM
1
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To: Gareth Williams
Subject: SMSN - Project Completion Lunch

Hi Gareth,
Which date do you prefer for the project completion lunch 08/06(Friday before the long weekend) or the 22/06?

Regards
Ben Lynam, Project Manager

RICHARD CROOKES
~

1,,:,:. ,•

~,., •.a:~..w;

••11. . . . .

CONSTRUCTIONS
Direct 02 9902 4 767 I Fax 02 9439 11 14 I Mobile
214 Willoughby Road, Narembum NSW 2065
www.richardcrookes .com.au

•

(
·······- ··"= ·---···· ..... __ ,,__,______,.,_ ,.,_,____._.,..,_... _.. __ ..,...... . . ....................,. .. ·--~·-·o,·.. --...... _,_.___.___________._____ ,. ___________,_ _ _ _
•::011fide11tial: · Trie contents of this email are confidential . If you raceive this email in en·or. please notify the sender then delete the email. Any unauthorised
use of this email is expressly prohibited.
Viruses :- The sender's systems have scanned this email -for viruses. However, we recomm end th.it reci pient(s) conduct their own virus scanning. Tile sence r
cces nor accept liability for any vin.ises tll«t may be transmitted ..

•

2
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From: Greg Robinson Director (CIS) [mailto:qregrobinson@usyd.edu.al.(]

Sent: Monday, 18 June 2012 1:44 PM
To: Chris Heap

Subject: Re: Rugby???? Wales???
HI Chris
Very kind invite but no can do.
Under the U of Syd policies we are not able to accept entertainment or gifts from potential or existing suppliers.

•

I can however go for lunch when free as long as I either pick up the bill or at least my portion -very old fashioned of me I
know!!

(

Regards
GREG ROBINSON I Director
Campus Infrastructure & Services
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Services Building G12 I 22 Codrington Street I Darlington

T +61291140857 IF +61 2 9351 6129 IM
E g.robinson@sydney.edu.au I W http://sydney.edu.au

I NSVV I 2008

CRICOS 00026A
This email plus any attachments to it are confidential. An y unauthorised use is strictly prohibited. If you receive this ema il in arror, please delete it
and any attachmen ts .
Please th ink of our environment and only print this e-m3il if necessa ry .

From: Chris Heap

Date: Monday, 18 June 2012 12:00 PM
To: "Greg Robinson Director (CIS)" <gregrobinson@usyd.edu.au>
Subject: Rugby???? Wales???

•

Creg ,
Good to see you the other day .. ..
Don't know how you 're placed this Saturday afternoon . but I've got four Platinum tickets to the Wallabies/Wales match
at the SFS.
Chris Ahern and I are going and if you were free thought it would be nice to invite you and Woodcock ..... he's an old
rugby nut, and it would be good to catch up.
Kiel< off at 3 so we should meet at say 2?
Can you let me know if you 're interested today/tomorrow in case we need to find an alternate rugby fan!
If 1/0u're 'in' I'll send all the details.
Cheers buddy

Chris Heap
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR

2
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GANELLEN

30 montague street
balmain nsw 2041
mob
tel
+61 2 9555 2444
fax
+61 2 9555 5600

•
•
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Gloria Rodgers
Rosie Biasi on behalf of Greg Robinson Director (CIS)
Thursday, 26 July 2012 4:18 PM
Elizabeth Graoroska
Rosie Biasi
RE: INVITATION: Bledisloe Cup - Australia v New Zealand

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Dear Elizabeth
Thank you for your kind invitation for Greg to attend the rugby .
Unfortunately, the event is one that Greg is unable to accept under the University's policy on gifts and
entertainment.
We hope that you are able to find another guest to join you on the evening.

••

With kind regards,
Rosie

ROSIE BIASI

I Executive Assistant to Director I Campus Infrastructure & Services

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
T +61 2 9351 3245 I F +61 2 9351 6129 IM

From: Elizabeth Graoroska

Sent: Thursday, 26 July 2012 11:29 AM
To: Greg Robinson Director (CIS)
Subject: INVITATION: Bledisloe Cup - Australia v New Zealand

•

,

Good morning Greg ,

I've just left a voicemail message on your phone.

On behalf of Bill Plastiras, please accept our invitation for you and your partner to attend the Bledisloe Cup Game as
our guests.

The main details are listed below for your information.

If you have any further queries, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Elizabeth Graoroska
1
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Strategic Communications Coordinator
NSW/ACT & Tunnelling

Thiess Pty Ltd
Locked Bag 261 Darlinghurst NSW 2010
Level 5, 26 College Street, Sydney NSW 2000
T +6 1 2 9332 9562
F +61 2 9331 4264
E
www.thiess .com .au

•

(

Dear Greg ,

We would be delighted if you and your partner are able to join
us for the upcoming Bledisloe Cup -Australia v New Zealand
Game.

As ou r guests , you wi ll enjoy a pre-game sit down dinner in the
Director's Club , watch the game from premium seating and
share your views at the post-match function .

•

We look forward to enjoying a fantastic evening with you both .

Further details will be issued closer to the date.

.

'

'

. · i ..

<YOU'RE INVITED
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Bledisloe Cup - Australia v New Zealand
Saturday 18 August 2012
5.30 PM to 10.30 PM

The Director's Club

•

ANZ Stadium

RSVP
MONDAY 6 AUGUST 2012
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT ELIZABETH GRAOROSKA
(02) 9332 9562 OR

•

IMPORTANT - This email and any attachments may be confidential and privileged.
If received in error, please contact Thiess and delete all copies. You may not
rely on advice and documents received by email unless confirmed by a signed Thiess
letter. This restriction on reliance will not apply to the extent that the above email
communication is between parties to a contract and is authorised under that contract.
Before opening or using attachments, check them for viruses and defects. Thiess'
liability is limited to resupplying any affected attachments .

••
•
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Gloria Rodgers
Rosie Bia si on behalf of G1·eg Rob inson Directo r (CIS )
Thu,-sclay, 16 Janu ary 20 ·14 4:26 PM
Michelle Lanigan
RE: SAV E THE DATE - PIF Regatta 2014

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dear Michel le
Thank you for you iniitat1on ·:, ureg Robir-,son fo; th.e Pl!= ya chting rega,ta. Udcrwn atel-,, the e1er1 t Is one that Greg
is unable to accept under the University' s policy on gifts and entertainment. Please accept our best wishes for a
successfu l event.
Kin d regards,
Rosie

•

ROSIE B IASI

I Executive Assista nt to Direct or I Campus

Infrastructure & Ser,11ces

THE U~JIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Service s Building G1 2 I 22 Codrington Street I Darlington I NSW I 2008
T +61 2 935 ·1 32 45 I F +6 1 2 9351 6129 IM
E rosie.b1asi (@syd ney .edu .au I W http://svdr.ev .edu.au.
CRICOS 00026A
Th is emai l plus any attachm ents to it are co nfidentia l Any unauthorised use is strictly prohibited . If you re ceive thi s ema il
and any attachments.
Please th ink of our environment and only prin t this e-ma il 1f necessary.

in

error, plea se delete it

From: Michelle Lanigan
Sent: Thursday, 16 January 20 14 3 :54 PM
To: Greg Robinson Director (CIS )
Subject: SAVE THE DATE - PIF Regatta 2014

•
Dear Greg,

John Holland invites you to attend the PIF Annual Charity
Yachting Regatta on their Spectator Boat.
Date: 21st March 2014
Time: 12pm till late
Please RSVP by Wednesday 22nd Janua ry
RSVP
Michelle Lan igan
T
E:
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\ll!J·;h91 1D J..'.lfl!rJa,..,
: --a-Co:1 1r~-: cs .-=-V!rnin 1$oa ~:_r
Jonn Holla'ld Fl) Lee;

_8\/9, ?. 65 P1rrama Road Pyrnont I\JS\Jl.1 2009
>'l"i,:.j,~.

•

i ,)1r,~~ t 1;n ..~. ·h31 2 9'352 7~t.!.!J t .-· a;(

., ,. . i 'l 9:;Q,l Opt : 1)

Th.i.s ema i l ~as sent by J0h ~ H~ LJnd ~r 0 Jp ?t~ Ltd (ACN
37 05 0 2 4 2 14 7 1
0 1. ,:,n .=:; .::, : i t s s ubs idia r y, re l a t ::>~ ::i.:,t~~p .. 1i2.; . This 12.
i l ar j - y
at c hme nts are ~o nf i dentia l , su bj ec t t o co9y= igl1~ dnci may be s ubj ect Lo
leg.'d o r c•t h er p rivi lege . l f yn11 h -3 './"?i -.:-P._Pi.vP,-; it in e r n:,r ,
CJn f i dent i a: it y and pri vile ge ar ~ nc waived and y01J mus t no t d is cl os e
1
t o o the rs o r use the inf o rmation in it . P_ease no :if y the se nd e r by
return e mail and delete .::..t fr om your s;stem . u~a u th o rised use o f this
e:n:1i l (ctnj any attach ments) is scr .: . c t .i.y ruluL,iLej · nd John Ho lland
Cir r-u r, Pty Ltd d o es n o t 9uaran t ee the inteority of th i s ema i l c
any
(
att2.che d fi le.s . .Z\ny pers o n -3 1 int 0 rmat ::. on in :h is email mu s:: be handl ed
i r -::::curdan:e ~,i th the Pri ;rac y .~c t L 8':i , Cth ) awJ n u 1_ be dis c l o sed t')
o th ers .

•
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Gloria Rodgers
From:
s.,ri t:

To:
Siubject:

June Abrahams <June.Abraha111 s@jhg.com.au >
:=riday, 5 September 20 14 9:2 5 AM
Greg Robinson Director (CIS)
RE : Robbie W illiam s con cert invitation

Rosi e
Thank you for your ema il.
Kind rega (ds
June

J une Abrahams

•

EJ-\ to General Manager. O:J~rat1ons - lnfrasli·ucture South E<1st

John Holland Pty Ltd
Leve l 3. 65 Pirrama Road , Pyrmont NSW 2009
Phone. -~61 2 9552 7408 I i\il0bila.
Emai l.
iune.abrahams@ihq .com.au
Website. johnhollancl .com .au

From: Rosie Biasi [mailto:rosie.biasi @sydney.edu.au] On Behalf Of Greg Robinson Director (CIS )
Sent: Friday, 5 September 2014 9:16 AM
To: June Abrahams
Subject: RE : Robbie William s concert invitation
Dear June

•

Thank you for yo ur invitation for Greg Robinson to attend th e JHG concert on 27 September. Unfortunately, the
event is one t hat Greg is unable to accept under the Universit y's po licy on gifts and en tertai nm ent .
Please accept our best w ish es for an enjoyable evening .
Kind regards,
Rosie

KOSfE 8 1!-\SI I Executive Assis tant to u1rector I Campus Infrastructure & ::;ervIces
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
T +6 1 2 9351 3245 IF +6 1 2 9351 6 '129 1IVI

From : June Ab rahams [ ma ilt o :June .Abrahams@jhg .com .au j
Sent: Th ursday, 4 September 2014 11:15 AM
To: Greg Robinson Directo r (CIS )
Subject : Robbie Williams concert invitation

Dear Greg
As a valued client of Jolin Hollan d , Rob Monaci would like to invite you and your Partner to attend tl1e Robbie
Williams concert on Saturday 27 th Septem be r 2014
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Pleasa sae the invitation below for more information .

•
Kind regards
June

Jm1-e Abr"h,;i m~

•

'::A ,o Gener:;il 1Vlc1nagG, D;)erai1o ns . Ii irasii-ucture Sou;r f.:, ~1

Jotm Holland Pty Ltd
Level 3. 65 P1rrama Road Pvrnont NSW 2009

+6 ·1 2 9552 74013 I NJo:-,iin.
Ern.;1ii. 1une.abrahams<w1hg com .au
·,11;_;::,5ii ,. ic,i1rd10ll?nd .com .a11

P;w.-i-,.

Th i s e mail was sent by John Ho l land Gr o up Pt y Ltd (ACN 37 050 2 42 147)
or o ne of its subs i diary/related ~om a~ies . This email and any
a ta chments are onf id ent ial, su· :ect to copyrigr:t and may be subjec tc
legal or o t her pri vi l ege. I f you have received i ~ in e~ro~ ,
conf i dent i al i y a nd privilege are not wa i ved and yo~ must no c disclose
it to ·t he rs o r use the i nf o rma tio,. in i t . Pl ease not ify t he sender by
ret1.:r: email and de lete it. fro~ 'y' ·. )Ur system. Unauthoris,-:; use o: this
e:na i i ( and any ~ achnent s) is strictly pro hibit ed a net ,John Ho l l ancl
Grou p Pt y Ltd oes ~ot guaran~e e t h e integrity of Lhis ema il or any
attached files . Any pers o nal inf ormation in th is email must be handled

2
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in accordance with the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) and not be disclosed to
others .
This email was sent by John Holland Group Pty Ltd (ACN 37 050 242 147) or one
of its subsidiary/related companies . This emai l and any attachments are
confidential, subject to copyright and may be subject to legal or other
privi l ege . If you have received it in error , con f identiality and privilege are
not waived and you must not disclose it to othe r s or use the information in it .
Please notify the sender by return email and de l ete it from your system .
Unauthorised use of this ema i l (and any attachments) is strictly prohibited and
John Holland Group Pty Ltd does not guarantee the integrity of this email or
any attached fil es . Any personal i nformation in this email must be handled in
accordance with the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) and not be d iscl osed to others .

•
•
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Gloria Rodgers
i:mm:

Cc

Rosi -'.c 81JSi
ivlonclay, 15 Decernoe1 2014 '-!-43 Pl'v1
Peter.rvla ri x- Ev ans @i sis.con, .au
Greg Robi nson Di r·ect o r (CIS )

SLJl\'.;je,~t:

!SIS Gifts

Categories:

CIS

Se~1t:
To;

Cea r Peter
Thank you for your best wis hes for t he Christmas seaso n ancl ne w year, and the thoughtful gifts for CIS staff which
unfortunate ly, due to the Un iversity's pol icy on gifts and enterta inment, we are unable to accept.
I have left the bags at CIS Reception (level 1, Services Build ing, 22 Codrington Street, Darlington) and kind ly ask that

•

yo u arrange a courier collect them and return to your o ffi ce .
,'hank you once again, and please accept our best wishes for the Season and coming year .
With kind regards,
Ros ie
ROSIE SL<\SI

I Execu tive Ass ;sta,1 t to

Director

THE 1J,·II V !: RSIT'/ •JF S YDr'!E',
Serv ices Building G 12 I 22 Cod r1ngwn Stree1

I

Cam pus ln fr ast wcture & Services

i U,Hlington I i.,IS\iV I :Zl.lOb

T +6 129351 3245 IF +6 1 293 51 3 129 11111
E rosie .blasi@sydney .edu .au I W http ://sydnay.edu .au .
CRICOS 00026A
This em ail pl us an y atta chments to ii are co niidential Any u1iautl1orised use is strtctly p roh ibited If yo u rece ive this email in e rror please delete It
anC: an y attac hm ent:::
F• iease thi n/< oi our environmert ar:d only print tl1Is e-,l'1E. 1I ri necessary .

•
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Gloria Rodgers
From:
:Sent:
To:
(<::

S:ubj:e,:1:

Pete r Marix-Evans < Peter.Marix- Evans@isis .co m au >
Monday, 15 Dece mber 2014 4:59 PM
Rosie Biasi
Greg Robi nson Director (C IS); Ha1·lem Suhani c; Phillip Wicks
RE: ISI S Gifts

Dear Rosie,
Thankyou ve ry much for letting me know. i apologise for p lacing you in this circumst ance.

ISIS respect your policy and understand.
On beha lf of ISIS w e are very gratefu l for the Opportunities to work with the Unive rsity and wish you
All a Merry Christmas.
Regards
,;)·et<er M airix-Evans I General Man ager

•

T 02 9906 6977 I M
I W isis. com .au
Le vel 4 , 29 Christie Street, St Leon ards I\JSIIV 2065

Ff TOUT ANO REFURBISHMENT SPECIALISTS
ISI S Is a foundin g me mber or the G,--::en Bu i d 'ng Co1.. ncll c f Au5tra ll a.
Please consiaer the environment before p.-1nting

From: Rosie Biasi [mailto:rosi e. biasi @sydney.edu.au]

•

Sent: Monday, 15 December 2014 4:48 PM

fo : Pete r Marix-Evans
Cc: Greg Robinson Director (CIS)
Subject: ISIS Gifts

Dear Peter
Thank you for your best w ishes for the Christmas season and new year, and the thoughtful gifts for CIS staff which
unfortunately, due to the University's policy on gifts and entertainment, we are unable to accept.
I have left the bags at CIS Reception (level 1, Services Building, 22 Codrington Street, Darlington) and kindly ask that
you arrange a courier collect them and return to your office .
Thank you once aga in, and please accept our best wishes for the Season and coming year.
With kind regards,
Rosie
ROSIE BIASI I Executive Assistant to Directo r I Campus Infrastructure & Services
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Services Build ing G12 I 22 Cod ring ton Street I Darlington I MSW I 2008
T+61293513245 I F+61 2 93516129 l i'v1+

E rosie .biasi @sydney .edu.au I W http ://sydney .edu.au.
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CRICOS 00026A
This email plus any attachmenis to it are confidential. Any unauthorised use 1s strictly prohibited . If you receive this email in error, please delete it
and any attachment5.
Please think of our environment and only print this e-mail if necessary.

The contents of this communication are private and confidential. Any content that does not relate
of its related enti ties cannot be taken to re presen t : he views, opinions or conclusions of 151S.

.a the official business

of ISIS Group Au stralia Ptv Limited ABN 70 003 861 765 or any

No contracts may be concluded on beha lf of ISIS by means of e-mail communication .

If vou are not the intended recipient of this communication, please delete it and immediately contact the sender. You may not use or reproduce any part of th1s communication
without ISIS prior consent.
: his commun icat ion should be scanned to detect vi r uses. 1S15 accepts no liability for loss or damage (whether caused by negligence or not) resulting from the use of th is
communication. This notice should not be deleted .

•

(

•

C

2
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Gloria Rodgers
From:

Rosie Bias i on behalf of Greg Robinson Director (CIS)
Fri cl ay, 27 F2brua ry 2015 11 :50 ,!I.M
Butcher, Cassie
RE: University Focus Lunch

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dea r Cassie
Thank you for your invitation fa· Gteg Robison co attend the luncheon. Unbrtunately, t:1is is an event that Greg :s
unable to attend due to the Un iversity's policy on gifts and entertainment. Please accept our best w ishes for a
5uccessful event.
Kind regards,
Rosie

•

ROSIE 81ASI

I Executive Assistant to Director I Cam pus Infrastructure & Serv ices

THE UMIVERSITY OF SYDMEY
{ +6 ·1 29351324 5 1:=+6 12935 1 6129 li\11

From: Butcher, Cassie [mailto:cassie.butcher@app.com .au]
Sent: Friday, 27 February 2015 11:37 ANI
To: Greg Robinson Director (CIS )
Subject: University Focus Lunch

Good morning Greg ,
APP would like to invite you to our University Focus Lu nch. Please see attached invite for details.
We look for,vard to seeing you tl1ere .
Kind regards ,
Cass ie

•
Cas5ie 8:.,tche.

I PA &

f\/larl<eting Coordin ator. Sydney I connect wit\1 me on

inl-<ec:in

APP Corpm·ation Pty Limited I Lc 11cl 7, 1 "16 l'vlill cr Street. North Syd ney NSV\/ 2060
F 61299541 95 1 I www app.com .au

IP

I

61 2 9963 9935 1 tvl

Program & Project Delivery I Design & Technical Services I Real Est ate I lnclependent Assurnnce Services I Con su lt ing & Advisory

The first choice for property and infrastructure pro fession als
Tl1is email and any files transm itted with it are confiden tial and intended sole ly for tile use of the individua l to wl1om they are addressed . If you have
received this email in error please inform the postma ster@app .com.au or the sender.
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This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service.
For more information please visit hJtp ://www.symamecciouc!5Q.rn

•

(

•
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Gloria Rodgers
From:

S,enl:
To:

Subj,e d:

Greg Robinson Director (CI S)
rvlonc!ay, 4 IVlay 201 S 8:59 AM
Claud ia Lantos
Re : 'lour personal invitation to see Th e Photograph and Austra lia at the ,1\rt Gallery
of I\ISW
imageoo ·I.png; image002.png

Hi Claudi a
Thank you for the invite - unfortu nate ly CIS has a very strict policy about gifts and entertainment by which we are una ble
to accept an invitation such as this
I hope th at your guests enjoy the event ancl I do look forward to work ing with you

•

GREG ROBIMSON I Director
: ampus Infrastructure & Services
T:-IE U~JI\/ERSITY OF SYDMEY
Services Building G 12 I 22 Codrington Street I Darlington j l\lSVV I 2008
T +61 2 9351 3245 IF +6 1 2 9351 6129 I NI +
E g.roblnson@sydney .edu .au I I/If http://sydney .edu .au
CRICOS 00026A
Th is ema il plus any attachments to it are coniiclentia l Any unauthorised use 1s strictly prohibited . If you rece ive this email in error. please delete it
and any attachments.
Please thin k of our environment and only print this e-mail if necessa1y

from: Claudia Lantos <clantos@smgrp .com .au>

Date: Friday, 1 IVlay 2015 1:14 Pi'vl
To: Greg Robinson <g.rob inso n@sydney .edu .au >
Cc: Bernadette Frankin <bfrankin@smgrp .com .au>, Joe Fischer < jfischer@smgrp .com.au>
Subject: FW : Your pe rsonal invita tion to see The Photograph and Australia at the Art Gallery of I\JSW

Dear Gre g,
Ho w are you?
•

We haven' t met yet, but we' re th rilled to be working together with you in the next months .
Although we realise its short notice , we wanted to invite you fo r our upcom ing event next week.
It wo uld be great if you co1Jki join us
This is something we organ ise on a quarterly basis fo r our clients (focused on our Sen ior HR contacts ) and I can
high ly re co mmend this one . It' s a great additional opportunity to learn more about who we are and what we do and
mee t some interesting peers from the industry.
Pl ease feel free to call me or Bernadette (copied in) if you have any questions?
Thanks.

Kind regards,
Claudia l antos
Client Services M anager / Executive Coach
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en,-'r ~'ea .~'? ,JeJet2 this e111a,!, :tn.J .Jny cop,es or l1i)'<s t ,J tt,i~ er,1,1,1 c:-Jrnpi~re y d' }d 11·lm~,H~t~b1 fror'1 ~,r.1 111 ")\; 'itern :tn,1 non1,, tlv· send•?(~'-'
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retut('I ~1-:1a il

•

r-rom; Bernadette Fra n kin
S,ent: Tuesda y, April 21, 2015 1:44 PM
Tz~: Cl aud ia Lantos
:Su b j-e:ct: Your pe rsona l in vitation t o see Th e Photograph and Australia at the Art Gallery of NSW

Dear Greg,

TH

•
----·- -------Th e Stephenson Mansell Group invites you to a Corpor.a te Eve n ing - The photograph and Australia at the Art

Gailerv of NSW o n Tuesday, 5 May, 2015 at 5.30pm.
A pr' v.ate group tour will start at 5.40pm , followed b:1 dinner at CH lSW ICK Restaurant at 7.00pm .
From mass media's evolution in t he 19th ce ntury to today's digital revo lut ion, this e:< hibition investigates how
photography was harnessed to create the idea o f a nation . It also revea ls how our view of the world , ourselves ancl
each other ha s been changed by the advent of photography.
You w ill see wo rk s from renow ned artists such as Charl es Bayliss, Harold Cazneau )(, Oli ve Cotton , Max Dupain and
Tracey Moffa t , among many o thers . This exhibition w ill remind us of th e sense of w onder that the photog ra ph ca n
still indu ce for its ability to captu re both thing s of the wo rld and those o f th e im agi nation.
2
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I will be hosting this event with my colleagues, Jennifer 1\/lcAleer and Richard Clarke . We hope you can join us ancl
look forward to your cornpany on th e night.
To HS ·,;::,, pl ease reply to this email or phone Bernie ~r:1nkin o n (02) 9950 2000
Wa rmest regards,
Vi rg inia Mansell
i:Jce cutilfe Chairman

·ur

a,.,

Thi: .:mal m:1ssage ard ts ar:ac•,rrer·t.; Is Ir ter clad JO,\ f - L ~ -1 ,J ,::.5 Ji> ar,:: 11a 1 ":G"t31r, 1rf,xr-i1.101
i,,r, :s ,;,,nf:tJ~rtlaL if yO.l
, Jtt1 i3 ntcr:! -:!d -·e""i:.-enL- . .:i.-- =:d"' r ... \ ·::-3{1 ,.a·~a ~ . . f'N-3 j, jlSt;,r-·J
_ ·s,Ji:. . ,t1"" :~·in.. ::,,nt:1tr,3e·' 31. 'U'w3emaill"'«as'cc·;r SF;nt 1 •j
,ou In err)r. Jlea:;e a;1e,e c,1 ,s em ail. a~d any c001es or l1nl\s t :, tr,Is ~ ·1a I1. c-m:-,;;t e l1 an d mr1-3d1ately from , our s),sterr 'l ~d :ir,t1~ che
.sande b'i r,;curn e·na I

•
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Fr.om:

5.en t:
To:

S,u bj~,ct
.Att~c:himents:

E17/0445/AS-10-010/PR-0033

Greg Robinson Director (CIS)
Tuesday, 12 l\llay 2015 8:52 AM
Da vid Ghannoum
Re: Invitation: Boardroom Dinner, Tuesday 23 June
imag e00 3.jpg; image002.jpg

Dear Davicl
Thank you -for the kind invitation to join the Directors at dinner.
Unfor tunately I will not be able to join you as it would contravene the very strict gifts and entertainment policy that I ha ve
in place for CIS and as one of our valuab le and t rusted Contractors I would not wish to have any suggest ion in the future
about the nature of our relationship.
I hope it is a great evening for you ancl your guests

•

q,e!£1.a rds
GREG R081NSON I Director
Campus Infrastru cture & Se rvices
THE UNlVERSIT'/ OF SY0NEY
Servi ces Bu ilding G 12 I 22 Coclnngton Street I Darl111gton I NSW I 2008

T +61 2 935 1 3245 I F +612935 1 6 129 I M
E g.robinson@sydney.edu .au I IN http ://sydney .edu.au
CRICOS 00026A

Th is email plus any attachments to it are co nfidential. Any unauthorised use 1s strictly prohibited . If yo u receive t11is ema,I
and an y attachments
Please th ink of ou r environment an d on ly print this e-ma il if necessary.

111

error. please delete ,t

From : David Ghannoum <David.Ghannoum@brookfieldmultiplex .com >

Date: Monday, 11 Nlay 2015 5:19 PM
To: Greg Robinson <g.robinson@sydney .edu .au >
S•.,bj~tt lnvitat!o n: Bo ardroo m Dinner, Tuesday 23 June
Dear Greg

•

' hope you are able to join John Flecker, the NSW Directors and I at our upcoming Boardroom Dinner on Tuesday
23 rd June
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•
•
Regards
David
David Ghannou111
Re gional Managing Di rector

Brookf ~eld
MULTIPLEX

BM

Brookfield Multiplex Australasia
Leve l 22. 135 Ki ng Street, Syd ney NSW 2000

2
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w½w.b rookfieldmult1 plex.com

Please cons id er the envi ronme nt before print ing this e-mail.
This email and any attac hments are confide nt ia l ancl may be legal ly privileged (in wh ich case neither is wai1J2d or los t by
mistaken delivery). The contents of this email, including any attachments, are inte nded solely for t he use of the in divi dual
or entity to whom the y are addressed. ,c\ny unautho ri sed use 1s 2)(p ress ly prohibited. We do not waive any privilege ,
confident iality or copyright associat ed w ith it . Brookfield collects persona l information to provide and ma rket our serv ices
(see our pri11 acy po licy at http .//www. au .brookfielrl com for more informat ion about use, disclosu re and access) .
Brookfield's lia bil ity in connection w ith transmitting, unauthorised access to, or viruses in th is message and its
attachme nts, is limited to re-supp lyin g this message and its attachments
Message protected by Mai/Control: e-mail anti-v iru s, ant i-spa m and content filtering.
htt o://www m ailco nt ro l.com

•
•
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Gloria Rodgers
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

David Ghannoum < David.Ghannoum@brookfieldmultiplex.com >
Wednesday, 13 May 2015 5:10 PM
Greg Robinson Director (CIS)
RE: Invitation: Boardroom Dinner, Tuesday 23 June

Greg
Thanks for your prompt response
For the sake of clarity we do not wish to do anything that may be seen to be in contravention of any protocols
Regards
David

•

From: Greg Robinson Director (CIS) [mailto:g.robinson@sydney.edu.au]
Sent: Tuesday, 12 May 2015 8:52 AM
To: David Ghannoum
Subject: Re: Invitation: Boardroom Dinner, Tuesday 23 June
Dear David
Thank you for the kind invitation to join the Directors at dinner.
Unfortunately I will not be able to join you as it would contravene the very strict gifts and entertainment policy that I have
in place for CIS and as one of our valuable and trusted Contractors I would not wish to have any suggestion in the future
about the nature of our relat ionship.
I hope it is a great evening for you and your guests
Regards

•

GREG ROBINSON I Director
Campus Infrastructure & Services
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Services Building G12 I 22 Codrington Street I Darlington I NSW 12008
T +61 2 935 1 3245 I F +61 2 935 1 6129 I M
E g.robinson@sydney.edu .au I W http://sydney.edu.au
CRICOS 00026A
Th is email plus any atta chments to it are confide ntial. Any unauthorised use is strictly prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please delete it
and any attachments.
Please think of our environment and only print this e-mail if necessary.

From: David Ghannoum <David.Ghannoum@brookfieldmultiplex.com>
Date: Monday, 11 May 2015 5: 19 PM
To: Greg Robinson <g .robinson@sydney .edu .au>
Subject: Invitation: Boardroom Dinner, Tuesday 23 June

Dear Greg
I hope you are able to join John Flecker, the NSW Directors and I at our upcoming Boardroom Dinner on Tuesday
23 rd June

1
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THE BROOKFIELD ·
MULTIP LEX
CEO AND NSW
DI RECTORS
1Nv1·rE YOU
TO DINNER

•
•

TUE)DAY JLJNE 23

(

AT 6.00P ~,
THE
BOARDR OOrl
LE\/EL2 2
135 KING: )TREET
SY. DN EY
R~.'·/ij l.w Mu~· LL

!C (r~}l' l;."~·.:::::.J·~I::(': ..

~ ~,rc._:;(J;,,~·\:::11..! 1,~

(

BM
1~ :i·.·~Cr1·1
1

-

'.

.

Regards
David
David Ghannoum
Regional Managing Director

Br.o okfield
MULTIPl.EX

-

BM

Brookfield Multiplex Australasia
Level 22, 135 King Street, Sydney NSW 2000
2
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www.brookfieldmultiplex.com

Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.
This email and any attachments are confidential and may be legally privileged (in which case neither is waived or lost by
mistaken delivery}. The contents of this email, including any attachments, are intended solely for the use of the individual
or entity to whom they are addressed. Any unauthorised use is expressly prohibited. We do not waive any privilege,
confidentiality or copyright associated with it. Brookfield collects personal information to provide and market our services
(see our privacy policy at http://www.au.brookfield .com for more information about use, disclosure and access).
Brookfield's liability in connection with transmitting, unauthorised access to, or viruses in this message and its
attachments, is limited to re-supplying this message and its attachments
Message protected by MailControl: e-mail anti-virus, anti-spam and content filtering .
http://www.mailcontrol.com

•
•
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.S,e n!:
To:

Cc:
S,LJ:bj eel:

Att.dd , m e r.rts:

E17/0445/AS-10-010/PR-0033

Rob Ham mon d < ro bh @t bh.co m.au >
Wedn esday, 30 I\J ove mber 201 6 8:5'1 PIv l
Greg Robinson Directo r (CIS)
Amy Bou samra
Fwd: Invitatio n: 20 16 ODI Game - Au st ra li a vs l\lew Ze aland - Sund ay 4 Decem ber·
imag e00 1.j pg; irn age002.png; irna ge00 1.jpg; ima ge002. png

Hi Greg
So rry you can 't join us. I did n't realise that you r probity policy pr ec luded thi s (alth o ug h not surpris ing given you r
role now i thi nk abo ut it) .
I ho pe all is w ell w ith you . All th e best for Ch rist mas and look fo rwa rd to cat ching up with you again soon

•

Be st reg ards
Rob

Rob Hammo nd

Ma naging Director
Tra cey 8runstrom 8, Ham mond Grou p

Phon e +612 99 222 511
Mob il e

Beg in forwa r ded me ssage :

•

From: ,l\my Bousa mra <amyb@tbh.com.au >

Dat e ; 30 No vemb er 2016 at 8: 05:22 pm AED T
To: Rob Hamm o nd <robh@tbh .corn .au>
Subject: Fwd : Invitation: 2016 ODI Game - Australia vs l\lew Zealand - SLmday 4 December
FYI
Kind regard s
,l \my Bousa m ra
sent from m y iPhone

Begi n fo rwarded messa ge:
From : "Gre g Ro bin son Di rector (CIS)" <g.robinson@sydney .edu .au >
Date : 30 November 201 6 at 7:00 :53 pm AEDT
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To: Amy Bousamra <a myb@tb h.co1r .au>
L1 bjecr: Re· !nvit ;;rhm : 2(H6 001 Ga m<2 ·· AL,i:Str ;;ili a vs i'uew Ze·.:i l.,md ·· S~i d:ay -4 f.lec.~mbe r

Hi /-\mv
Thank you fo r the invitation unfortunate!v under ou r strict gifts and entertain ment policy I am
unable to acce 9t th e very ger ercus invitat ion .

Ca m pu~ lnfrastructuri~ & Se,,11,:.c, ;

THE IJ ~li'/1=RS!1"'( o:= SYD~I['.'
St";rvices Building G1 2 ; 22 Coclnngton Stre-:: t I Darli ngton I i'ISW \ 2CIJt'
i" +6 1 2 935 : 3245 l F +6 1 2 93: I 6 1?9 ) ,Ii!
E g rob1n:;on_@sy_~
du au I W http ·//s·,dne_'l~q_u.au

•

CRICOS 00026A
Th is ema il µ lus any 3 acl1ments to It are coniid<ent:al A ny ~nautho nseo use is stric tly pro hibited If :10u rece IVf, tnis elilail 111
err::ir. please de lete it ,ir1d any alla chm.~n,s
Plea se tl".inh of ou r eIw1ronrn en t and only pr1111 , his e-I;1aII 1f rns-ces;;a,-y.

From: Arny Bousamra <amy b@:tb h.1.om ,au>
Date : Tuesclay, 29 Novem ber 2016 at 3:37 PlVI

To: Greg Rob ins on <g.robinson@sydney.edu .au>
Subj.e ct: Invitation. 2016 OD ! Game - Australia vs i\lew Ze aland - Sunda y 4 December
Dear Gr,"g
T8H has the Ch urchil l Privat.":' Suite for the upcoming OD! ga me at the

sec; and l=<ob Ha m mono wo uld

!ike to invite you to join him and the TBH Directors at th e match be tw een Australia and I\Je w
Zealand , on :Sunday 4 Q(!,r.em ,tH:?r.

•

Could you kindly advise your availability ASt~P.
I/Ile hop e yo u are available to join us

2
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•
•

Kind regards
Amy Bousamra
Executive Assista nt to Managing Director . Roliert Hamm ond

IG ~-- ··--- ----progress with confidence
t +61 2 9922 251 1
e amyb@tb h.com.au w www .tbll .com .au
Level 12. 15 Blue Stree t North Sydney NSVV 2060 Au stralia
pro1ect ma·iayement

I

programming and scneduling

I

P3M ' cosl managerrent I c1a rrs and :l1spute resolution

EMAI L TRANSMITTAL
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G!o1ria Rodgers
Greg Robinson Directo r (CIS)
Tuesday, ·14 February 20·17 4:26 PM
Stringer, Joel
Byrn e, Lisa
Re: An Invitation
image00 1.jpg; image002.png

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Sa..,ibj,ect
AH.id1ments:

Hi Joel
Under the Un iversity's pol icy on gifts and entertainment I am unable to join you .
I w ish you we ll for the event.

•

..3REG ROBINSON I Director
Campus Infrastructure & Services
THE UNIVERSITY o:= SYDNEY
Services Building G 1 2 I 22 Cocln ngton Street I Darlington I NSV\/ I 2008
T +61 2 9351 3245 J +61 2 9351 6129 J M
E g.robinson@sydney .edu.au I W http://sydney.edu.au

r

CRICOS 00026A
This email plus any attachments to it are confidential An y unauthorised use is strict ly proh i!Jited If you receive this email in error please delete it
and any attachments
Please thin k of our envi ronment and only print this e-mail if necessary.

•

From: "Stringer, Joel" <Joel.Stringer@lendlease.com >
Date: Monday, 13 Febru ary 2017 at 11:47 A!Vl
To: Greg Robinson <g.robinson@sydney .edu.au >
:c: "Byrn e, Li sa" <Lisa .Byrne@lendlease .com >
Subject: An Invitat ion
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•
Oi;i;.ir Greg

I wou ld like to irwlteyou to j o·in

LIS

on the 40-.footer ' First Fish',

for~!<., urim1al Proper~r Industry Fo und:;i t ion (Ptf=)
Ch arir.y Yac ht i·ng Regatta on Sydney's beautiful wat erways .

•

The event is on.e of the largest yachting regattas in the
Southern Hem isphere, with p,roceeds go:i ng toward the PIF Hous,e
progra m, buil'.ding homes fo r at · r1sk and homeles s you ng peop le .

Friday17 March 20·

-or
Departing from an(
return rng to the
Middl'e Harbm1 r
Yacht Club, Mosm i

Please RSVP by
Friday 17 Febrii.rnry

Lisa Byrne
trsa.byrne@fendleai
We wHt be detighte
cein you cein join us
up a crew of 10.

2
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Regards

Joel Stringer
General Manage r, t'-JS\JI/ , Bu ildi ng
Level 14, Tower Three , lnterna tiona 1Towers Sydn ey
Excha nge Place. 300 Bara ngaroo Ave nu e. Syclne y 2000
M +61 040 1 999 336

,oel. stringer@lendleas.:.co01 j www.lendlease com

Emi li~ Rice
Executive Assistant,

•

Tll1S email and any ~lldd1r11 .1 r·ts are (:oni:den11c1 I and m-1, -11·8 1.,nta111 :.opyng'1t 111 ..~t-=nd l of 111 1.!' Lend lease Group If 1Ju are n t the 1nt~rd~·J re .:ipI~nt. plea '=ie noil f\ us
1111 med1a tr!l y anri cJ~lr:te all copies of thi s 11k~~ ~;dg,J t, 1u mu·.;,t 11ut :iJp1 uc;1.:., dIs·:k.,~!:l d1.stnbut8 o, rely on th~ info,rrduon CJnta111ed rn 1t COP\ 1ri<.~ v, use of t1~.is
com mun,cation ur informal on 111 ,t Is strictly pr::,h1b1te, 1 ,mrl •nay l,e ,11 ,law'u l Conti • Lts cannot be conclucled w,111 the L,md ledse Grc:up nor , e,•1ic:;, eifact1:d by email
i'lon., or !lie staif or ihe l.en,ileasie Group m-, r.1ut11unse,1 to eI1<,;r mto contracts on beh,ilf of ,my me-noer of t11e l s,ni.lleHse Grouo ,n 1111s mdn ne, The fa ct Iha\ thi s
co1rnnurnc21t1on 1s t11 electronic form does not consl1lule ,Jur cn~ent to conduct t1 ansdct1uns by electronic 111ed1H ur t0 us::i 0r acct=pt -::1e."'t1urn c 1eco1<Js or electr onic
signatu res Confidentiality and leg;,! pnv,lege altached ;o this co111111un1ca1io11 Mero, wa ,v,:,cJ 0r I0s1 by reasc,11 of mista ken dehve,y to ycu Lendlease does not _ua rantee
t11c~I th ,~ email or ttie anad11·1~nl(s) rt!·P unc1fft1c'eU b¥ r..t1,npulPr 111 rus 1..:or-uJt1on or Jthr-r defects and accems no Hct b,lity fo· any d~m ~ne caus~cJ lJ\I t/11s P 11t31I or it~
. .=t ltacr,me-n ts duo to viruses. intercl:!ptro1l cou ur,ti ·1,, 1)1 un-:1uthorl::;,21f ..).Cce1;.a L :!1., Jlen.""~ G1 oup n1a ·.; morntiJr ~rn .:,il i1dffic dat-1 a1 1,J r-11.:;;c th-=: ,~0n ten1'1i ":I 1--til ;,,.r ·ti ..
purposes of secunl) ands al #tr::11ning Please nott: tJ1df )Ur ;er ·1>:r .! 11a, n~ I bt=J 11--t..atert 111 ,,r ur countr)· .U. list of L=!nClease Grf"IUf. ?.nt1t1es can De fou nd herr

•
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Gloiri.a R,odige rs
from:

Greg Robinson Director (C IS)
Wednesday. 12 April 2017 212 PM
Amanda Crosby
RE: bpression of inte rest - TSH invitation

S,e nt:
To:

5,u:::ij,e-ct:

Sorr11 .Amanda due to our g,~ policy I wo uld not be abl-: to accept t r e in vitation

GREG ROBJNSON

l

Di(,, ,dor

Compus lr:fr os"lructure & Services

nre UN 'IV:CRSffY OF ,$':{IDNE't

•

Services Building G 1 2 I 22 Cod , ing"lon Str2el I Darlington
T ·+ 6 ·1 2 9351 324 5 I ·Cl:S +61 2 935 I 2000 I M
:E g .robinson@sydney.edu .au I W http: /J sydney.edu .a u
CRICOS 00026.~

I

/\!SW

I

2008

-his ~moil plus any attachments to it are confidential . Any unauthorised us2. is strict!, p ro hi bited. If yo L• r ecei·,e this
emoil in erro r, pleo se d e l-;:?te it an d any at-rachments.
Please think of our environmen·, cmd only print this e-mc1il i-f n~cessory.

From: Ama nda Crosby [mailto :crosbya@tbh .com .au]
Se nt: Wednesday, 12 Ap ril 2017 12:28 PiVI
s~bject: EJ<pr2ssion of in t2 rest - TBH invitati on

Good Afternoon.

Expressions of Interest for Waratahs Vs
Blues

•

Rob Hammond is pleased to in vite you to join him
Allianz Stadi um.

:1-s

hi,;; gu~,;;t fnr a fun tilled ni ght of entertai nm ent at the

Please can you confirm yo ur ex press ion of interest;
Event: Waratahs Vs Blues
When : Saturday May 6th 20 17

Kick Off Tame: 7.40pm
Venue: Allianz Stadium

As time is of the essence, please RSVP to Amanda (crosbya@tbh .com .au) by
close of business 21st April 2017
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Than k yo u

Regard s

Amand.a Cro.sby
Nat1 o nal Ad 1r-inislrat1cn 1\ilar,ager I ,) ilice 1\/lanagef

b h

•

prcgre,;s w·th r.;omia~,~ce

t +61 8 646232 00 m
e crosoya@tbh .com au vv wv,w.tbh .com .au
Le•,el 13, 'l25 St. Georges Terrar:e Perth 1/1/A 6000 A ustra lia
Postal /l,ddress · PO BO X 7807 Cloisters Squa re PO \NP. 6850

nr:w-,.:t rn a,·agRrnenl

•

urogran111111vJ ;md scne,1uling I P3M I co,;t manag.,, 11~r1 ' d ai,1 s a, ,ti dispute res.,lut1011

EMAI L TRANS/VIITTAL
<:C MP DEN TtAU r,. Th ._:. nfo rn, ;uon c onr.a 1nerJ ,,, t.hes,ci do~urn a,~ Is :onfiden 1a1 Jn(J t'> mLended tor· .., -:, i:luf 1J-3 us-3 of th:?- ac1oressc1
:-. named abo.Je. I~ may al50 l)e Sl.llJt:c.t •
l.,l!:'al cr,,fi:-'::i_io nal orMl~ ge. u ,,Ju .ii ? n o t t he t.~ d.Jr~5see. any disclt.,surc. rnproou c tI·)n t.J 1'.:1" l ,.1b:Jt1 , . o,. ,)-.h ~'" ai,;,~errn n r1tI011 or use o f t h s co rnrn urncat10 n Is st1 1c tly rrch1b1tet1 . 11
yc1u hCPJ'? rP1 eive,j t11G t1a nsrn ss1or.. in 13 rr o1 p1east:' :on ta ct us 11w11gd121 tBIV by te1epho11,1 i +,) 1 12• ':19~ 2 2 ~~ 111 sc th at wri ,:an a11 an~u for its rt:: tu1'f1. ·1RUSES Ttlt? C(\mpany Ot"!?S
not r-aure;3i:on1 or w cH r,2,nt t.h at fi:e:.; -=1tt:v:ncd lo th15 i:ma:I ar~ frt>I:' iron· 1..-ompu:cr 1s1 11u~~s or other J ef ~- - l1c?st: fi les 3re p1O11~j13d, ant.J may only be used, on tt:e oasis that th<:
use1 a.;,;u mcs ail rasi,;ons1b1l1ty t,Jr ,,rny loss r damap;e 3ris1ng cut of the uso 01 the ttl t:::~ OISCLAIMl:. 1-J \'01 1ff\.'.::'; .::mly rel v on nlcr. tron cally t1a1s1111tted ad\Jtce or QrJcu m ents wnen
th~ ddv,,:c ei, docu1 ~nl 1, ,;on f1 n n D-Cl by I tt~r s19,n:~d r,y :.~ 01r~··cto1 of ·111-. 1 Cn1~1pnny n1 r i.../t1..-: n "J11; 1 nl':'i:-

Erv!Ail TRA/\lS~,IITT<\L
COMF OE~lfl.U.U ff ~he u1 f01r1 -a t1O., contained tn tres~ doc1unents 1s conf1d iantlal .~ne1 1s 1nteno~c1 :or ihe 1,3.x~h ,s,v.J u:;e. of the 31j dress,~e r.arn ect al)ove. It may also be s u tJJec l to
1eg.:1! pr(,fass1ora l p1M ltg~. f you ar e not the ad •1r L~ssee ....m y ti l$Clos ur H. rP-pr c.1f.!lu.. t1,Jn, d 1-;1 nt 1Jt11Jn. or otr-~, u,s.,e,mnauo n ,)1 usfl v f this cornrnunicatio n Is st, 1ct ly prol11l)1:e<J. If
v0u 11ave 1e~~1\Jed 111s tra nsin1s': > 1or 1n error p1ea~c cont;., Gt uc mn1ed1atc ly by telepl1ono j +6 l 12 g __ .: ]~ 1. ~I :j\ th at w ,:) ~~ an arra nge fo1 its return. VIRUSES Ttie Gorr.pa 11y dot::s
no rcpr -::senr O" WC1r'a n: hat ~Hes ci 1';w· 1P.d to lf11::, '! m:=ul arP. i r~~ r, C'rr cnrnput•!1 1111,,....=.s or ,)tho::-1 dr" II"'• ,~ Tt;e,.;.tt file~ -~r~ 11r-iv1.Jed ~nd may tinty bP u~H,t on the t)ac:. · U1at ttie
use, a;su mes an r.-: :.,pcn:;11)1 111:'J ror any los.> or darrMg'1 ans,rg ot t of the use of +-ha nl,.::s J ISCLAIMEP ro,.1 ma~ -Jr•ly .-el)' C·tl eler-tron colly t1.Jn.:;m1tt~d ad\J1<'C o, documents whc'n
tilt'. iii 'w:•J o· 1JOCt.im~ ·11 I~ ~u :~f1r:-n;> r\ by l~r..er s1en,:?~I by a Oi'i?Ctor o l' the Compdt)'j •)' ... ,s.• hi;1· rinrr1•ne.-:
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Gloria Rodgers
Fro m:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Rosie Biasi
Thu rsday, 15 February 2018 11 :56 M/l
Stringer, Joel
RE : II\I\/ITATI OI\ I I 2018 PIF Regatta

Dear Joel
Thank you for vour invitation for Greg to at .and yo1.; r rega tta eve nt. Unfortunately, he is unable to accept due to the
University's policy on gifts and entertainment . With best wishes for a successful event
Kind rega rds,
Rosie

•

!ROSlf BI A$! I Adrninis-trcition /11\on ,1per I Cc1mpus lnfrc1structure & Servi ce s
."HE IJ!MIVERSff'1' Of SYD!N!EY
2 9351 3245 I :F +61 2 9351 612 9

r +61

IM

From: Stringer, Joel [ma ilto :Joel.Stringer@lendl ease .com)

Sent: Tuesday, 13 Februa ry 2018 9:57 AM
To: Greg Robinson Dire ctor (CIS) <g. robinson@sydney.ed u. au >

Subject: INVITATION

I 2018 PIF Regatta

•
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•
Greg

•

OAH

We would like to invite you to join us for the afternoon onboard th<=
·zen' Yacht for the annual 'Property Industry Foundation' (PIF), Charity
Regatta , sailing through some of Sydney's beautiful waterways .
This event is one of the largest yachting regattas in the Sot1thern
Hemisphere, with proceeds going toward the PIF House program building homes for the at-risk homeless youth.

Friday, 16 March .2 018

T!~1E
Meet 12pm for 12.30pm start
Approx. finish 5:30pm

l0O\TI0N
M idd le Harbour Yacht Club (M

We look forward to having you onboard with our crew of 10.

DRESS
Regards
Joel Stringer
General Manager, NSW RBU
L.endlease Building

Comfortable/Waterproof
Non-slip shoes

£VENT SCHF.OULt
12.)UDM - Lunchonboard

'12.50PM
4.00PM

Ten minute warnin

S. 30PM

R::ice tint

return

\.O~Pf-1 · Hampton's jazz so1re
5 .OOPM

Tro phies presentatic

2
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"Arial" ,"sans-serif ';color:#7 F7 F7 F;mso-themecolor:text1 ;mso-themeti nt: 128; mso-style-textfi/1-fil I-color: #7 F7 F7 F;mso-styl e-textfill-fil I-themecolor:text 1, mso-sty le-textfillfill-alp ha: 100.0%:mso-style-textfill-fill-colortransforms : "lumm=50000 lumo=50000""> Th is email and any attachments are confidential and may also contain copyright
material of the Lendlease Group. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify us immediately and delete all copies of this message. You must not copy , use.
disclose, distribute or rely on the information contained in it. Copying or use of this communication or information in it is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.
Contracts cannot be concluded with the Lendlease Group nor service effected by email. None of the staff of the Lendlease Group are authorised to enter into contracts
on behalf of any member of the Lendlease Group in th is manner. The fact that this communication is in electronic form does not constitute our consent to conduct
transactions by electronic means or to use or accept electronic records or electronic signatures. Confidentiality and legal privilege attached to this communication are
not waived or lost by reason of mistaken delivery to you. Lendlease does not guarantee that this email or the attachment(s) are unaffected by computer virus , corruption
or other defects and accepts no liability for any damage caused by this email or its attachments due to viruses , interception , corruption or unauthorised access .
Lend lease Group may monitor email traffic data and also the content of email for the purposes of security and staff training. Please note that our servers may not be
located in your country. A list of Lendlease Group entities can be found ®'.'.l-

•
•
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Gloria Rodgers
from:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Louise Wagner
M onday, 1S December 2014 11 :OS AM
_CIS All Staff; _CIS External Project Managers; _CIS BJC Services Staff
University Policy on Gifts and Entertainment

A timely reminder as we approach the festive season on the University's policy on gifts and
entertainment. Section 8 of the Code of conduct stipulates that:
'A staff member or affiliate who is in a position in the course of their University work to confer a
benefit on a third party must not accept a gift from that party."

The Director has reiterated that all CIS staff cannot accept gifts and entertainment of any value
from providers of goods and services to the University.

•

Regards,
LOUISE WAGNER I Executive Officer
Campus Infrastructure & Services

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNE"I'
Services Building G12 I 22 Codrington St I The University of Sydney I NSW I 2006
T +61 2 9351 5122 IM
E louise.wagner@sydney.edu.a4 I W http://sydney.edu.au
CRICOS 00026A
This email plus any attachments to it are confidential. A ny unauthorised use is strictly prohibited . If you receive th is email in error, please delete it
and any attachments.
Please think of our environment and only print this e-mail if necessary .

•
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Gloria Rodgers
From:

Kevin Duffy
Monday, 7 December 201 5 8:30 AM
CIS All Staff
Gift Policy

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dear Team ,
In this festive season our suppliers and contractors often invite staff to corporate events or provide g ifts as a gesture
of thanks. As a reminder to all staff, CIS has a policy of not accepting any invitations to corporate events and/or
gifts. This is very important given our responsibilities and accountabi lities within the Un iversity and as a public
authority.
I would like to take this opportunity to remind all staff not to attend corporate events or accept personal gifts. If
random gifts are delivered, please provide them to Rosie Biasi and we will collect them for charity . If you would like to
seek clarification on this , please don't hesitate to contact Greg or myself directly.

•

Kind Regards ,
KEVIN DUFFY I Ope rations Manager
Ca mpus Infrastructure & Services

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Services Buildi ng G12 I 22 Codrington St I The University of Syd ney I NSW 12006
T +61 2 9114 1408 IF +61 2 9351 6489 I M

E kevin.duffy@sydney.edu .au

IW

http://s'{dney.edu .au

CRI COS 00026A
This email plus any attachments to it are confidential. Any unauthorised use is strictly prohibited. If you receive th is email in error, please delete it and any
attachments .

•

1
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Gloria Rodgers
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Robinson Director (CIS)
Thursday, 1 November 2018 8:13 AM

_CIS All Staff
CIS gift policy

Dear CIS Team,
As the festive season approaches our suppliers and contractors often invite staff to corporate events or
provide gifts as a gesture of thanks.
The University has a defined policy on gifts and entertainment. Section 8 of the Code of
conduct stipulates that:

•

"A staff member or affiliate who is in a position in the course of their University work to confer a benefit on
a third party must not accept a gift from that party."
Given the nature of Campus Infrastructure & Services {CIS) operations in dealing with contractors and
external operators, we have a no gift protocol from external sources, in keeping with the values and
principles to promote a culture of integrity.
This applies to all gifts no matter what the value and includes food, beverages, flowers, gift certificates,
entertainment, lunches and dinners, attendance at functions and sporting events and promotional items.
It is vitally important that we provide our services and make procurement decisions based on fair and
objective criteria and wish to eliminate any degree of perception that might be considered as intended to
influence. We need to be extra vigilant given that we are currently in the highly commercially sensitive
stage of our procurement process for hard and soft services.
If someone tries to present you with a gift, please express appreciation of the acknowledgment and
thought underlying the gift, but please advise that the CIS policy prevents you from accepting the gift.

•

If a gift arrives through the mail or as a delivery, please inform the Office of the DCIS and arrangements
will be made for the gift to be returned.
Gifts received via internal University must be declared to the Office of the DCIS and recorded in the Gift
Register. The gift may be assessed by the DCIS to ensure it is appropriate for your acceptance.
Thank you for your compliance with this policy and for your efforts to continue to promote trust and
confidence in our actions.
Regards
GREG ROBINSON I Director
Campus Infrastructure & Services
THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Services Building G12 I 22 Codrington Street I Darlington I NSW i 2008
T +6129351 3245 IF +61 2 9351 6129 IM
E g.robtnson@sydney.edu.au I W http://sydney.edu.au
CRICOS 00026A
This email plus any attachments to it are confidential. Any unauthorised use is strictly prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please delete it
and any attachments.
Please think of our environment and only print this e-mail if necessary.
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POSITION DESCRIPTION
POSITION DETAILS
POSITION TITLE

Security Operations Manager

SCHOOL/
DEPARTMENT

Campus Infrastructure & Services

FACULTY/ PSU

Facility Management and Services Division
Campus Security Unit

•

CLASSIFICATION

HE010

REPORTS TO

Manager, Campus Security Unit

PRIMARY FUNCTION
Manage all Campus Security Unit operational functions including operational risk, control room operations,
security staffing and patrols, emergency management and liaison with external authorities. Design, command
and implement programs to reduce criminal risks, threats and operational security risk within the University.
Work with the Manager Campus Security Unit to achieve the mission of a safe and secure environment for the
University Community.

OVERVIEW OF THE SCHOOL/ DEPARTMENT AND POSITION CONTEXT
Campus Infrastructure & Services (CIS) is responsible for the built environment of the University of Sydney
campuses including the provision of campus services (security, cleaning, mail & waste), management of
existing assets, planning solutions to operational needs and delivering approved projects in line with the
University of Sydney's Strategic Plan . All operations within CIS aim to provide all stakeholders with the highest
standards of customer service.
CIS consists of three (3) operational divisions: Services and Facility Management, Planning , Projects and one
(1) support division: Corporate Services.

•

The Facility Management and Services Division is responsible for providing Security, Cleaning, Waste & Mail
services to the University. The division includes the 'campus assist' team which is the first point of call for
assistance and responsible for providing on the ground help and support to building occupants . Facility
Management is responsible for managing and maintaining University assets including the operation and
maintenance of Building Services (electrical, lifts, fire, hydraulic and mechanical), landscaping & maintenance
of university Grounds and Operational Properties including food & beverage, retail and property management
of leased properties. Planning is responsible for providing solutions to operational needs including the delivery
of the new Campus Masterplan to ensure there is a strategic approach to planning and development across
the University Campus. The Projects Division is responsible for the delivery of small, medium and major
projects on time, within budget and to a quality which exceeds stakeholder expectations.
Corporate Services is responsible for delivering a variety of professional services across CIS including;
Business Systems, Occupational Health & Safety, Strategic Asset Management Planning , Sustainability &
Engineering, Programming & Reporting, Space Planning and Architecture.
The Security Operations Manager is responsible for developing, leading, and managing the operational arm of
the Campus Security Unit to deliver first class, professional security services and an emergency management
response for the University Community.

KEY ACCOUNTABILITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
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PD - Security Operations Manager

Build the security teams' capacity to protect University operations including providing leadership

1. and direction to all Security Coordinators, Team Leaders and officers to conduct operations while

Daily

ensuring the Unit maintains the highest ethical standards in respect to the law, rules, University
Policy and the operational duties of the Campus Security Unit.

2.

Investigate occurrences and incidents, creating briefs of evidence for OGC, Police and senior
management and advise on improvements to policy and procedures for the University to reduce
further occurrences

Daily

Create and maintain the University Security Management Plan, for the approval of the Manager,

Daily

3. Campus Security Unit, ensuring that it is updated annually is relevant to the identified security
risks of the University and meets the needs of protecting staff, students and visitors.
Build the capacity of the University to respond and recover from emergencies and business

Daily

4. continuity events including ensuring the operational response to emergency situations is effective

•

at all times (including being on call as required by the University) and acting as the Site
Emergency Management Officer for the University in the absence of the Manager, Campus
Security Unit.
Provide a safe and secure environment for University operations, including overseeing the
management of security operations such as patrols, static duties, crowd control and mass
gatherings, control room operations, duty postings and the responsibilities and organisation of
University events including managing the operational security contracts to meet the University
requirements .

Daily

Continually review operations to ensure that they are consistent with the strategic planning
documents of the University, Campus Infrastructure & Services and the Campus Security Unit.
Create and implement changes to operational duties to ensure that the Campus Security Units
staff and contractors are operating to meet the University's strategic needs.

Daily

Coordinate and carry out security risk assessments for the University and advise clients, CIS
management, senior executive, project managers and event organisers of any risks and what
mitigation strategies CSU will implement to deal with those risks.

Daily

7.

Manage and control the Security Operations budget on behalf of the Manager, Campus Security
Unit

Daily

8.

KEY PERFORMANCE AREA BEHAVIOURS
Client Focus
Establishes and exceeds the client's needs internal and external clients).
- Delivers and supports solutions which meet client needs (coaches, conducts detailed needs
analyses, delivers to commitments);
- Provides reliable, consistent and professional service (keeps the client informed regularly);
- Listens to the client;
- Acts on customer/ client feedback (takes responsibility for resolving issues);
- Establishes and maintains effective internal / external relationships.

Daily

5.

6.

9.

•

Learning & Innovation
Keeps up to date with skills and knowledge and experience to innovate practices, processes or
procedures at work.
- Actively seeks out new ways of doing things by keeping abreast of contemporary industry
trends relevant to CIS;
- Implements improved ways of doing things based on contemporary practices relevant to CIS;
- Is receptive to others' ideas;
- Supports and adapts effectively to change in the workplace;
- Learns from mistakes.
Resource Management & Quality
Manages resources and improves the quality of work including coordinating activities, budgets,

2 May 2012

Page 2
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PD - Security Operations Manager

facilities or other resources.
- Adheres to University/ CIS policies & procedures;
- Adopts consistent ways of doing things;
- Continuously improves the way things are done within individual area of accountability
(eliminates ineffective and unnecessary systems and processes, focuses on quality);
- Delivers commercially sound solutions (based on return on investment, balances cost and
quality, complies with policy and practice, etc.).

•

Teamwork & Leadership
Actively contributes to the achievement of team outcomes by either leading a team, coordinating
or participating in team activities or tasks, that is, being a team player; actively assists other
departments / teams.
- Takes responsibility for understanding and contributing to CIS's / the University's business
goals;
- Makes effective decisions within ones area of accountability (acts quickly and decisively,
engages stakeholders, considers the impact on others);
- Works with other departments and teams to assist in making end-to-end processes more
effective (takes accountability for their individual part in the process);
- Does things willingly for the good of CIS / the University;
- Gives and seeks constructive feedback regularly;
- Keeps others informed I involves stakeholders in decision making;
- Communicates effectively (eg. Provides context, tailors messages to the audience, keeps
others informed, actively listens and clarifies to ensure the audience understands their
message);
- Is open-minded and supports/ adapts effectively to changes in CIS / the University.

The following behaviours are expected in people management positions:
- Coaches and develops team ;
- Encourages openness and group problem-solving;
- Delegates effectively.

KEY RELATIONSHIPS
INTERNAL ·

•

MAIN CONTACT

FREQUENCY

PURPOSE

Manager, Campus Security Unit

Daily

Work with the Manager to achieve the
performance objectives of the Business
Unit

University Senior Executive

As required

Provide advice on security issues and
threats

Counselling and Psychological Services (CAPS)

Daily

Notify counsellors of incidents involving
students and ensure that support
services are engaged as necessary

Office of General Council (OGG)

Weekly

Advise on incidents and coordinate
reports and evidence briefs with the
University legal team , seek approval as
necessary for the release of information
to external authorities

HR Case Management

Fortnightly

Review staffing matters and advise on
threats and risks involving staff
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Workplace Health and Safety

As required

Advise on security risks and threats

MAIN CONTACT

FREQUENCY

PURPOSE

NSW Police

Weekly

Conduct high level reviews with the
NSW Police of all upcoming events,
review criminal matters that occur on
campus and ensure a coordinated
response

State Debt Recovery Office (SORO)

Monthly

Review parking infringements that are
issued and ensure appropriate actions
are taken

External Contractors

Daily

Manage the provision of guard services
at the University

Local Emergency Management Officer

Monthly

Coordinate the provision of emergency
management services including fire and
ambulance with the LEOCON

EXTERNAL

•

DECISION MAKING AND DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITY

•

1. The position holder has powers to issue directions, remove persons from the University and act as the
Site Emergency Management Officer, under the University's Emergency Management Plan, the Student
Discipline Regulation 1999 and the Campus Access Rule 2009. The position holder must use discretion
and make decisions as to when to use these powers in order to control and manage the security of the
University and the safety of persons at the University.
2. The position holder can plan operations, and manage the security requirements for events including
liaising with external organisations including Police, emergency services, guard suppliers and security
organisations to ensure the safety and security of the University, its staff and students
3. The position holder can make decisions regarding the assessment and importance of security threats,
risks and emergency situations effecting the University, its staff and students and decide on the
imperative of safety, good security practice and also University and client needs
4. The position holder can write policy and procedures for the operational section , interpret strategic
documents and implement operational changes to meet changing needs.
5. This position is guided in its decision making by the University of Sydney (Delegations of Authority Administrative Functions) Rule 2010, Purchasing Policy, Tendering Procedures, Conflict of Interest
Policy, other policies and procedures set by the University and CIS, the Building Code of Australia, OHS
Legislation, and any other relevant Australian Standards.

POSITION DIMENSIONS
STAFF DATA

NUMBER OF DIRECT
REPORTS TO THIS POSITION,
CLASSIFICATION AND
NUMBER OF INCUMBENTS.

HEO 6 Security Coordinator - Access Control
HEO 5 Security Support Administrator

NUMBER OF REPORTS VIA
SUBORDINATES (INDIRECTLY)
TO THIS POSITION,
CLASSIFICATION AND
NUMBER OF INCUMBENTS.

External - 51 Operational Officers across all campuses

External - Contract Administrator
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FACUL TY/PSU SIZE

10 internal staff - 51 full time Contract Security Officers

SCHOOUDEPARTMENT SIZE

164

FINANCIAL DATA

SALARY BUDGET

$300,000

NON-SALARY BUDGET

$4,000,000

GRANT BUDGET

$0

OTHER AMOUNTS

$0

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, EXPERIENCE AND QUALIFICATIONS
CRITERIA

•
•

ESSENTIAL

High levels of oral communication with the demonstrated ability to relate to and
meet with senior management as well operational staff.

X

Strong interpersonal skills including demonstrated conflict management and
negotiation ability with the ability to appropriately deal with emotionally difficult and
extremely complex situations

X

Demonstrated ability to investigate and finalise complex security matters and
recommend positive outcomes that link and meet all legal requirements,
organisational goals and operational needs.

X

Demonstrated ability to coordinate staff, brief and work with senior management,
issue instructions, and effectively manage emergency and other situations in a
large and complex organisation.

X

Ability to act with confidentiality and sensitivity to situations

X

Demonstrated detailed knowledge of modern security practice including
experience in conducting investigations and risk assessments into threats and
risks as well as a detailed understanding of the principles of security risk
management and experience in undertaking risk assessments

X

Ongoing mandatory requirement
The position holder must either hold or be able to obtain a 1A, 1C, 1E, 2A security
licence and must hold the license during the term of appointment. The position
holder must maintain the ability to physically perform the duties of Site Emergency
Management Officer and Chief Warden as appropriate.

X

DESIRABLE

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY/ AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
Demonstrated understanding of the incorporation into University life of the principles of Equal Employment
Opportunity and Affirmative Action; and ability to work positively with staff and students from a diverse range of
backgrounds.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
Understand your OHS responsibilities and actively ensure the health, safety and wellbeing of yourself and others
at work in accordance with your delegated authority, as described in the University OHS Policy and Guidelines.

ORGANISATIONAL CHART
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Campus Security Unit
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SIGNATURE
Morgan Andrews, Manager Campus Security Unit

LINE MANAGER
SIGNATURE

DATE

Steve Sullivan, Divisional Manager FMS

DELEGATED OFFICER
SIGNATURE

DATE

•

HR USE ONLY
CLASSIFICATION
DATE

CLASSIFICATION
CODE

3 May 2012
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